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**Title:** Search and broadcast in stochastic environments, a biological perspective.

**Abstract:** This thesis is built around two series of works, each motivated by experiments on ants. We derive and analyse new models, that use computer science concepts and methodology, despite their biological roots and motivation.

The first model studied in this thesis takes its inspiration in collaborative transport of food in the *P. Longicornis* species. We find that some key aspects of the process are well described by a graph search problem with noisy advice. The advice corresponds to characteristic short scent marks laid in front of the load in order to facilitate its navigation. In this thesis, we provide detailed analysis of the model on trees, which are relevant graph structures from a computer science standpoint. In particular our model may be viewed as a noisy extension of binary search to trees. Tight results in expectation and high probability are derived with matching upper and lower bounds. Interestingly, there is a sharp phase transition phenomenon for the expected runtime, but not when the algorithms are only required to succeed with high probability.

The second model we work with was initially designed to capture information broadcast amongst desert ants. The model uses a stochastic meeting pattern and noise in the interactions, in a way that matches experimental data. Within this theoretical model, we present in this document a strong lower bound on the number of interactions required before information can be spread reliably. Experimentally, we see that the time required for the recruitment process of even few ants increases sharply with the group size, in accordance with our result. A theoretical consequence of the lower bound is a separation between the uniform noisy PUSH and PULL models of interaction. We also study a close variant of broadcast, without noise this time but under more strict convergence requirements and show that in this case, the problem can be solved efficiently, even with very limited exchange of information on each interaction.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Summary

This thesis is articulated around two series of works at the junction between computer science and biology. The first series revolves around a new kind of graph search problem, while the second is about broadcast.

The trajectory we follow is similar in the two cases, and summarized in Figure 1.1. Our original scientific approach bridges theoretical algorithm analysis and experimental biology, with a high level goal of reinforcing the interactions between the two fields. Experiments on ants performed at Ofer Feinerman’s lab at the Weizmann Institute provide inspiration and a reference point that drive the design of new theoretical models. The models are accurate enough to capture some aspects of the biological algorithmic process at hand, but at the same time simple enough to lend themselves to rigorous mathematical analysis and to encompass a broad array of biological phenomena. By understanding which tasks are efficiently solvable in our framework, we hope to obtain new insights on the experiments and the associated biological phenomena. We also find relevance for our works in more standard computer science contexts, so we refine the analysis in that direction, increasing the technical depth at the cost of losing the connection with biology.

Both our broadcast and search models are motivated by experiments on food foraging, albeit with different species of ants. The first setup uses ants of the species *Paratrechina longicornis* commonly referred to as “Crazy ants”. These tiny ants occasionally carry large insects back to their nest, by working in groups. The navigation is a complicated mechanism, due to the large number of individuals that are involved, and the route not being well established. Ants that are not carrying the load are able to help routing it by laying short scent marks. However this guiding mechanism is not without faults. The individual ants signal a path that is good from their perspective, but that may be too narrow for the larger item being carried.

In [71], we studied the kind of trail that is used by crazy ants. It presents characteristics that were unreported before for any kind of ant. To capture the essence of the process, we
introduce a simplified model that corresponds to a search problem on a graph with unreliable advice. The advice, modeling pheromones, comes in the form of pointers located at each node. The pointers indicate a step on a shortest path to the target node, but with some probability they are misleading and then point to a randomly chosen neighbor. Crucially, the pointers are fixed throughout the execution, and cannot be re-sampled. This yields a new model of noise, leading to new algorithmic challenges and tailored techniques to overcome them. We analyzed the model on the line and two dimensional grids first \[71\] and showed connections with the experiments on ants. In subsequent work \[28, 31\] geared towards the computer science community, we carried an analysis on trees, having in mind tree-like data structures. In this manuscript, we present the works \[28\] and \[31\] in Chapters 2 and 3.

In the second line of research, the experiments were carried on *Cataglyphis niger*, a desert ant species. When a forager ant finds a large amount of food outside the nest, it tries to share that information with her peers who remained inside the nest, in order to recruit more ants to deliver the food. Desert ants do not rely on pheromones to communicate. Instead they use physical contact to convey information.

Our approach consists in viewing recruitment as a broadcast problem with a stochastic meeting pattern. The model incorporates noise in the interactions, in a way that matches the data gathered from experiments. Within this theoretical model for broadcast with noisy interactions, we are able to show a strong lower bound on the number of interactions required before information can be spread reliably to at least another individual. Although this is a negative result, it sheds a new light on the experiments, by giving a new counterintuitive prediction. Indeed, we see that the time required for the recruitment process of even few ants increases sharply with the group size, in accordance with our result. Due to its generality, the lower bound may also be relevant to other biological systems. In Chapter 4, based on \[24\], we present the model and experiments in more details, and the associated lower bound. In Chapter 5, based on \[29\], we study a close variant of broadcast, without noise this time but under more strict convergence requirements.

### 1.2 Organization of the Introduction

A general background is given in Section 1.3. The works presented in this manuscript and their connection to biology are explained in greater detail in Sections 1.4 and 1.5. In Section 1.6, we expand on Section 1.3 by presenting other attempts to bridge computer science and biology and more related work. In Section 1.7 two of my works that are outside of the scope of this manuscript are briefly presented.

### 1.3 Background

Throughout its short history, computer science has already approached biology on several occasions, and has had a profound impact on it. Perhaps the best established area of interaction
1.3. Background

Between the two disciplines is bio-informatics. The field of bio-informatics leverages computational tools to manipulate and analyze biological data, for instance nucleic acid sequences. On the theoretical side, in 1956 already, Von Neumann wrote an essay entitled *The Computer and the Brain*, which examines similarities and differences between the functioning of the brain and that of computers.

Analyzing algorithms in the natural world requires handling many unknowns. The setting is often not well defined, and sometimes the algorithm itself is not well specified either. In line with the spirit of comparing biological processes to computational ones, several works have drawn inspiration from biology to derive new algorithmic ideas. This fruitful approach was pioneered in distributed computing through the Beeping model [1, 2], its companion “Stone age” computing model [58] and population protocols [7]. More information on these interesting lines of research is given in Section 1.6. Schematically, restrictions on communication or computing power are added to standard distributed computing models to form new models, that are better suited to describe biological systems. With such a bio-inspired model in hand, it is possible
to study the feasibility of a given computational task, such as broadcasting or computing a Maximal Independent Set. Another approach consists in studying an algorithm that is thought to be relevant to describe some biological process. A prominent example in this category is the work by Chazelle on flocking [39]. In all these research lines however, it is rare to see close collaborations between experimental biologists and computer scientists, [2] being a notable exception. Thus, the theoretical findings are not necessarily confronted to the experiments that inspired them.

Mathematical modeling has already been used in other disciplines to capture the essence of biological phenomena. For the particular case of social insects and ants in particular, there is a rich literature in the field of theoretical ecology. The models proposed by ecologists since the 60’s draw on economic reasoning to characterize the optimality of decisions made by ants (where to locate the nest, how to forage etc.). More recently, physicists have also proposed models inspired by biology, importing techniques and tools from their field. Their models are often based on continuous objects such as PDE’s, whereas their discrete counterparts are favored in computer science. A more fundamental difference between the two fields is that in computer science, the algorithm is systematically decoupled from the computational model, and viewed as one way amongst others to achieve a given task. \(^1\)

1.4 Searching with Noisy Local Advice

In this section, the Noisy Advice Model of graph search is introduced. The model has a biological motivation: it is closely related to experiments on ants, presented and analyzed in [71]. The results presented in Section 1.4.4 are taken from the works [28] and [31], that are the basis of Chapters 2 and 3 in this manuscript.

1.4.1 Biological Setup

\(P. \text{longicornis}\) ants are a very common ant species also known as “Crazy ants”. They are small: adult specimens measure approximately 2mm. When they find a large food item while foraging, they can engage in a cooperative transport process where several individuals join forces to bring the item to the nest (see Figure 1.2). This is a very intricate mechanism, that is interesting as an example of a complex collective behavior. Moving the load requires the ants to master a scale that is beyond their own. Due to the difference in size between the ants and the load they carry, there is a gap between the ants perspective and the knowledge required for the load navigation. This can potentially lead to conflicts, or inefficiencies.

An important step towards understanding the navigation process was made when Ofer Feinerman and his group at the Weizmann Institute were able to show empirical evidence for a

\(^1\)Famous examples of computational models include the automata, Turing machine, the streaming model, communication complexity models etc. In each of those, several algorithms or protocols exist to solve a particular task, with different performance guarantees. The performance is measured with respect to a relevant computational resource such as time, space, communication.
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new kind of scent marks used during the retrieval stage of cooperative transport. These marks are laid by individual ants that are not carrying the load, and can be understood as guiding instructions for the ants carrying the load. This common function of the pheromone is however associated here to some unique features that also distinguish them from previously described ant trails\footnote{All statements about ant behavior given here are based on numerical evidence provided by Feinerman’s team. See \cite{71} for details}.

1. They are short (median bout length is less than 10 cm) and volatile.

2. They typically convey precise information about the nest direction but they can be misleading. This is interpreted as a consequence of the impossibility for single ants to detect...
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which paths are accessible for the much larger load being carried.

3. Empirically, it can be shown that the load typically follows the scents close to it, but also occasionally deviates from them.

4. A trail composed of short scents is dynamically created in front of the load as it moves.
   That is, everywhere the load goes, even if it deviates from a shortest path to the nest, it keeps receiving navigation instructions.

In [71], we propose a model for the navigation process that incorporates the main macroscopic aspects of the pheromone guiding mechanism. For this, we use the language of discrete graphs, and view the short scent marks as local advice.

1.4.2 The Noisy Advice model

We now introduce the Noisy Advice Model. Anticipating the following sections, the model is given in a somewhat general form, including several variants of interest. The link between the abstract model and the experiment is clarified in Section 1.4.3.

Let $G$ be an undirected bi-directional graph, where a treasure has been hidden at some node $\tau \in G$. A searcher aiming to find $\tau$ interacts with $G$ in the following way. The searcher can probe any node $v$ and learn if $\tau = v$. If not, it is given an indication, called advice in the form of a node $u$, amongst the neighbors of $v$. If the advice is valid, it should satisfy $d(u, \tau) = d(v, \tau) - 1$, where $d(\cdot, \cdot)$ is the hop distance on the graph. In words, $u$ is a possible first step on a shortest path from $v$ to $\tau$.

**Noise assumptions.** Initially, each node is declared faulty with some fixed probability $q \in (0, 1)$. If a node $v$ is faulty, the advice it holds is either a random neighbor or an adversarially chosen one. Importantly, the advice at each node is fixed throughout the execution of the algorithm.

The most important aspect of our noise model is that advice is drawn once and for all. When querying several times the same node, the answer remains the same.

**Semi-adversarial variant.** The purely-probabilistic Noisy Advice Model is well suited to describe the ants' navigation, as we explain below. Instead, in the semi-adversarial variant, first, the adversary specifies the faulty advice $w$ for each node $u$ in case $u$ is faulty, and then the environment samples which node is faulty and which is sound. Therefore, the adversary does not get to choose if a node is faulty, but rather what advice it would show if it is chosen (randomly) as faulty.

**Complexity measures.** We mainly keep track of two resources. Our algorithms are either efficient with respect to the number of moves made (edges traversed) or the number of queries made before finding the treasure. Note that the number of advice queries is always smaller than the number of moves.
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Convergence requirements. We produced three related works on this model. In the first two [71, 31], we were concerned about finding efficient algorithms in expectation over the faulty locations, whereas in the third one [28], we studied the problem under high probability requirements. In this manuscript, works are grouped according to the complexity measure (moves VS queries) rather than the kind of guarantee on the running time.

1.4.3 Connection to Experiments and First Results

The agent moving along the edges of the graph models the moving load seeking the nest/target \( \tau \). Local advice models the guiding scent marks laid by individual non-carrying ants\(^3\). The crucial assumption that advice is permanent is motivated by the fact that the environment does not change significantly during the motion of the load. Hence, if the scents are misleading at a given point in time and space, it is likely to remain misleading at the same point in space, later in time. Considering probabilistic rather than worst case faults models the fact that the terrains ants face are not designed by an adversary.

Probabilistic Following. Empirical analysis carried by Feinerman’s team revealed that the algorithm performed by the ants can be approximated by a randomized strategy, which we term Probabilistic Following. This is a memory-less algorithms that consists in following the advice proposed at each step with some probability \( \lambda \in (0, 1) \) and making a random move otherwise.

In the paper [71] (results not included in this manuscript), we analyzed the Probabilistic Following model over two kinds of graphs. Recall that \( q \) is the mistake parameter, it corresponds to the probability of each advice being faulty. On 2-dimensional grids, describing an open terrain, we were able to show that if the mistake parameter \( q \) is sufficiently low, under an appropriate choice of \( \lambda \), the probabilistic following strategy is ballistic. That is, it moves in the direction of the nest at a constant speed. This analysis heavily relies on results from the theory of random walks in random environment (RWRE), of which the process we study is a particular example.

On the line, we show that the Probabilistic Following strategy has a linear speed if \( q < \frac{1}{2} \) and an exponential speed if \( q > \frac{1}{2} \). The proofs are also adaptations of known RWRE results.

Empirical confirmation. In the Navigation was studied on an open terrain (corresponding to a grid in our model). As the theory predicts, even if the scents do not always lead to the nest, the travel time scales linearly with the distance to the nest. In contrast, it is possible to design obstacles that will require the ants exponential time to bypass (exponential in the size of the obstacle, see Figure 1.3C). The idea is to design a big line-shaped wall with a narrow

\(^3\)The scent marks are volatile, so once the load follows some advice scent it is likely to have disappeared if it ever comes to the same spot again. At that moment new scent (approximately identical to the first one) will be dropped and so forth. This means we can safely assume advice is directed, even if in real life there is no evidence for directionality in the scent marks themselves.
slit at the center. The slit allows for single ants to pass. If no ant comes from the side, all the scents point towards the slit and are thus misleading. The load will stay stuck trying to pass through the slit, when the correct decision would be to go around the wall, either through the left or right. This situation can be seen as a line with $q = 1$ where indeed the model predicts exponential time to reach the endpoint. It is worth noting the measurement on an open terrain and the design of the obstacles were guided by our theoretical findings.

Figure 1.3: (A) In an obstacle-free environment, the load loses the scent trail which then reforms in front of it. Green dots indicate the position of scent marks produced before the load reached the position indicated on the image (ring). Blue dots indicate scent marks laid after this time. Solid line marks the load’s trajectory. (B) The probability that the load eventually approaches (to less than 3 cm) a scent mark as a function of the distance between them at the moment of marking. For comparison, the green line depicts the corresponding curve for a classical ant trail (C) Cooperative transport while bypassing an obstacle (thick red lines) with a slit. Load position and marking colors as in panel (a). (D) Distribution of single ant marking bout lengths defined as the distance between the load and the furthest mark in a marking sequence. The inset shows a typical marking bout of nine marks (discs). Furthest mark is denoted in orange. Red bars denote 2 cm. This figure appeared as Figure 3 in [71].
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Upper Bound</th>
<th>Lower Bound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N.R.</td>
<td>Moves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbb{E}$</td>
<td>$q \ll \frac{1}{\sqrt{\Delta}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h.p.$</td>
<td>$q = \Delta^{-\varepsilon}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1.4: **Purely-random variant.** A summary of the results presented in Chapters 2 and 3, in simplified form. The symbol $\mathbb{E}$ indicates results that hold in expectation, while the shorthand $h.p.$ stands for high probability. The precise conditions behind the symbol $\ll$ will be clarified later. We write N.R. in place of Noise Regime.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Upper Bound</th>
<th>Lower Bound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N.R.</td>
<td>Moves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbb{E}$</td>
<td>$q \ll \frac{1}{\Delta}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h.p.$</td>
<td>$q = \Delta^{-\varepsilon}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1.5: **Semi-adversarial variant.** A summary of the results presented in Chapters 2 and 3, in simplified form, for the semi-adversarial variant.

### 1.4.4 Theoretical Results

Later, the analysis of the advice model was deepened by studying more complicated algorithms than probabilistic following [28, 31]. We also moved the focus to trees, which is a prominent graph family in computer science, due to important data structure applications. These results are presented in Chapters 2 and 3. Our results on trees are summarized in Table 1.4 for the standard purely-random variant and Table 1.5 for the semi-adversarial variant. As mentioned previously we study both the number of edge traversals needed before finding the target and the number of advice queries, in expectation and with high probability. Chapter 2 deals with walking algorithms, while Chapter 3 is about their query counterparts. Interestingly, when considering high-probability algorithms, the semi-adversarial variant does not introduce a difference in the threshold for efficient algorithms. Another interesting point is that Probabilistic Following (the ants algorithm) turns out to be optimal for walking algorithms in the semi-adversarial variant.
1.4.5 Different Guarantees - Different Approaches

Each type of complexity measure and convergence guarantee is linked to different algorithmic ideas. Let us briefly present the strategies underlying our algorithms.

**Moving fast in expectation.** The crucial notion in the design of the algorithm is a carefully crafted *scoring* function. It assigns to each node a number between 0 and 1, which we interpret as a likelihood to lead to the treasure, given the advice seen so far by the searcher. At a given point in time, the algorithm has already seen a connected component of nodes of the tree. It considers the frontier of this connected component and decides to visit the node with the highest score on this frontier. Visiting this node yields one extra piece of advice, which in turn allows to update of the scores. The analysis then involves estimating the expected number of nodes with a better score than the actual node leading to $\tau$, at each level of the tree.

The approach we follow is akin to Bayesian search heuristics, where a prior on the location of the object being searched is updated after every move using Bayes rule. Indeed our scoring function is essentially a likelihood, computed with respect to a certain prior. This is perhaps surprising for we do not assume any distribution on the placement of the treasure, but rather consider it is placed by an adversary. The big challenge is finding the right prior distribution that in some sense represents the adversary.

**Moving fast with high probability.** The approach taken here is slightly different. The key concept, rather than being a scoring function, is a notion of node *fitness*, which can also be viewed as a scoring function taking only binary values. Essentially, a node is declared fit if it has many pointers to it on the path coming from the root. This is good evidence that the node is either on the path to the treasure, or at least not too far from it. The idea is to explore the component of fit nodes to which the root, i.e., the starting point, belongs. If the component contains the treasure and few nodes outside the root to treasure path, then the treasure is found fast. With the appropriate formalization of fitness, we can show that these sufficient conditions for efficient search hold with high probability.

**Queries.** The number of queries is measured with respect to the total size of the tree $n$, rather than the distance to the treasure $d$. We build on a separator based-scheme, that would find the treasure using $O(\log n)$ queries in the absence of faults. Since the advice is not fully reliable, a mechanism is needed to catch the error in case the advice at a separator is faulty. Probing the whole neighborhood around a separator would be too costly. Hence, we resort to a local exploration which actually corresponds to a walking algorithm as the ones described in the previous paragraph. The local exploration corrects potential errors at all $O(\log n)$ separators on the way to the treasure, with high probability, thus leading to efficient algorithms in the high probability setting.

Local exploration may however fail due to a large quantity of errors around a separator. A simple remedy is to settle this case by querying the whole tree. This does not completely break
the expected runtime, as it yields a $O(\log^2 n)$ algorithm. To derive our best query-algorithm, we use two scales of local exploration. The biggest scale is used as a fallback in case local exploration at the first scale fails.

**Randomized VS Semi-adversarial.** In some cases, the same algorithms that work in the purely random variant, that is, when the faulty nodes have a uniformly chosen advice, also perform well in the semi-adversarial variant. This holds for our walking algorithms in the high-probability case.

When considering algorithms with a good performance in expectation, the adversary choosing the direction of advice at faulty nodes is able to delay the phase transition from $q = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\Delta}}$ to $q = \frac{1}{\Delta}$. This means that when the noise parameter $q$ is greater than $\frac{1}{\Delta}$, any algorithm has exponential expected walking complexity in the semi-adversarial variant.

It turns out that Probabilistic Following, the memoryless algorithm we gave as a good approximation to the ants behavior, is also optimal in that setting, for it reaches the target in linear time when $q < \frac{1}{\Delta}$, even in the semi-adversarial variant.

### 1.5 Broadcast under Harsh Communication Conditions

#### 1.5.1 Biological Setup

*Cataglyphis niger* ants are a kind of scavenger ants living in deserts or arid environments. They typically look for food outside their nest individually. If an oversized food item is found in the vicinity of the nest, a forager may try to recruit other individuals to help her carry it back to the nest. For desert ants however, cooperative transport is more rare than for crazy ants\(^4\). It involves fewer individuals and no pheromone. It is thought that desert ants do not use pheromones because the hot environments they live in would make it evaporate too fast.

We are interested in that moment where a single ant holds a piece of information (the presence of food in the vicinity of the nest, and perhaps its location) and wishes to share it with her peers. *C. niger* ants primarily communicate by bumping into each other, and not, as said previously, using pheromones.

Experiments were carried at the Weizmann Institute of Science by Feinerman’s team. Groups of moderate size (up to 10 individuals) were exposed to a blocked food item. An ant, upon discovering it and failing to move it on her own returns to seek help amongst her peers. In that setup recruitment happens in the small area of the nest’s entrance chamber. Within this confined area, the interactions between ants are nearly uniform [102], such that an ant cannot control which of her nest mates she meets next. Additionally, it has been shown that recruitment in *Cataglyphis niger* ants relies on rudimentary alerting interactions [52, 85] which are subject to high levels of noise [106]. Furthermore, the responses to a recruiting ant and to an ant that is randomly moving in the nest are extremely similar [106]. We consider that

---

\(^4\)It was documented only recently [6]
the forager succeeded in alerting about the presence of a food source when, after her return to the nest, at least one other ant went outside as well.

1.5.2 Bit Dissemination in the Pull Model

To approach this experimental setup, we use the language of broadcast, also known as bit dissemination or information spreading. Below we present the main assumptions we work with. The model we work with retains a certain degree of generality. Although it is well suited to describe recruitment in desert ants, we hope that it is simple enough to describe other biological setups as well. The general underlying principle is to gain understanding into the conditions that make bit dissemination feasible.

The problem. The word broadcast is used interchangeably with bit dissemination, and rumor spreading. The setup is as follows. Within a population of \( n \) agents, a source holds a value \( b \in \{0, 1\} \) it wishes to share with the rest of the group. Sometimes, we also extend this assuming there are several sources, each with their fixed input bit. In that case, we want a non-source agent to learn the majority of all source inputs.

Agents. Since we are looking for a lower bound, we are rather liberal and assume agents are able to make arbitrary computations. This is convenient because we do not want to make strong assumptions on the ants inner functioning. The limitations come from the communication setting. Each agent holds a message, that can be updated at any time, but it is subject to noise.

Noisy pull interactions. We assume the model of interaction is the uniform \( \text{PULL} \) model. This means that at each time slot, each agent synchronously samples one other agent and reads the message they are displaying. Interactions are subject to noise. We assume each message sent can be transformed into any other message with some small probability \( \delta > 0 \).

Convergence guarantees. Since the interactions are randomized, we cannot hope to guarantee agents will recover the value kept by the source on every run of the protocol, within a given time bound. Instead, we ask for convergence with non trivial probability, usually meaning with probability \( \frac{2}{3} \).

Number of interactions. The main resource we keep track of is time: how many pairwise interactions or parallel rounds are needed before convergence. If there is no noise, and if we do not enforce self-stabilization, a simple protocol works in \( O(\log n) \) parallel rounds. At a high level, this is because on each round, the fraction of informed agents increases by a constant multiplicative factor (in expectation, at least). Hence, usually, when working with models like ours, the goal is to achieve logarithmic convergence time.
1.5.3 Theoretical Results and Connection with Experiments

Within our theoretical framework, we are able to show the following theorem, stated here informally.

**Theorem 1.1**

No protocol can solve the broadcast problem in the uniform **Pull** model in less than $\Omega(n)$ rounds. The constant in the term $\Omega(n)$ hides a dependency on the noise parameter $\delta$.

There are at least three ways to approach this negative result. To begin with, it is in line with the experimental observations made on *C. niger ants*. The interactions between ants are well described by our random meeting pattern (Figure 1.6(b)). Ants encode information in the speed they use when bumping into each other. The response to different messages (here bumps of different speeds) are statistically hard to distinguish (Figure 1.6(c)). We take this as evidence that the interactions are noisy. In fact, the lower bound itself can be taken as another validation that our model is a reasonable abstraction for the biological system at hand. The recruitment time deteriorates with group size, which is in accordance with our lower bound. See Figure 1.6(d) for details.

A more indirect way to gain biological insights from Theorem 1.1 is by taking its contrapositive. This leads to the following general meta-statement: in order to achieve efficient rumor spreading, a system must exhibit either some degree of structural stability or, alternatively, some facet of the communication which is immune to noise. This interesting insight can be confronted with different examples. For instance the interactions between synapses is known to be noisy, yet the brain as a whole has a reliable behavior. It appears a key factor that allows for such global efficiency despite unreliability at the synaptic level is the structural stability of the cell network.

All assumptions in the lower bound are necessary for the result to hold. If we replace the **Pull** model by the **Push** model, the very same problem we studied in Section 1.5.2 can be solved efficiently [63], even if the messages are corrupted by noise. The **Push** model is different in that, agents seeking to share a piece of information deliberately engage in an interaction, and may otherwise stay silent. It should be noted that the very act of engaging into an interaction is not altered by noise in the **Push** model. The lower bound of Theorem 1.1 may thus also be interpreted as an exponential separation between the **Pull** and **Push** models with noise.

1.5.4 A Self Stabilizing Solution without Noise

Removing the noise assumption makes our problem efficiently solvable, even in the **Pull** model. We went further in that direction and added other constraints to see what could still be done with purely pull interactions. The changes with respect to the previous assumptions
are summarized below. This attempt fits in the framework of understanding what are the most restricted conditions under which broadcast of information can be achieved.
1.5. Broadcast under Harsh Communication Conditions

**Limited message size.** In the lower bound result, the size of the message is not an explicit parameter. We now instead characterize the noise by a given parameter $\delta$ that indirectly controls the size of the message (once a noise model is specified). Here, we no longer assume noise in the interactions and make the message size an explicit parameter, that ideally is as small as possible.

**Memory constraint.** Besides restricting the amount of bits exchanged between two agents, we also restrict the amount of memory used by agents. Importantly, the amount of memory may be larger than the message displayed by an agent. This distinction is crucial to us, and it is a major difference with the similar model of population protocols (see Section 1.6.2). We insist that agents exchange only a few bits in their messages, even if they can manipulate up to $O(\log \log n)$ bits internally.

**Self-stabilization.** We consider here another very hard fault tolerance constraint (on top of random interactions and limited message size). Namely, we enforce convergence for any initial internal configuration of the agents state. This is called self-stabilization, and it is in fact a topic of its own. In particular, imagine the source at some point switches her bit $b$ to $1 - b$. If the protocol is self-stabilizing, every agent will soon converge to $1 - b$ as well, regardless of the state they were in when the source changed her mind. Such flexibility, or rather sensitivity to the changes in the source opinion, is desirable in many technological contexts, but also for biological systems. This is perhaps the biggest change with respect to the setup of Section 1.5.2.

Having defined the setting, we can now give our result.

**Theorem 1.2**

There exists a self-stabilizing protocol for Broadcast in the \textit{PULL} model, that requires $O(\log n \log \log n)$ rounds, and 3 bits per message.

1.5.5 Structure of the Proofs

Let us now explain at a high level how the proof of both upper and lower bounds discussed above work, starting with the lower bound (Theorem 1.1). The idea is to reduce to a coin distinguishing task and use an information theoretic bottleneck. More precisely, if we take the perspective of a single agent, what it sees at each round is a random sample from the population, to which noise is applied. If we forget that agents adapt to what they previously saw and become more knowledgeable about the source value as time advances, it looks like it can only gain knowledge upon sampling the source, which happens with probability $\frac{1}{n}$. The task of learning the value of the source is thus tantamount to that of distinguishing between a coin with some parameter $c$ and another one with parameter $c + \frac{1}{n}$. Standard information theoretic tools show that this requires $n^2$ samples. The whole proof revolves around making this intuition precise.
The proof of the upper bound is as follows. We first observe that the problem can be solved rather easily if agents have a clock (i.e., a counter), that is if they are able to have a common reference of time that is incremented on each parallel round. However, in a self-stabilizing world, it is not possible to assume this common reference, because the adversarial initialization could destroy it. We thus design a self-stabilizing clock synchronization mechanism. Our first attempt builds on a consensus protocol devised by Doerr & al [48]. It yields a clock synchronization protocol with super constant communication per message. At a high level, it consists in running the protocol of [48] on every bit of the clock (viewed as a number written in binary) independently. We then provide a recursive construction that improves the communication until reaching a constant number of bits. At the heart is a message reduction lemma, that crucially exploits the independence between each bit of the counter (the notion of bitwise-independence is made precise in Chapter 5).

1.6 Related Work

Some general background was already given in Section 1.3. In this section we go into further detail, and review important lines of research related to the works presented in this manuscript. The focus is on topics connecting biology and more specifically ecology and theoretical computer science. For a more complete review of interactions between biology and distributed computing, see [64].

1.6.1 Swarm Intelligence

Swarm Intelligence is a broad label designating the study of emergent collective phenomena in decentralized, agent based systems. Even if the inspiration is often taken from Nature, the algorithms derived in the context of Swarm Intelligence are usually designed to be used in a technological settings, i.e., in robotics or operations research. In those works, the behavioral observations motivate the algorithm, but the algorithm is not thought of as an accurate description of nature. It is viewed as a metaphor, useful to solve human centered problems. This is an important difference with the works presented in this manuscript.

Ant Colony Optimization. Ant Colony Optimization, introduced by Dorigo in the early 90’s is a prime example of a metaphor-based heuristic, where a situation or system found in Nature serves as a model for combinatorial search heuristic. The main underlying idea is reinforcement. When having to choose between several good candidate options (that could be housing options, routes to a food source) ants typically start by exploring all of them. Then the most promising one is signaled by some chemical mechanism. It thus attracts more individuals, reinforcing the scent marks and ultimately making it the option chosen by a strong majority, if not all individuals.

Surprisingly, the concept of reinforcement can be leveraged to derive iterative algorithms
that solve classical optimization tasks such as the traveling salesman problem. Mimicking a natural entity to derive optimization algorithms is also the idea behind neural networks, or genetic algorithms. The biological entity serving as a model is the brain in the first case and Evolution in the second. It is worth noting that in the field of Ant Colony Optimization, there are usually no proofs of convergence, or mathematical guarantees on the algorithms, due in part to their sophistication. Instead we choose to study more modest algorithms, so that we are able to analyze them rigorously.

**Flocking.** Flocking models describe how groups of animals manage to move together, agree on a direction to follow or exhibit other group-level behavior based on simple local rules. Typically, each agent aligns its speed with that of its neighbors. Several variants exist. For instance, the word neighbors could be interpreted as the few nearest other agents, or perhaps all agents within a given distance.

The models are usually tested using numerical simulations, and sometimes comparisons with data. In [39], Chazelle was able to give a theoretical foundation to flocking by means of a tight bound for the flocking time. However, the bound is extremely high, which questions the relevance of the model in practice. It could also be that the worst-case assumption is overly pessimistic. On a theoretical side, flocking, as presented by Chazelle, is in fact only a particular example within the rich and technically refined field of Markov Influence Systems. In Chapter 4, we also show a lower bound for a biological phenomenon. It is however very different technically from the one of [39].

### 1.6.2 Population Protocols

Another important line of research to be mentioned is that of population protocols [7]. It is motivated by several biochemical contexts, such as chemical reaction networks or DNA programming. In that framework, computationally limited entities meet through pairwise interactions with the aim of computing some function of the initial state of the whole population. The first line of work on this model studied what functions can be computed under a worst case kind of scheduling [10]. It turns out to be the class of semi-linear predicates. This very interesting result says nothing however on the time bounds required for such computations. This became the focus of another line of works that emerged later [8]. The objective became to find optimal space or time bounds for explicit tasks, under a probabilistic scheduler, meaning pairs of agents are selected uniformly at random, see e.g., [3, 4, 74].

The tasks most commonly studied are consensus, majority and leader election. The majority problem asks to find which of two initial states $A$ and $B$ has the biggest count. In the leader

---

5 The same idea of reinforcement also found an echo in probability theory. Reinforced random walks became an active field of research in the last decade, and the connection with ants is sometimes made explicit [111, 94].

6 In biology, the term flocking is used only for groups of birds, whereas the term schooling is used for fish, and swarming for insect groups. Computer scientists however tend to ignore such differences, as the models for these different biological systems are similar.
election problem, each agent has the same initial state. The population should converge to having one single agent in a designated leader state.

1.6.3 The Beeping Model

The beeping model \[2,1\], is rooted in distributed computing but has the potential to capture biological objects such as cell networks. The idea in this model is to solve a computational task over a network, such as selecting a maximal independent set under very harsh communication conditions. Namely, the communication is reduced to a single bit (a beep) per message. In a similar spirit, a central feature of the model studied in Chapter 5 is that it uses very short messages.

1.6.4 The Lower Bound Approach

Showing lower bounds is a central endeavor in computer science. The study of any computational model involves understanding its limits. Usually this means showing lower bounds on the amount of resources needed to solve a particular task. The resource can take different forms, depending on the model. Traditional computational resources are time and space but there are many others. The amount of randomness, interaction, communication can all be quantified and considered as resources as well.

An original idea introduced by Feinerman and Korman in \[68\] is to use the lower bound methodology to gain new knowledge on biological systems. The two-step approach is as follows. A theoretical lower bound \((L)\) is derived in a model that captures a certain task carried by a biological entity. Then this lower bound is confronted with reality. If the system breaks the lower bound, then we infer by the contrapositive of \((L)\) that one of the assumptions under which \((L)\) holds is violated. This yields an indirect biological insight.

To be specific, let us give a little background on the paper \[68\]. It studies a collective search problem over the grid. The \(k\) agents involved in the search process cannot communicate while searching but are able to exchange some \(c(k)\) bits of information prior to engaging in the search. It is shown among other things that efficient search is only possible if \(c(k)\) is at least \(\log \log k + \Omega(1)\). This lower bound has not yet been confronted to actual experiments. In principle, however, linking the number of searchers and the amount of time taken to find a food item should allow to form an indirect guess on how many bits of information ants exchange before performing the task under consideration.

In Chapter 4, a more refined attempt to develop this approach is presented, in a somewhat different context. This time, we do confront a theoretical lower bound about information spreading to actual experiments. Interestingly, the paper \[68\] was subsequently extended and improved in several ways \[59, 60\].
1.6. Related Work

1.6.5 Approaches From Other Fields

Before biology attracted computer scientists, it has been an object of study in other fields such as ecology or physics. In those fields, it is understood that a good model should serve as a predictor, or perhaps orient the observations on the field. We share the same view as Hölldobler and Wilson [86] when they say: Most of the predictions made from the foraging models are intuitively clear and have a double heuristic value in the study of ant ecology. First they allow a test of the basic proposition that natural selection shapes behavior [...] Second, by framing research in terms of these models, the ecologist asks questions and searches for predicted phenomena that may otherwise easily be missed.

Theoretical ecology  There is a tradition of mathematical modeling in biology. Foraging for instance is the subject of a theory called Optimal Foraging Theory (OFT) based on economic reasoning and optimization [86, Chapter 10]. It was initiated already in the sixties [61, 78]. The topic is relevant from our perspective since all our experiments are related to group retrieval and recruitment, which take place after successful foraging.

In OFT, and more specifically the so called central-place variant, relevant to describe social insects living in a fixed place, the colony is viewed as a rational agent seeking to optimize a utility function, with energy being the underlying currency. A typical question that OFT seeks to address is to identify the optimal moment to leave a given high resource area, called a patch, to explore a new one. In the canonical model, the optimal moment is when the remaining resource in the patch is lower than the expected gain in other patches. Spatial modeling of the search process was traditionally not a main focal point of these works\(^7\). In fact, taking into account the mechanistic part of the search process, using models of intermittent search and Levy flights became a popular research direction for physicists\(^8\). Ecologists are aware that the actual behavior encountered in nature may not match the theoretical optimum. In some cases, some simple algorithms are studied in the form of rules of thumbs.

Complex systems - the physics perspective  Over the last decades, physicists gradually turned their attention to biological systems. They model biological phenomena using technical tools that are common in their field. Whereas computer science mainly builds on discrete mathematics, physicists are often more comfortable using continuous objects and equations, such as PDE’s. But this difference might be a superficial one.

The physics approach in fact leads to different questions as the ones we try to address. Having a computer science background, we think of any natural process we observe as an algorithm belonging to a larger family of possibilities. This naturally leads us to the following fundamental questions: in what sense the process we observe is optimal? What is the gain in a

\(^7\) Quoting [14]: Most models of OFT typically assume that animals have information about the location of the patches so that the time spent between patches does not come out from a search process, instead from the average distance between the patches.

\(^8\) In fact, the work [26] about random walks with different step lengths, presented in Section 1.7.2 is related to this line of research.
given trait or behavior with respect to another? Such questions are in fact closely tied in spirit to the theory of Evolution.

The works in this manuscript are about group retrieval by *P. longicornis* ants and recruitment in *C. niger* ants. Both phenomena are also the subject of other experiments and physics oriented works at Feinerman’s group. The process of collaborative transport is studied in [75], using the Ising model, a cornerstone of statistical physics. The question investigated there is how much influence each carrier has within the group. From a single ant perspective, there is a tradeoff to be found between individuality and fully conforming to the groups effort. The local rules describing an ant behavior are connected with the macroscopic behavior of the load, which is shown to evolve at a critical regime between random walk and purely ballistic movement.

In [106], Razin & al. study the communication framework of desert ants. Amongst other things, they are able to quantify the information flow in each interaction amongst individual of this species. As explained above, this species does not communicate through pheromones but rather through physical contact, the speed of ants in some sense playing the role of an alphabet.

### 1.7 Works Completed During My PhD

#### 1.7.1 Works Presented in This Document

The content of the following works on searching in the Noisy Advice model is the basis of Chapters 2 and 3. Reading Chapter 3 requires knowledge of the advice model.

[31] *Searching a Tree with Permanently Noisy Advice.*
L. Boczkowski, A. Korman, Y. Rodeh.
European Symposium on Algorithms (ESA), 2018.

[28] *Typically Fast Search on Trees with Permanently Noisy Advice.*
*Under submission.*

The following two works are presented respectively in Chapter 4 and 5.

L. Boczkowski, O. Feinerman, A. Korman, E. Natale

1.7. Works Completed During My PhD

1.7.2 Other Works

During my thesis, I had the chance to take part in other projects than the ones presented in this manuscript.

[26] Random Walks with Multiple Step Lengths.
Latin American Symposium on Theoretical Informatics (LATIN), 2018.

In [26], I studied a variant of random walks where multiple step lengths are allowed. This study is in part motivated by biology, since it has been shown that the case of two different step lengths, called intermittent search, can model many animal search patterns in Nature. We analyze how long it takes such a process with $k$ distinct step lengths, to visit every node on a cycle of a given length $n$. In particular, we show that if the $k$ step lengths are chosen according to a geometric sequence, the cover time of the cycle is roughly $n^{1+O(\frac{1}{k})}$. This is shown to be tight, up to the constant hidden in the $O$ in the exponent. Then, we try to generalize this model of search to arbitrary graphs, and show general upper bounds in that generalized variant as well.

[27] Streaming Communication Protocols.
L. Boczkowski, I. Kerenidis, F. Magniez.
International Colloquium on Automata, Language and Programming (ICALP), 2017.

The project [27] is about a new model combining aspects of streaming protocols and communication complexity. In the standard model of communication complexity, players are assumed to be computationally unbounded and have unrestricted access to their own input. We assume instead they have a limited memory and receive their inputs gradually, as a stream.

Both communication and memory are considered as resources to be optimized in our model. We show tradeoffs for canonical problems from the Communication Complexity literature. We also analyze the Approximate Matching problem and use it to separate the one-way variant of our model from the usual streaming model and one-way communication complexity.
Chapter 2

Searching a Tree with Noisy Local Advice

2.1 Introduction

This chapter considers a search problem on trees, in which the goal is to find a treasure that is placed at one of the nodes by an adversary. Each node of the tree holds information, called advice, regarding which of its neighbors is closer to the treasure, and the search may consult the advice at some nodes in order to accelerate the search.

Crucially, we assume that advice at nodes may be faulty with some probability. Many works consider noisy queries in the context of search, but it is typically assumed that queries can be resampled (see e.g., [21, 57, 62, 88]). In contrast, we assume that each location is associated with a single permanent advice. That is, faults are in the physical memory associated with the node, and hence querying the node again would yield the same answer. This difference is dramatic, as the search under our model does not allow for simple amplification procedures (similar to [33] albeit in the context of sorting). Searching in contexts of permanently faulty nodes has been studied in a number of works [34, 69, 79, 80, 81], but only assuming that the faulty nodes are chosen by an adversary. The difference between such worst case scenarios and the probabilistic version studied here is again significant, both in terms of results and techniques (see more details in Section 2.1.4).

2.1.1 The Noisy Advice Model

We start with some notation. Further notations are given in Section 2.1.5. Let $T$ be an $n$-node tree rooted at some arbitrary node $\sigma$. We consider an agent that is initially located at the root $\sigma$ of $T$, aiming to find a node $\tau$, called the treasure, which is chosen by an adversary. The

\footnote{We present the model for trees in this Section. As shown in the introduction of this manuscript, it can be similarly defined for arbitrary graphs (see also Section 2.7).}
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distance $d(u, v)$ is the number of edges on the path between $u$ and $v$. The depth of a node $u$ is $d(u) = d(\sigma, u)$. Let $d = d(\tau)$ denote the depth of $\tau$, and let the depth $D$ of the tree be the maximal depth of a node. Finally, let $\Delta_u$ denote the degree of node $u$ and let $\Delta$ denote the maximal degree in the tree.

Each node $u \neq \tau$ is assumed to be provided with an advice, termed $\text{adv}(u)$, which provides information regarding the direction of the treasure. Specifically, $\text{adv}(u)$ is a pointer to one of $u$'s neighbors. It is called correct if the pointed neighbor is one step closer to the treasure than $u$ is. Each vertex $u \neq \tau$ is faulty with probability $q$ (the meaning of being faulty will soon be explained). Otherwise, $u$ is considered sound, in which case its advice is correct. We call $q$ the noise parameter. Unless otherwise stated, this parameter is the same across all nodes, but in some occasions, we also allow it to vary across nodes. In that case $q$ is defined as $\max_u(q_u)$.

**Random and semi-adversarial variant.** We consider two models for faulty nodes. The main model assumes that the advice at a faulty node points to one of its neighbors chosen uniformly at random (and so possibly pointing at the correct one). We also consider an adversarial variant, called the semi-adversarial model, where this neighbor is chosen by an oblivious adversary. That is, an adversary specifies for each node what advice it would have assuming it is faulty. Then, faulty nodes are still chosen randomly as in the main model, but their advice is specified by the adversary.

**Move and query complexity.** The agent can move by traversing edges of the tree. At any time, the agent can query its hosting node in order to “see” the corresponding advice and to detect whether the treasure is present there. The protocol terminates when the agent queries the treasure. We evaluate a search algorithm $A$ by two measures: The move complexity is the number of edge traversals. It is the focus of this chapter. We are also interested in the query complexity, which is the number of times advice needs to be probed. This chapter focuses on counting moves, but query complexity is convenient to phrase lower bounds. The number of queries is always smaller than the number of moves.

**Noise assumption.** The noise parameter $q$ governs the accuracy of the environment. If $q = 0$ for all nodes, then advice is always correct. This case allows to find the treasure in $d$ moves, by simply following each encountered advice. On the other extreme, if $q = 1$, then advice is essentially meaningless, and the search cannot be expected to be efficient. An intriguing question is therefore to identify the largest value of $q$ that allows for efficient search.

**Expectation and high probability.** Importantly, we consider two kinds of guarantees: expectation and high probability. In the first case, we measure the performance of the algorithm as the expected number of moves before the treasure is found. By default, expectation is taken over both the randomness involved in sampling advice and the possible probabilistic choices made by $A$. In the second case, we only want to find a constant probability event under which
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the treasure is found fast. Interestingly, the two settings lead to quite different thresholds and techniques.

A bound on expectation, can be converted into a high probability statement through the Markov inequality. It happens that we derive a result in expectation by first gaining control of the algorithm under a large probability event, and then taming the dangerous low probability event where problems occur. These two facts indicate that high probability guarantees tend to be easier to achieve than expectation ones. On the other hand, the high probability lower bound presented in this chapter is arguably harder than its expectation counterpart.

2.1.2 Results in Expectation

We start by presenting our results for the average case. Consider the noisy advice model on trees with maximum degree $\Delta$ and depth $D$. Roughly speaking, we show that $1/\sqrt{\Delta}$ is the threshold for the noise parameter $q$, in order to obtain search algorithms with low expected complexities.

The proof that there is no algorithm with low expected complexities when the noise exceeds $1/\sqrt{\Delta}$ is rather simple, and in fact, holds even if the algorithm has access to the advice of all internal nodes. Intuitively, the argument is as follows (the formal proof appears in Section 2.3). Consider a complete $\Delta$-ary tree of depth $D$ and assume that the treasure $\tau$ is placed at a leaf. The first observation (Lemma 2.10) is that the expected number of leaves having more advice point to them than to $\tau$ is a lower bound on the query complexity. The next observation is that there are roughly $\Delta^D$ leaves whose distance from $\tau$ is $2D$. For each of those leaves $u$, the probability that more advice points towards it than towards $\tau$ can be approximated by the probability that all nodes on path connecting $u$ and $\tau$ are faulty. As this latter probability is $q^{2D}$, the expected number of leaves that have more pointers leading to them is roughly $\Delta^D q^{2D}$, which explodes when $q \gg 1/\sqrt{\Delta}$. This essentially establishes the lower bound for the noise regime.

In Section 2.2, we present an algorithm that is optimal up to a constant factor for the regime of noise below the threshold. Furthermore, this algorithm does not require prior knowledge of either the tree’s structure, or the values of $\Delta$, $q$, $d$, or $n$.

In this section, we extend slightly the model, by allowing each node $v$ to have a distinct mistake parameter $q_v$. This greater flexibility makes our results stronger. It also happens to be convenient from a technical standpoint. The following technical definition is used in our results, in place of the more crude $q < \frac{1}{\sqrt{\Delta}}$ given in Table 2.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition 2.1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Condition $(\ast)$ holds with parameter $0 &lt; \varepsilon &lt; 1$ if for every node $v$, we have $q_v &lt; \frac{1 - \varepsilon - \Delta_v^{-\frac{1}{2}}}{\sqrt{\Delta_v + \Delta_v^{\frac{1}{2}}}}$.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Since $\Delta_v \geq 2$, the condition is always satisfiable when taking a small enough $\varepsilon$. In the following theorems the $O$ notation hides only a polynomial a polynomial term in $1/\varepsilon$.

All our algorithms are deterministic, hence, expectation is taken with respect only to the sampling of the advice.

**Theorem 2.2**

For any $\varepsilon > 0$, if Condition (⋆) holds with parameter $\varepsilon$ there exists a deterministic walking algorithm $A_{walk}$ that requires $O(\sqrt{\Delta d})$ moves in expectation.

**Lower Bounds in Expectation.** We establish in Section 2.3 the following lower bounds.

**Theorem 2.3**

For any randomized algorithm $A$ and any integer $\Delta \geq 3$, we have

1. **Exponential complexity above the threshold.**
   Consider a complete $\Delta$-ary tree. For every constant $\varepsilon > 0$, if $q \geq \frac{1+\varepsilon}{\sqrt{\Delta-1}} \cdot (1 + \frac{1}{\Delta-1})$, then $A$ move complexity in expectation is exponential in $D$.

2. For any integer $d$, there is a tree with at most $d\Delta$ nodes, and a placement of the treasure at depth $d$, such that $A$ requires $\Omega(dq\Delta)$ moves in expectation.

Observe that taken together, Theorems 2.2, 2.3 and Condition (⋆) imply that for any $\varepsilon > 0$ and large enough $\Delta$, efficient search can be achieved if $q < (1-\varepsilon)/\sqrt{\Delta}$ but not if $q > (1+\varepsilon)/\sqrt{\Delta}$.

**Memoryless Algorithms.** Finally, we analyze the performance of simple memoryless algorithms called *probabilistic following*, suggested in [71]. At every step, the algorithm follows the advice at the current vertex with some fixed probability $\lambda$, and performs a random walk step otherwise. It turns out that such algorithms can perform well, but only in a very limited regime of noise. Specifically, we prove:

**Theorem 2.4**

There exist positive constants $c_1$, $c_2$, and $c_3$ such that the following holds. If for every vertex $u$, $q_u < c_1/\Delta_u$ then there exists a probabilistic following algorithm that finds the treasure in less than $c_2d$ expected steps. On the other hand, if $q > c_3/\Delta$ then for any probabilistic following strategy the move complexity on a complete $\Delta$-ary tree is exponential in the depth of the tree.

Since this algorithm is randomized, expectation is taken over both the randomness involved in sampling advice and the possible probabilistic choices made by the algorithm.
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Interestingly, when $q_u < c_1/\Delta_u$ for all vertices, this algorithm works even in a semi-adversarial model. In fact, it turns out that in the semi-adversarial model, probabilistic following algorithms are the best possible, as the threshold for efficient search, with respect to any algorithm, is roughly $1/\Delta$. There results are discussed and proved in Section 2.4.

2.1.3 Results in High Probability

We start with the following upper bound. The proof is presented in Section 2.5.

**Theorem 2.5**

Let $0 < \varepsilon < 1/2$ be a constant, and suppose that $q = \Delta^{-\varepsilon}$, and that $\Delta$ is sufficiently large ($\Delta \geq 2^{6/\varepsilon^2}$ suffices). Then there exists a moving algorithm $A_{\text{walk}}$ that discovers $\tau$ in $(\frac{2}{3})^{O(\frac{1}{\varepsilon})}$ moves with probability $1 - \delta$. Moreover, the statement holds even in the semi-adversarial variant.

The upper bounds shown in Theorem 2.5 is matched up to the constant in the exponent, by the following lower bound, presented in Section 2.6.

**Theorem 2.6**

Let $0 < \varepsilon < 1/2$ be an arbitrary constant, and suppose that $q \leq \Delta^{-\varepsilon}$, and that $D$ is sufficiently large, as a function of $\Delta$ and $\varepsilon$. On the complete $\Delta$-ary tree of depth $D$, any algorithm with success probability $1 - \delta$ needs at least $(\delta^{-1}D)^{\frac{1}{1+o_D(\cdot)}}$ queries (and consequently also moves) before finding $\tau$ with constant probability. ($o_D(\cdot)$ denotes a function of $D$ that tends to 0 as $D$ grows.) The statement also holds with respect to randomized algorithms.

2.1.4 Related Work

In computer science, search algorithms have been the focus of numerous works. Due to their importance, trees are particularly popular structures to investigate search, see e.g., [92, 19, 103, 101]. Within the literature on search, many works considered noisy queries [62, 88, 57], however, it was typically assumed that noise can be resampled at every query. As mentioned, dealing with permanent faults incurs challenges that are fundamentally different from those that arise when allowing queries to be resampled. To illustrate this difference, consider the simple example of a star graph and a constant $q < 1$. Straightforward amplification can detect the target in $O(1)$ expected number of queries. In contrast, in our model, it can be easily seen that $\Omega(n)$ is a lower bound for both the move and the query complexities, for any constant noise parameter.

A search problem on graphs in which the set of nodes with misleading advice is chosen by an adversary was studied in [79, 50, 84], as part of the more general framework of the liar
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models [11, 32, 41, 104]. Data structures with adversarial memory faults have been investigated in the so-called faulty-memory RAM model introduced in [70]. In particular, data structures supporting the same operations as search trees with adversarial memory faults were studied in [69, 34]. Interestingly, the data structures developed in [34] can cope with up to $O(\log n)$ faults, happening at any time during the execution of the algorithm, while maintaining optimal space and time complexity. It is important to observe that all these models take worst-case assumptions, leading to technical approaches and results which are very different from what one would expect in average-case analysis. Persistent probabilistic memory faults, as we study here, have been explicitly studied in [33], in the context of sorting. Persistent probabilistic errors were also studied in contexts of learning and optimization, see [82].

The noisy advice model considered in this chapter actually originated in the recent biologically centered work [71], aiming to abstract navigation relying on guiding instructions in the context of collaborative transport by ants. In that work, the authors modeled ant navigation as a probabilistic following algorithm, and noticed that an execution of such an algorithm can be viewed as an instance of Random Walks in Random Environment (RWRE) [112, 53]. Relying on results from this subfield of probability theory, the authors showed that when tuned properly, such algorithms enjoy linear move complexity on grids, provided that the bias towards the correct direction is sufficiently high.

2.1.5 Notations

Here we give some notation used throughout the chapter, leaving aside the terminology that is specific to a given part or result.

Denote $p = 1 - q$, and for a node $u$, $p_u = 1 - q_u$. For two nodes $u, v$, let $\langle u, v \rangle$ denote the simple path connecting them, excluding the end nodes, and let $[u, v] = \langle u, v \rangle \cup \{u\}$ and $[u, v] = [u, v] \cup \{v\}$. For a node $u$, let $T(u)$ be the subtree rooted at $u$. We denote by $\text{adv}(u)$ (resp. $\text{adv}(u)$) the set of nodes whose advice points towards (resp. away from) $u$. By convention $u \notin \text{adv}(u) \cup \text{adv}(u)$. Unless stated otherwise, log is the natural logarithm.

The nodes on the path from the root $\sigma$ to the treasure $\tau$ are named as $[\sigma, \tau] := \{v_0 = \sigma, v_1, \ldots, v_{d-1}, v_d = \tau\}$. We say that node $v$ is a descendant of node $u$ if $u$ lies on the path from $\sigma$ to $v$, and $v$ is a child of $u$ if it is both a descendant of $u$ and a neighbor of $u$.

2.1.6 Organization of This Chapter

In Section 2.2 we present our optimal walking algorithm in expectation. The associated lower bound is the focus of Section 2.3. Theorem 2.4 and the threshold of $\Theta(1/\Delta)$ that applies to the semi-adversarial setting are proved in Section 2.4. Section 2.5 is devoted to the high probability algorithm mentioned in Theorem 2.5 while Section 2.6 is about the corresponding lower bound. In Section 2.7, we give a list of open problems.

Table 2.1 summarizes the results presented in this chapter, in a simplified form.
2.2 Optimal Walking Algorithm in Expectation

In this section we prove Theorem 2.2. At a high level, at any given time, the walking algorithm processes the advice seen so far, identifies a promising node to continue from on the border of the already discovered connected component, moves to that node, and explores one of its neighbors. The crux of the matter is identifying the correct formalisation of promising, that leads to an efficient algorithm. This, we will see, amounts to finding a correct prior for the treasure location.

2.2.1 Algorithm Design following a Greedy Bayesian Approach

In our setting the treasure is placed by an adversary. However, we can still study algorithms induced by assuming that it is placed according to some known distribution and see how they measure up in our worst case setting. As mentioned, this approach is similar to [21], which studies the closely related, yet much simpler problem of search on the line. Of course, the success of this scheme highly depends on the choice of the prior distribution we take.

To make our life easier, let us first assume that the structure of the tree is known to the algorithm. Also, we assume the treasure is placed according to some known distribution \( \theta \) supported on the leaves, and denote by \( \text{adv} \) the advice on the nodes we have already visited. Aiming to find the treasure as fast as possible, a possible greedy algorithm explores the vertex that, given the advice seen so far, has the highest probability of having the treasure in its subtree.

We extend the definition of \( \theta \) to internal nodes by defining \( \theta(u) \) to be the sum of \( \theta(w) \) over all leaves \( w \) of \( T(u) \). Given some \( u \) that was not visited yet, and given the previously seen...
advice \( \text{adv} \), the probability of the treasure being in \( u \)’s subtree \( T(u) \), is:

\[
\mathbb{P}(\tau \in T(u) | \text{adv}) = \frac{\mathbb{P}(\tau \in T(u))}{\mathbb{P}(\text{adv})} \mathbb{P}(\tau \in T(u) | \text{adv}) = \frac{\theta(u)}{\mathbb{P}(\text{adv})} \prod_{w \in \text{adv}(u)} \left( p_w + \frac{q_w}{\Delta_w} \right) \prod_{w \in \text{adv}(u)} \frac{q_w}{\Delta_w}.
\]

The last factor is \( q_w/\Delta_w \) because it is the probability that the advice at \( w \) points exactly the way it does in \( \text{adv} \), and not only away from \( \tau \). Note that the advice seen so far is never for vertices in \( T(u) \) as we consider a walking algorithm, and \( u \) has not been visited yet. Therefore, if \( \tau \in T(u) \) then correct advice in \( \text{adv} \) points to \( u \). We ignore the term \( p_w + q_w/\Delta_w \) as it is normally quite close to 1, and applying a log we can approximate the relative strength of a node by:

\[
\log(\theta(u)) + \sum_{w \in \text{adv}(u)} \log\left(\frac{q_w}{\Delta_w}\right).
\]

We do not want to assume that our algorithm knows \( q_w \), but we do assume that in the worst scenario \( q_w \sim 1/\sqrt{\Delta_w} \). Assigning this value and rescaling we finally define:

\[
\text{score}(u) = \frac{2}{3} \log(\theta(u)) - \sum_{w \in \text{adv}(u)} \log(\Delta_w).
\]

When comparing two specific vertices \( u \) and \( v \), \( \text{score}(u) > \text{score}(v) \) iff:

\[
\sum_{w \in (u,v) \cap \text{adv}(u)} \log(\Delta_w) - \sum_{w \in (u,v) \cap \text{adv}(v)} \log(\Delta_w) > \frac{2}{3} \log\left(\frac{\theta(v)}{\theta(u)}\right).
\]

This is because any advice that is not on the path between \( u \) and \( v \) contributes the same to both sides, as well as advice on vertices on the path that point sideways, and not towards \( u \) or \( v \).

\(^2\)Since we use this score to compare two vertices that are neighbors of already explored vertices, and our algorithm is a walking algorithm, then we will always have all the advice on this path. In particular, the answer to whether \( \text{score}(u) > \text{score}(v) \), does not depend on the specific choices of the algorithm, and does not change throughout the execution of the algorithm, even though the scores themselves do change. The comparison depends only on the advice given by the environment.

Let us try and justify the score criterion at an intuitive level. Consider the case of a complete \( \Delta \)-ary tree, with \( \theta \) being the uniform distribution on the leaves.\(^3\) Here \( \text{score}(u) > \text{score}(v) \) if

\(^3\)Actually, a similar formula could be derived choosing \( \theta \) to be the uniform distribution over all nodes, but for technical reasons it is easier to restrict it to leaves only.
(cheating a little by thinking of $\log(\Delta)$ and $\log(\Delta - 1)$ as equal):

\[
|\overrightarrow{\text{adv}}(u) \cap \langle u, v \rangle| - |\overrightarrow{\text{adv}}(v) \cap \langle u, v \rangle| > \frac{2}{3}(d(u) - d(v)).
\]

If, for example, we consider two vertices $u, v \in T$ at the same depth, then $\text{score}(u) > \text{score}(v)$ if there is more advice pointing towards $u$ than towards $v$. If the vertices have different depths, then the one closer to the root has some advantage, but it can still be beaten.

For general trees, perhaps the most natural $\theta$ is the uniform distribution on all nodes (or just on all leaves - this choice is actually similar). It is also a generalization of the example above. Unfortunately, however, while this works well on the complete $\Delta$-ary tree, this approach fails on other (non-complete) $\Delta$-ary trees (see the full version of this work \cite{31} for details).

### 2.2.2 Algorithm $A_{\text{walk}}$

In our context, there is no distribution over treasure location and we are free to choose $\theta$ as we like. We take $\theta$ to be the distribution defined by a simple random process. Starting at the root, at each step, walk down to a child uniformly at random until reaching a leaf. For a leaf $v$, define $\theta(v)$ as the probability that this process eventually reaches $v$. Our extension of $\theta$ can be interpreted as $\theta(v)$ being the probability that this process passes through $v$. Formally, $\theta(\sigma) = 1$, and $\theta(u) = (\Delta \prod_{w \in \langle \sigma, u \rangle} (\Delta_w - 1))^{-1}$. It turns out that this choice, slightly changed, works remarkably well, and gives an optimal algorithm in noise conditions that practically match those of our lower bound. For a vertex $u \neq \sigma$, define:

\[
\beta(u) = \prod_{w \in \langle \sigma, u \rangle} \Delta_w.
\]

It is a sort of approximation of $1/\theta(u)$, which we prefer for technical convenience. Indeed, for all $u$, $1/\beta(u) \leq \theta(u)$. A wonderful property of this $\beta$ (besides the fact that it gives rise to an optimal algorithm) is that to calculate $\beta(v)$ (just like $\theta$), one only needs to know the degrees of the vertices from $v$ up to the root. It is hard to imagine distributions on leaves that allow us to calculate the probability of being in a subtree without knowing anything about it!

In the walking algorithm, if $v$ is a candidate for exploration, these nodes must have been visited already and so the algorithm does not need any a priori knowledge of the structure of the tree. The following claim will be soon useful:

#### Claim 2.7

The following two inequalities hold for every $c < 1$:

\[
\sum_{v \in T} c^{d(v)} \beta(v) \leq \frac{1}{1 - c}, \quad \sum_{v \in T} \frac{d(v)c^{d(v)}}{\beta(v)} \leq \frac{c}{(1 - c)^2}.
\]
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Proof. To prove the first inequality, follow the same random walk defining $\theta$. Starting at the root, at each step choose uniformly at random one of the children of the current vertex. Now, while passing through a vertex $v$ collect $c^d(v)$ points. No matter what choices are made, the number of points is at most $1 + c + c^2 + \ldots = 1/(1-c)$. On the other hand, $\sum_{v \in T} \theta(v)c^d(v)$ is the expected number of points gained. The result follows since $1/\beta(v) \leq \theta(v)$. The second inequality is derived similarly, using the fact that $c + 2c^2 + 3c^3 + \ldots = c/(1-c)^2$.

For a vertex $u \in T$ and previously seen advice $\text{adv}$ define:

$$\text{score}(u) = \frac{2}{3} \log \left( \frac{1}{\beta(u)} \right) - \sum_{w \in \text{adv}(u)} \log(\Delta_w).$$

Algorithm $A_{\text{walk}}$ keeps track of all vertices that are children of the vertices it explored so far, and repeatedly walks to and then explores the one with highest score according to the current advice, breaking ties arbitrarily. As stated in the introduction, the algorithm does not require prior knowledge of either the tree’s structure, or the values of $\Delta$, $q$, $d$ or $n$.

2.2.3 Analysis

Recall the definition of Condition ($\ast$) from Definition 2.1. The next lemma provides a large deviation bound tailored to our setting.

**Lemma 2.8**

Consider independent random variables $X_1, \ldots, X_\ell$, where $X_i$ takes the values $(-\log \Delta_i, 0, \log \Delta_i)$ with respective probabilities $(p_i + \frac{q_i}{\Delta_i}, q_i(1 - \frac{2}{\Delta_i}), q_i e^\log(\Delta_i))$, for parameters $p_i, q_i = 1 - p_i$ and $\Delta_i > 0$. Assume that Condition ($\ast$) holds for some $\varepsilon > 0$. Then for every integer (positive or negative) $m$,

$$\mathbb{P}\left( \sum_{i=1}^\ell X_i \geq m \right) \leq (1 - \varepsilon)^\ell \prod_{i=1}^\ell \frac{1}{\sqrt[3]{\Delta_i}}.$$

Proof. For any $s \in \mathbb{R}$,

$$\mathbb{P}\left( \sum_{i=1}^\ell X_i \geq m \right) = \mathbb{P}\left( e^{s \sum_{i=1}^\ell X_i} \geq e^{sm} \right) \leq \mathbb{E}\left[ e^{s \sum_{i=1}^\ell X_i} \right] / e^{sm} = \prod_{i=1}^\ell \mathbb{E}\left[ e^{sX_i} \right] / e^{sm}$$

$$= \frac{1}{e^{sm}} \prod_{i=1}^\ell \left( p_i + \frac{q_i}{\Delta_i} e^{\log(\Delta_i)s} + q_i \left( 1 \frac{2}{\Delta_i} \right) + q_i e^{\log(\Delta_i)s} \right)$$

$$\leq \frac{1}{e^{sm}} \prod_{i=1}^\ell \left( \frac{1}{\Delta_i^s} + q_i + q_i \Delta_i^{s-1} \right).$$
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We take $s = \frac{3}{4}$, and get:

$$
\mathbb{P} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{\ell} X_i \geq m \right) \leq \frac{1}{e^{\frac{3m}{4}}} \prod_{i=1}^{\ell} \left( \Delta_i^{-\frac{3}{4}} + q_i + q_i \Delta_i^{-\frac{1}{4}} \right) \leq \frac{1}{e^{\frac{3m}{4}}} \prod_{i=1}^{\ell} \frac{1 - \varepsilon}{\sqrt{\Delta_i}}
$$

Where for the last step we used Condition (⋆) which says:

$$
q_i < \frac{1 - \varepsilon - \Delta_i^{-\frac{1}{4}}}{\sqrt{\Delta_i} + \Delta_i^{\frac{3}{4}}} \left( q_i \Delta_i^{\frac{3}{4}} + q_i \Delta_i^{\frac{1}{4}} + \Delta_i^{-\frac{1}{4}} \right) < 1 - \varepsilon
$$

$$
\Delta_i^{-\frac{3}{4}} + q_i + q_i \Delta_i^{-\frac{1}{4}} < \frac{1 - \varepsilon}{\sqrt{\Delta_i}}
$$

The next theorem states that $A_{walk}$ is optimal up to a constant factor for the regime of noise below the threshold. It establishes Theorem 2.2.

**Theorem 2.9**

Assume that Condition (⋆) holds for some fixed $\varepsilon > 0$. Then $A_{walk}$ requires only $O(d\sqrt{\Delta})$ moves in expectation. The constant hidden in the $O$ notation only depends polynomially on $1/\varepsilon$.

**Proof.** Denote the vertices on the path from $\sigma$ to $\tau$ by $\sigma = u_0, u_1, \ldots, u_d = \tau$ in order. Denote by $E_k$ the expected time to reach $u_k$ once $u_{k-1}$ is reached. We will show that for all $k$, $E_k = O(\sqrt{\Delta})$, and by linearity of expectation this concludes the proof.

Once $u_{k-1}$ is visited, $A_{walk}$ only goes to some of the nodes that have score at least as high as $u_k$. We can therefore bound $E_k$ from above by assuming we go through all of them, and this expression does not depend on the previous choices of the algorithm and the nodes it saw before seeing $u_k$. The length of this tour is bounded by twice the sum of distances of these nodes from $u_k$. Hence,

$$
E_k \leq 2 \sum_{i=1}^{k} \sum_{u \in C(u_i)} \mathbb{P}(\text{score}(u) \geq \text{score}(u_k)) \cdot d(u_k, u).
$$

Where $C(u_k) = T(u_{k-1}) \setminus T(u_k)$, and so $\bigcup_{i=1}^{k} C(u_i) = T \setminus T(u_k)$. Recall that scores are defined so that $u$ has a larger score than $u_k$, if the sum of weighted arrows on the path $\langle u_k, u \rangle$ is at least $\frac{3}{4} \log(\beta(u)/\beta(u_k))$. Setting $m$ to be this value, Lemma 2.8 allows to calculate this probability exactly. Indeed, a vertex $x$ on the path should point towards $u_k$: this happens with probability $p_x + q_x / \Delta_x$. Otherwise, it points towards $u$ with probability $q_x / \Delta_x$, and elsewhere
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with probability \( q(1 - 2/\Delta_x) \). Denoting \( c = 1 - \varepsilon \),

\[
\frac{E_k}{2} \leq \sum_{i=1}^{k} \sum_{u \in C(u_i)} \frac{c^{d(u_k,u)-1}}{e^{\frac{3 \cdot 2 \log \left( \frac{\beta(u_k)}{\beta(u)} \right)}{\Delta}}} \prod_{v \in (u,u_k)} \frac{1}{\Delta_v} \cdot d(u_k, u)
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{c} \sum_{i=1}^{k} \sum_{u \in C(u_i)} \frac{c^{d(u_k,u)}}{\sqrt{\frac{\beta(u_k)}{\beta(u)}}} \frac{\Delta u_i}{\beta(u_i)} \cdot \frac{\beta(u_i)}{\beta(u_k)} \cdot \frac{d(u_k, u_i)}{d(u_k, u)}.
\]

By Claim 2.7, applied to the tree rooted at \( u_i \), we get:

\[
\sum_{u \in C(u_i)} \frac{c^{d(u_k,u)}}{\beta(u)} < \frac{1}{1 - c}, \quad \text{and} \quad \sum_{u \in C(u_i)} \frac{c^{d(u_k,u)}}{\beta(u)} d(u_i, u) < \frac{c}{(1 - c)^2}.
\]

And so:

\[
\frac{E_k}{2} \leq \frac{\sqrt{\Delta}}{c(1 - c)} \sum_{i=1}^{k} c^{d(u_k,u_i)} d(u_k, u_i) + \frac{\sqrt{\Delta}}{(1 - c)^2} \sum_{i=1}^{k} c^{d(u_k,u_i)} d(u_k, u_i)
\]

\[
\leq \frac{(1 + c)\sqrt{\Delta}}{(1 - c)^3} \leq \frac{2\sqrt{\Delta}}{\varepsilon^3} = O \left( \frac{\sqrt{\Delta}}{\varepsilon^3} \right),
\]

where we again used the equality \( c + 2c^2 + 3c^3 + \ldots = c/(1 - c)^2 \). \( \square \)

2.3 Lower bounds in Expectation

2.3.1 Exponential Complexity Above the Threshold

We wish to prove Item (1) in Theorem 2.3. Namely, that for every fixed \( \varepsilon > 0 \), and for every complete \( \Delta \)-ary tree, if \( q \geq \frac{1+\varepsilon}{\sqrt{\Delta - 1}} \cdot (1 + \frac{1}{\Delta - 1}) \), then every randomized search algorithm has query (and move) complexity which is both exponential in the depth \( d \) of the treasure and polynomial in \( n \). In fact, this lower bound holds even if the algorithm has access to the advice of all internal nodes. The following lemma is proved in below, in Section 2.3.2:

\begin{lemma}
Assume the treasure is placed in a leaf \( \tau \) of the complete \( \Delta \)-ary tree. Denote by \( \text{adv} \) the random advice on all internal nodes, then the expected number of leaves \( u \) satisfying \( |\text{adv}(u)| > |\text{adv}(\tau)| \), is a lower bound on the query complexity of any algorithm.
\end{lemma}
2.3. Lower bounds in Expectation

Using Lemma 2.10, all we need to do is approximate the number of leaves $u$ satisfying $|\overrightarrow{\text{adv}}(u)| > |\overrightarrow{\text{adv}}(\tau)|$. When comparing the number of pointers that point towards each of two different nodes, only the pointers of the internal nodes on the path between them may influence the result. The probability that a leaf $u$ “beats” the treasure $\tau$ in the sense of Lemma 2.10, is at least the probability that exactly one node on the path points to $u$ and none of the rest point towards the treasure. This probability is at least

$$\frac{q}{\Delta} \cdot \left( q \cdot \left( 1 - \frac{1}{\Delta} \right) \right)^{d(u,\tau) - 2}.$$

There are precisely $(\Delta - 1)^D$ leaves whose distance from the treasure is $2D$. Therefore, the expected number of leaves that beat the treasure is at least:

$$\frac{q}{\Delta} (\Delta - 1)^D q^{2D-2} \cdot \left( 1 - \frac{1}{\Delta} \right)^{2D-2} = \frac{\Delta}{q(\Delta - 1)^2} \cdot \left( \frac{q^2(\Delta - 1)^3}{\Delta^2} \right)^D \geq \frac{\Delta}{q(\Delta - 1)^2} \cdot (1 + \varepsilon)^2 D.$$

Item (1) in Theorem 2.3 follows.

2.3.2 Proof of Lemma 2.10

For the lower bound, assume the algorithm is given the advice $\text{adv}$ for all the internal nodes for free. By Yao’s principle, instead of taking the worst case placement of the treasure for a randomized algorithm, we obtain a lower bound by considering only deterministic algorithms when the treasure is placed uniformly at random at one of the leaves.

In this simplified setting, an optimal algorithm can be described explicitly: It sorts the leaves according $\mathbb{P}(\cdot|\text{adv})$ (Claim 2.11) and tries them in this order. This order in fact corresponds to ranking nodes by how many arrows point to them (Claim 2.12). The expected number of nodes which are higher than the treasure in this ordering is therefore a lower bound for this algorithm, and thus for all algorithms.

Let $\mathcal{L}$ be the set of leaves. For a given leaf $u \in \mathcal{L}$ and an advice configuration $\text{adv}$, let $C(\mathbf{A}, \text{adv}, u)$ be the cost (number of queries) of $\mathbf{A}$ when the advice is equal to $\text{adv}$ and the treasure is located at $u$. We also define the cost $C(\mathbf{A}, u)$ of an algorithm $\mathbf{A}$ when the treasure $\tau$ is located at $u$ to be the expected cost of $\mathbf{A}$ before finding $\tau$ where the expectation is over advice setting. That is:

$$C(\mathbf{A}, u) = \sum_{\text{adv}} C(\mathbf{A}, \text{adv}, u) \mathbb{P}(\text{adv} | u).$$

In our setting, the expected number of queries of $\mathbf{A}$ is:

$$C(\mathbf{A}) = \sum_{u \in \mathcal{L}} \mathbb{P}(u) \sum_{\text{adv}} C(\mathbf{A}, \text{adv}, u) \mathbb{P}(\text{adv} | u).$$
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Claim 2.11

The algorithm $A$ that tries the locations $u$ in the order given by $P(u | adv)$, i.e.,
the most likely $u$ is tried first and the least likely tried last, minimizes $C(A)$.

Proof. We can write

$$C(A) = \sum_{adv} P(adv) \sum_{u \in L} C(A, adv, u)P(u | adv),$$

where it is understood that $P(adv)$ is the marginal of $P(adv, u)$ with respect to the advice. The
term $P(u | adv)$, standing for the probability of $u$ holding the treasure given that the advice
configuration is $adv$, is only defined because we assume the treasure is placed according to a
known distribution (uniform in our case). For a fixed advice setting $adv$, it follows from the
rearrangement inequality that $\sum_{u \in L} C(A, adv, u)P(u | adv)$ is minimized when $C(A, adv, u)$ and
$P(u | adv)$ are sorted in the same order with respect to $u$. This corresponds to algorithm $A$
trying the locations $u$ in the order given by $P(u | adv)$, which is exactly the statement of the
claim. Hence, since we assume that all advice is known, the algorithm we have just described
is feasible, and, in fact, optimal. Moreover, its query complexity is at least 1 plus the expected
number of nodes which are strictly more likely than the treasure, where the expectation is
taken over the randomness of the advice. \hfill $\square$

It only remains to check that a node $u$ is more likely than $\tau$ given an advice setting $adv$ iff
more arrows point to $u$ than $\tau$. This will conclude the proof of Lemma 2.10 and hence of the
exponential lower bound in Theorem 2.3.

Claim 2.12

For two leaves $u, v \in L$, and advice configuration $adv$, $P(u | adv) > P(v | adv)$ if
and only if there is more advice pointing towards $u$ than advice pointing towards $v$.

Proof. Recall that, by definition of the model

$$P(adv | \tau = u) = \left(p + \frac{q}{\Delta} |\bar{adv}(u)|\right)\left(q(1 - \frac{1}{\Delta}) |\bar{adv}(u)|\right),$$

In our regime it will always be the case that $p + \frac{q}{\Delta} > q(1 - \frac{1}{\Delta})$, simply because we assume
$q < p$. Hence $P(adv | \tau = u)$ is an increasing function of $|\bar{adv}(u)|$.

Since $\tau$ is placed uniformly at random, it follows from Bayes rule that $P(adv | \tau = u) \propto
P(\tau = u | adv)$. The symbol $\propto$ indicates that we omit the renormalizing factor. Hence, we
obtain that $P(\tau = u | adv) > P(\tau = v | adv)$ if and only if $|\bar{adv}(u)| > |\bar{adv}(v)|$. \hfill $\square$
2.3.3 A Lower Bound for the Move Complexity in Expectation Below the Threshold

**Observation 2.13**
For any $\Delta$ and $d$, there exists a tree of depth $d$ and maximal degree at most $\Delta$ for which any search algorithm $A$ requires at least $\Omega(dq\Delta)$ moves in expectation.

*Proof.* To see why the observation holds consider the caterpillar tree, composed of a path of length $n/\Delta$ with each of its nodes being the center of a star graph of degree $\Delta$. Assume that the agent starts at one of the end sides of the path and the treasure at distance $d$ on the caterpillar spine. Recall that we assume that the algorithm does not know the tree structure. In expectation, $\Omega(dq)$ nodes will point at an incorrect neighbor, and to pass from any of those to the next node on the path, will require the agent to perform $\Omega(\Delta)$ trials in expectation. ☑

2.4 Memoryless Algorithms and the Semi-Adversarial Model in Expectation

In this section we present our results on the memoryless algorithms described in the introduction. As mentioned, such algorithms can perform well also in a more difficult semi-adversarial setting. Before we present these algorithms let us first describe formally the semi-adversarial variant.

**Definition 2.14: The Semi-Adversarial Model**
As in the purely-probabilistic Noisy Advice Model, each node is chosen to be faulty with probability $q$, and otherwise it is sound. Also, similarly to the original model, a sound vertex always points at its correct neighbors. However, in the semi-adversarial model, a faulty node $u$ no longer points at a neighbor chosen uniformly at random, and instead, the neighbor $w$ which such a node points at is chosen by an adversary. Importantly, for each node $u$, the adversary must specify its potentially faulty advice $w$, before it is known which nodes will be faulty. In other words, first, the adversary specifies the faulty advice $w$ for each node $u$, and then the environment samples which node is faulty and which is sound.

2.4.1 Lower Bound in the Semi-Adversarial Variant

The following result implies that if $q > 1/\Delta$ then any algorithm must have exponential query and move complexity in the depth $D$. 
Theorem 2.15

Consider an algorithm in the semi-adversarial model. On the complete $\Delta$-ary tree of depth $D$, the expected number of queries to find the treasure is $\Omega\left((q\Delta)^D\right)$. The lower bound holds even if the algorithm has access to the advice of all internal nodes in the tree.

We first need a simple observation, that follows from Yao’s principle (see [31] for a proof).

Observation 2.16

Any randomized algorithm trying to find a treasure chosen uniformly at random between $k$ identical objects will need an expected number of queries that is at least $(k + 1)/2$.

Proof of Theorem 2.15. Consider the complete $\Delta$-ary tree and assume that the treasure is located at a leaf. The adversary behaves as follows. For any advice it gets a chance to manipulate, it would always make it point towards the root. With probability $q^D$ the adversary gets to choose all the advice on the path between the root and the treasure. Any other advice points towards the root as well (either because it was correct to begin with or because it was set by the adversary). Hence with probability $q^D$ the tree that the algorithm sees is the same regardless of the position of the treasure. It follows from Observation 2.16 that the time to find the treasure can only be linear in the number of leaves which is $\Omega(\Delta^D)$.

2.4.2 Probabilistic Following Algorithms

Recall that a Probabilistic Following (PF) algorithm is specified by a listening parameter $\lambda \in (0, 1)$. At each step, the algorithm “listens” to the advice with probability $\lambda$ and takes a uniform random step otherwise. The first item in the next theorem states that if the noise parameter is smaller than $c/\Delta$ for some small enough constant $0 < c < 1$, then there exists a listening parameter $\lambda$ for which Algorithm PF achieves $O(d)$ move complexity. Moreover, this result holds also in the semi-adversarial model. Hence, together with Theorem 2.15, it implies that in order to achieve efficient search, the noise parameter threshold for the semi-adversarial model is $\Theta(1/\Delta)$. 

2.4. Memoryless Algorithms

**Theorem 2.17**

1. Assuming \(q_u < 1/(10\Delta_u)\) for every \(u\), then \(PF\) with parameter \(\lambda \in [0.7, 0.8]\) finds the treasure in less than 100\(d\) expected steps, even in the semi-adversarial setting.

2. Consider the complete \(\Delta\)-ary tree and assume that \(q > 10/\Delta\). Then for any choice of \(\lambda\) the hitting time of the treasure by \(PF\) is exponential in the depth of the tree, even assuming the faulty advice is drawn at random.

**Proof.** Our plan is to show that the expected time to make one step in the correct direction is \(O(1)\), from any starting node. Conditioning on the advice setting, we make use of the Markov property to relate these elementary steps to the total travel time. The main delicate point in the proof stems from dealing with two different sources of randomness. Namely the randomness of the advice and that of the walk itself.

In this section, it is convenient to picture the tree as rooted at the target node \(\tau\). For any node \(u\) in the tree, we denote by \(u'\) the parent of \(u\) with respect to the treasure. With this convention, correct advice at a node \(u\) points at \(u'\), while incorrect advice points at one of its children. The fact the walk moves on a tree means that for a given advice setting, the expected (over the walk) time it takes to reach \(u'\) from \(u\) can be written conveniently as a product of a variable involving the advice at \(u\) only and the advice on the set of \(u\)'s descendants (the two being independent).

We denote by \(t(u)\) the time it takes to reach node \(u\). Manipulating average symbols such as \(\mathbb{E}\) requires extra care. Indeed, there are two sources of randomness, the first being the randomness used in drawing the advice and the second being the randomness used in the walk itself. We write \(\mathbb{E}\) for averaging over the advice, while we use \(E_u\) to denote expectation over the walk, conditioning on \(u\) being the starting node. As a remark, observe that \(E_u(t(v))\) depends on the advice configuration, it is a random variable with respect to the advice, while \(\mathbb{E}E_u(t(v))\) really is just a number.

The following is the central lemma of this section.

**Lemma 2.18**

Assume that for every vertex \(u\), \(q_u < 1/(10\Delta_u)\), and \(\lambda \in [0.7, 0.8]\). Then for all nodes \(u\), \(\mathbb{E}E_u(t(u')) \leq 100\). The result holds also in the semi-adversarial model.

Let us now see how we can conclude the proof of the first item in Theorem 2.17, given the lemma. Consider a designated source \(\sigma\). Let us denote by \(\sigma = u_d, u_{d-1}, \ldots, u_0 = \tau\) the nodes on the path from \(\sigma\) to \(\tau\). Let \(\delta_i\) be the random variable indicating the time it takes to reach \(u_{i-1}\) after \(u_i\) has been visited for the first time. With these notations, the time to reach \(\tau\) from \(\sigma\) is precisely \(\sum_{i=1}^{d(\sigma,\tau)} \delta_i\). Hence, the expected time to reach \(\tau\) from \(\sigma\) is \(\sum_{i=1}^{d(\sigma,\tau)} \mathbb{E}[E_\sigma \delta_i]\).
Conditioning on the advice setting, the process is a Markov chain and we may write
\[ E_{\sigma} \delta_i = E_{u_i} t(u_{i-1}). \]

Taking expectations over the advice \((E)\), under the assumptions of Lemma 2.18, it follows that \( E(E_{\sigma} \delta_i) \leq 100\), for every \( i \in [d(\sigma, \tau)] \). And this immediately implies a bound of \( 100 \cdot d(\sigma, \tau) \).

**Proof of Lemma 2.18.** We start with partitioning the nodes of the tree according to their distance from the root \( \tau \). More precisely, for \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, D \), where \( D \) is the depth of the tree, let us define
\[ \mathcal{L}_i := \{ u \in T : d(u, \tau) = i \}. \]
The nodes in \( \mathcal{L}_i \) are referred to as *level-\( i \)* nodes. We treat the statement of the lemma for nodes \( u \in \mathcal{L}_i \) as an induction hypothesis, with \( i \) being the induction parameter. The induction goes backwards, meaning we assume the assumption holds at level \( i + 1 \) and show it holds at level \( i \). The case of the maximal level (base case for the induction) is easy since, at a leaf the walk can only go up and so if \( u \) is a leaf \( E_{u} t(u') = 1 < 100 \).

Assume now that \( u \in \mathcal{L}_i \). We first condition on the advice setting. A priori, \( E_{u} \tau(u') \) depends on the advice over the full tree, but in fact it is easy to see that only advice at layers \( \geq i \) matter. Recall from Markov Chain theory that an *excursion* to/from a point is simply the part of the walk between two visits to the given point. We denote \( L_u \) the average (over the walk only) length of an excursion from \( u \) to itself that does not go straight to \( u' \) and we write \( N_u \) to denote the expected (over the walk only) number of excursions before going to \( u' \). We also refer to this number as a number of *attempts*. The variable \( N_u \) can be 0 if the walk goes directly to \( u' \) without any excursion. We decompose \( t(u') \) in the following standard way, using the Markov property
\[ E_{u} t(u') = 1 + L_u \cdot N_u. \] (2.1)

Indeed the expectation \( E_{u} t(u') \) can be seen as the expectation (over the walk) of \( 1 + \sum_{i=1}^{T} Y_i \) where the \( Y_i \)'s are the lengths of each excursion from \( u \) and \( T \) is the (random) number of such excursions before hitting \( u' \). The term \( 1+ \) accounts for the step from \( u \) to \( u' \). The event \( \{ T \geq t \} \) is independent of \( Y_1, \ldots, Y_i \) and so using Wald’s identity we have that \( E_{u} t(u') = 1 + E_u T \cdot E_u Y_1 \).

The term \( E_u T \) is equal to \( N_u \) (by definition) while \( E_u Y_1 \) is equal to \( L_u \) (by definition).

We now want to average equality (2.1), which is only an average over the walk, by taking the expectation over all advice in layers \( \geq i \). To this aim, we write \( L_u \) as follows
\[ L_u = 1 + \sum_{v \neq u', v \sim u} p_{u,v} E_{u} t(u), \]
where we write \( u \sim v \) when \( u \) and \( v \) are neighbors in the tree and \( p_{u,v} \) is the probability to go straight from \( u \) to \( v \) given the advice setting. By assumption on the model, \( E_{u} t(u) \) depends on the advice at layers \( \geq i + 1 \) only, if we start at a node \( v \in \mathcal{L}_{i+1} \), while both \( p_{u,v} \) and \( N_u \)
depend only on the advice at layer $i$ of the tree. This is true also in the semi-adversarial model. Hence when we average, we can first average over layers $> i$ to obtain, denoting $E^{>i}$, the expectation over the layers $> i$,

$$E^{>i}E_u t(u') = 1 + \left(1 + \sum_{v \neq u', v \sim u} p_{u,v}E^{>i}E_u t(u)\right) N_u,$$

$$= 1 + \left(1 + \sum_{v \neq u', v \sim u} p_{u,v}E E_u t(u)\right) N_u. \quad (2.2)$$

and using the fact that $\sum_{v \neq u'} p_{u,v} \leq 1$, together with the induction assumption at rank $i + 1$, we obtain

$$E^{>i}E_u t(u') \leq 1 + (1 + 100) N_u.$$  

From now on we replace 100 by a parameter $\kappa > 0$, for mere aesthetic reasons. Averaging over the layer $i$ of advice we obtain

$$E E_u t(u') \leq 1 + (1 + \kappa) EN_u.$$  

It only remains to analyse the term $EN_u$. If the advice at $u$ is correct, which happens with probability $p_u = 1 - q_u$, then the number of attempts follows a (shifted by 1) geometric law with parameter $\lambda + \frac{(1-\lambda)}{\Delta_u}$. In words, when the advice points to $u'$ which happens with probability at most 1, the walker can go to the correct node either because she listens to the advice, which happens with probability $\lambda$, or because she did not listen, but still took the right edge, which happens with probability $\frac{(1-\lambda)}{\Delta_u}$. Similarly, when the advice points to a node $\neq u'$, which happens with probability at most $q_u$, then $N_u$ follows a geometric law (shifted by 1) with parameter $\frac{(1-\lambda)}{\Delta_u}$. The conclusion is that

$$EN_u \leq \left(\frac{1}{\lambda + \frac{(1-\lambda)}{\Delta_u}} - 1\right) + q_u \left(\frac{\Delta_u}{1 - \lambda} - 1\right)$$

$$\leq \frac{1}{\lambda} - 1 + \frac{q_u \Delta_u}{1 - \lambda} \quad (2.3)$$

And so it follows that

$$E E_u t(u') \leq 1 + (1 + \kappa) \cdot \left(\frac{1}{\lambda} - 1 + \frac{q_u \Delta_u}{1 - \lambda}\right)$$

Hence if $q_u \Delta_u < 0.1$ and we choose $\lambda \in [0.7, 0.8]$ (for instance, we made no attempt in optimizing these constants), we see that $EN_u < 0.8$. This is because

$$\frac{1}{\lambda} - 1 + \frac{0.1}{1 - \lambda} \leq \frac{10}{7} - 1 + \frac{0.1}{1 - 0.8} < 0.93$$
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Hence it follows that $\mathbb{E}E_u t(u') \leq 1 + 0.93(1 + \kappa) < \kappa$. The last inequality holds by choice of $\kappa = 100$. By our (backwards) induction, we have just shown that, if $q < \frac{1}{10\Delta}$ and we set $\lambda \in [0.7, 0.8]$ then for all nodes $u$ in the tree

$$\mathbb{E}E_u t(u') < 100.$$ 

This concludes the proof of Lemma 2.18 and hence also of the first part of Theorem 2.17. □

Let us explain how the lower bound in the second part of Theorem 2.17 is derived in the case that $q\Delta > 10$. We assume we are in a complete $\Delta$-ary tree under our usual uniform noise model. With probability $q$ there is fault at $u$ and with probability $1 - \frac{1}{\Delta}$ the advice does not point to $u'$. In this case, $N_u$ follows a geometric law with parameter $\frac{1-\lambda}{\Delta}$. Hence

$$\mathbb{E}(N_u) \geq q\Delta \left(1 - \frac{1}{\Delta}\right) \frac{1}{1 - \lambda} - 1 \geq \frac{10(1 - \frac{1}{\Delta})}{1 - \lambda} - 1 \geq 10 \left(1 - \frac{1}{\Delta}\right) - 1 \geq 3,$$

for any choice of $\lambda$, since $\Delta \geq 2$. We proceed very similarly, by induction, and use Equality (2.2) together with the previous bound on $\mathbb{E}(N_u)$ to obtain that for any node on layer $i$, $u$ with parent $u'$, $\mathbb{E}E_u t(u') \geq 1 + 3 \min_{v \in \mathcal{L}_{i+1}} \mathbb{E}E_v t(v')$, so in particular

$$\min_{u \in \mathcal{L}_i} \mathbb{E}E_u t(u') \geq 1 + 3 \min_{v \in \mathcal{L}_{i+1}} \mathbb{E}E_v t(v').$$

The expected hitting time of the target $\tau$, even starting at one of its children is therefore of order $\Omega(3^D)$.

□

**Observation 2.19**

The proof uses crucially the tree structure and does not extend to general graphs straightforwardly. Specifically, on a tree there is a single path from $\sigma$ to $\tau$ and so the points $u_i$ are uniquely defined, they are not random. Moreover an excursion from a node $u$ at Layer $i$ that does not visit it’s parent can only remain in layers $\geq i$. This was used through the fact that $E_v t(u)$ depends only on the advice at layers $\geq i$, if we start at a node $v \in \mathcal{L}_i$.

2.5 Upper Bounds in High Probability

We assume the following, w.l.o.g.

- The noise model is the semi-adversarial variant. Hence the results apply also to the random variant.

- The algorithm knows the depth $d$ of the treasure. This assumption can be removed by an iterative process that guesses the depth to be $1, 2, \ldots$. By running each iteration for a limited time as specified in the theorem, the asymptotic runtime is not violated.
Given that the algorithm knows the depth $d$ of the treasure, we further assume w.l.o.g. that it never searches a node at depth greater than $d$. Equivalently, we may (and do) assume that the depth of the tree is $d = D$, and that the treasure is located at a leaf.

- The tree is balanced: all leaves are at depth $D$, and all non-leaf nodes have degree exactly $\Delta$. To remove this assumption, whenever the algorithm visits a node $v$ at depth $i < D$ of degree $d_v < \Delta$, it can connect to it $\Delta - d_v$ “auxiliary trees”, where each auxiliary tree has depth $D - i - 1$ and is balanced. The advice in all nodes of these auxiliary trees points towards $v$, which is a valid choice in the semi-adversarial model.

### 2.5.1 The Meta Algorithm

Underlying the upper bound presented in Theorem 2.5 is a simple, yet general, scheme. It is based on a notion of fitness, which we define later. This notion depends on the parameters of the model. It is carefully crafted such that the following fitness properties hold:

- **F1.** The fitness of a node $u$ only depends on the advice on the path $[\sigma, u]$, excluding $u$.
- **F2.** For any node $u$ on the path $[\sigma, \tau]$, $P(u \text{ is fit}) \geq 1 - \frac{\delta}{2^D}$.
- **F3.** With probability at least $\geq 1 - \frac{\delta}{2^D}$, the connected component of fit nodes that contains the root is of size bounded by $f(D, \delta)$, for some function $f$.

Once fitness is appropriately defined so that properties F1 - F3 hold, an algorithm is naturally associated to it. It consists in exploring in a depth-first fashion the connected component of fit nodes containing the root. Property F1 ensures that this strategy is well-defined. The time to explore a component is at most twice its size, because each edge is traversed at most twice.

#### Claim 2.20

Property F2 implies that $A_{walk}$ eventually finds $\tau$ with probability $\geq 1 - \frac{\delta}{2^D}$.

**Proof.** Using Property F2, the probability that all nodes on the root to treasure path $[\sigma, \tau]$ are fit is at least as large as $1 - \frac{\delta}{2^D} = 1 - \frac{\delta}{2^D}$. Under this event, $\tau$ belongs to the same component of fit nodes as the root, and hence $A_{walk}$ eventually finds it.

By Property F3, the $A_{walk}$ algorithm needs a number of steps which is upper bounded by $2f(D, \delta)$ with probability $1 - \frac{\delta}{2^D}$. Using a union bound we derive the following claim.

#### Claim 2.21

If the fitness properties F1-F3 are satisfied, then $A_{walk}$ finds $\tau$ in at most $2f(D, \delta)$ steps with probability $\geq 1 - \delta$. 
2.5.2 Upper Bound in the Walk Model with High Probability

This subsection is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.5. Our algorithm $A_{walk}$ follows the general scheme presented in Section 2.5.1. It is based on a notion of fitness presented below. With this notion in hand, $A_{walk}$ simply visits, in a depth-first fashion, the component of fit nodes to which the root $\sigma$ belongs to.

**Definition 2.22: Advice-fitness**

Let $h_1 = \frac{2}{\epsilon} \log_{\Delta}(4\delta^{-1}D)$ and $h_2 = \frac{6}{\epsilon^2} \log_{\Delta}(4\delta^{-1}D)$. Let $u$ be a node and $u_{-h_2}$ be the ancestor of $u$ at distance $h_2$ from $u$, or $\sigma$ if $u$ is at distance $< h_2$ from $\sigma$. The node $u$ is said to be *fit* if the number of locations on the path $[u_{-h_2}, u]$ that do not point towards $u$ is less than $h_1$. It is said to be *unfit* otherwise. Moreover, a fit node is said to be *reachable* if it is in the connected component of fit nodes that contains the root (as in Property F3). Equivalently, a node is reachable if either it is the root, or it is fit and its parent is reachable.

Note that by definition, all nodes at depth $< h_1$ are fit and reachable. The notion of fitness clearly satisfies the first fitness property F1. We want to show that it also satisfies Properties F2 and F3 with $f(D, \delta) = (\delta^{-1}D)^{O(1/\epsilon)}$. Let us first give two useful conditions satisfied by our choice of $h_1$ and $h_2$.

**Claim 2.23**

The following inequalities hold

\[ 2h_2 \Delta - \epsilon h_1 \leq \frac{\delta}{4D}, \quad (**) \quad 2h_2 \Delta(1+\epsilon)h_1 - \epsilon h_2 \leq \frac{\delta}{4D}. \]

**Proof.** Equation (*). Replacing $h_1/2$ by their values, we bound the left hand side in Equation (*) as follows

\[ 2h_2 \Delta - \epsilon h_1 \leq 2^{\frac{2}{\epsilon^2}} \log_{\Delta}(4\delta^{-1}D) \Delta - \epsilon \frac{2}{\epsilon^2} \log_{\Delta}(4\delta^{-1}D) \leq 2^{6\epsilon^{-2} - 2 \log \Delta} \log_{\Delta}(4\delta^{-1}D). \]

We assume that $\Delta \geq 2^{6\epsilon^{-2}}$ so that $6\epsilon^{-2} \leq \log \Delta$ and $6\epsilon^{-2} - 2 \log \Delta \leq - \log \Delta$. Hence the left hand side in (*) is no greater than $2^{2 - \log \Delta \log(\delta^{-1}D)} \leq \frac{\delta}{4D}$.

**Equation (**)**. Using the fact that $\epsilon \leq 1$ and that $h_2 = \frac{3}{\epsilon} h_1$, we obtain that $(1+\epsilon)h_1 - \epsilon h_2 \leq 2h_1 - 3h_1 = -h_1 \leq -\epsilon h_1$. The result follows from Equation (*).

**Lemma 2.24**

The notion of advice-fitness obeys Property F3 $f(D, \delta) = (\delta^{-1}D)^{O(1/\epsilon)}$. Hence the move complexity of $A_{walk}$ is less than $(\delta^{-1}D)^{O(1/\epsilon)}$, with probability $\geq 1 - \frac{\delta}{2}$.

**Proof.** Let Fit be the connected set of reachable nodes (as defined in Definition 2.22). Our goal is to show that with high probability, namely, with probability at least $1 - \frac{\delta}{2}$, we have $|\text{Fit}| = (\delta^{-1}D)^{O(1/\epsilon)}$.

For $i \geq 0$, the term $i$-node will refer to any node whose common ancestor with $\tau$ is at
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Figure 2.2: The partition of fit vertices introduced in the proof of Lemma 2.24. The colored nodes in the subtree on the right are the close 0-nodes, where those colored with dark green are the reachable fit 0-nodes. There are no fit 0-nodes at depth $h_2$ in this example.

depth $i$. An $i$-node is further said to be close if its depth $d$ lies in the range $[i, i + h_2]$. Let $\text{Fit}_i$ be the set of close $i$-nodes in $\text{Fit}$ (see Figure 2.2).

Our first goal is to show that with high probability, $\text{Fit}$ does not contain any 0-node at depth $h_2$ (Claim 2.26). Under this high probability event, $A_{walk}$ visits only fit 0-nodes that are close (i.e., at depth at most $h_2$), because $A_{walk}$ visits only reachable nodes, and fit 0-nodes that are not close are disconnected from the root at depth $h_2$. Hence all the 0-nodes visited by $A_{walk}$ are in $\text{Fit}_0$. By symmetry, a similar statement holds for each layer $i$, and the corresponding subset $\text{Fit}_i$. Thus, under a high probability event, the nodes visited by $A_{walk}$ during its execution form a subset of $\bigcup_{i=0}^{D} \text{Fit}_i$ (namely, $f(D, \delta) \leq |\bigcup_{i=0}^{D} \text{Fit}_i|$).

Denote the expected number of fit 0-nodes at depth $h$ by

$$\alpha_h := \sum_{u \text{ is a 0-node at depth } h} P(u \text{ is fit}).$$

We have

$$\mathbb{E} (|\text{Fit}_0|) \leq \sum_{u \text{ is a close 0-node}} P(u \text{ is fit}) = \sum_{h \leq h_2} \alpha_h. \quad (2.4)$$

Claim 2.25
\begin{equation}
(*) \sum_{h \leq h_1} \alpha_h \leq 2\Delta^{h_1}. \quad (**) \text{For any } h_1 < h \leq h_2, \text{ we have } \alpha_h \leq \Delta^{h_1(1+\epsilon)}2^h\Delta^{-\epsilon h}.
\end{equation}

Proof. Every node at depth at most $h_1$ is fit. There are at most $2\Delta^{h_1}$ such nodes. Estimation (*) follows.
We now show the second estimate. Let $U_h$ be a node chosen uniformly at random among all 0-nodes at depth $h$. Then $P(U_h \text{ is fit}) = \sum_u \text{ is a close 0-node } P(U_h = u) P(u \text{ is fit})$, and hence we may write:

$$\alpha_h = (\Delta - 1)^h P(U_h \text{ is fit}).$$

Choosing $U_h$ randomly rather than arbitrarily is of crucial importance in the semi-adversarial variant, because the adversary might choose to direct all the faulty advice towards a specific node $u$. This could result in some terms in the sum (in the definition of $\alpha_h$) being much bigger than the average. So it is important to avoid bounding the average by the max. We draw a uniform path $\sigma = U_0, U_1, \ldots, U_h$ of length $h$ from the root, in the component of 0-nodes. Consider a node $U_i$ on this path. With probability $q$, it is faulty. In this case, regardless of how the adversary could set its advice, there is only probability of at most $\frac{1}{\Delta - 1}$ over the choice of $U_{i+1}$ that the advice at $U_i$ points to $U_{i+1}$. It follows that the number of ancestors of $U_h$ whose advice points to $U_h$ may be viewed as the sum of $h$ Bernoulli variables $B_i$ with parameter $\frac{q}{\Delta - 1}$. Moreover, the previous argument means that $P(B_i = 1 \mid B_j, j < i) = \frac{q}{\Delta - 1} = P(B_i = 1)$. The $B_i$ variables are thus uncorrelated and hence independent since they are Bernoullis. The node $U_h$ is fit if at least $h - h_1$ ancestors point to it. Thus, by a union bound over the $(\frac{h}{h-h_1}) \leq 2^h$ possible locations of faults, $P(U_h \text{ is fit}) \leq 2^h \left(\frac{q}{\Delta - 1}\right)^{h-h_1}$. Hence

$$\alpha_h \leq 2^h (\Delta - 1)^h \left(\frac{q}{\Delta - 1}\right)^{h-h_1} \leq 2^h q^{h-h_1} \Delta^{h_1} = \Delta^{h_1(1+\varepsilon)} 2^h \Delta^{-\varepsilon h}.$$ 

In the last step, we used $q = \Delta^{-\varepsilon}$. This concludes the proof of Claim 2.25. \qed

For $h = h_2$, the combination Claim 2.25 and Equation (**) stated in Claim 2.23 implies:

$$\alpha_{h_2} \leq \frac{\delta}{4D} \quad (2.5)$$

For $i \in [D]$, denote by $Z_i$ (Z for zero) the event that there are no fit $i$-nodes at depth $i + h_2$. Applying Markov inequality on Equation (2.5) implies that $P(Z_0) \geq 1 - \delta(4D)^{-1}$. Since the same argument can be applied to any $i \leq D$, we get

**Claim 2.26**

For any $i \leq D$, we have $P(Z_i) \geq 1 - \frac{\delta}{4D}$ and hence $P(\bigcap Z_i) \geq 1 - \frac{\delta}{4}$.

If follows from the assumption on $\Delta \geq 2^{6\varepsilon - 2}$ that $\Delta^\varepsilon \geq 2^6 \geq 8$, so that $2\Delta^{-\varepsilon} < \frac{1}{4}$. Using
Claim 2.25 and the definition of \( h_1 \) we get:

\[
\mathbb{E}(|\text{Fit}_0|) \leq \sum_{h=h_1}^{h_2} \alpha_h \leq 2\Delta^{h_1} + \sum_{h=h_1}^{h_2} \Delta^{h_1(1+\varepsilon)} \left( 2\Delta^{-\varepsilon} \right)^h \\
\leq 2\Delta^{h_1} + \Delta^{h_1(1+\varepsilon)} \sum_{h=h_1}^{h_2} 4^{-h} \leq 2\Delta^{h_1} + 2\Delta^{h_1(1+\varepsilon)} \\
\leq 4 \cdot (4\delta^{-1}D)^{2\varepsilon^{-1}+2} = (4\delta^{-1}D)^{2\varepsilon^{-1}+3}.
\]

The computation is the same for any \( i \leq D \), yielding that \( \mathbb{E}(|\text{Fit}_i|) \leq (4\delta^{-1}D)^{2\varepsilon^{-1}+3} \), and by linearity of expectation, we obtain \( \mathbb{E}(\bigcup_{i=0}^{D} \text{Fit}_i) \leq D \cdot (4\delta^{-1}D)^{2\varepsilon^{-1}+3} \). Using the Markov inequality, with probability at least \( 1 - \frac{\delta}{4D} \), this variable is upper bounded by \( 4\delta^{-1}D^2 \cdot (4\delta^{-1}D)^{2\varepsilon^{-1}+3} \leq (4\delta^{-1}D)^{2\varepsilon^{-1}+5} \). As explained in the beginning of the proof, under the event \( \bigcap_{i=0}^{D} Z_i \) (which occurs with probability at least \( 1 - \frac{\delta}{4} \) thanks to Claim 2.26), we have \( \text{Fit} \subset \bigcup_{i=0}^{D} \text{Fit}_i \). Using a union bound, we conclude that with probability at least \( 1 - \frac{\delta}{2} \), we have \( |\text{Fit}| \leq (4\delta^{-1}D)^{2\varepsilon^{-1}+5} = (\delta^{-1}D)^{O(\varepsilon^{-1})} \), as desired.

Claim 2.21 in combination with Lemma 2.24 proves Theorem 2.5.

### 2.6 Lower Bound

The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 2.6. The proof is done for the query complexity, in a complete \( \Delta \)-ary tree of depth \( D = \log_\Delta n \). The proof for the move complexity immediately follows. Throughout the proof, \( T \) denotes a complete \( \Delta \)-tree of depth \( D \). In our lower bound, the adversary places \( \tau \) at a leaf of \( T \) chosen at random from the uniform distribution. We denote by \( F \) the set of faulty locations (without directional advice). Since this set as well as \( \tau \) are chosen uniformly at random, we may assume without loss of generality that the algorithm is deterministic. The presentation of our proof is simplified if we assume that the algorithm is told which nodes of \( T \) are faulty (namely, are in \( F \)). We can make this assumption because it only strengthens our lower bound.

The letter \( H \) is reserved to denote a subtree of \( T \). We consider implicitly that a subtree \( H \) only contains the descendants of its root (with respect to the original root \( \sigma \)). A subset \( S \) is said to be completely faulty if all nodes in \( S \) are faulty. Overloading this expression, we say that a leaf \( v \) of some subtree \( H \) is completely faulty if the path from the root of \( H \) towards \( v \) is completely faulty. The relevant reference subtree \( H \) will be specified if it is not clear from context. The number of completely faulty leaves of a subtree \( H \) is denoted \( B(H) \) or simply \( B \) if \( H \) is clear from context. When considering a subset \( S \subseteq T \), we write \( S^* \) to denote the pair \((S, S \cap F)\). In words, this corresponds to a subset with the information of which nodes are faulty.
2.6.1 Proof of Theorem 2.6

At a high level, the argument is as follows. On the path from the root to \( \tau \), typically, there exists a segment \([v_i, v_{i+h-1}]\) of length approximately \( h := \frac{1}{\epsilon} \log \Delta D \), where all advice is faulty (Lemma 2.27). On the other hand, the tree rooted at \( v_i \) of depth \( h \), typically hosts many such completely faulty leaves (Lemma 2.28). In some sense these leaves are indistinguishable. This means that any algorithm, will need to try a constant fraction of them before finding \( v_{i+h} \), the one leading to \( \tau \) with constant probability.

Let us make this intuition more precise. For each choice of faulty locations \( F \) and treasure location \( \tau = v \), we define \( u(v,F) \) to be the first node on the path \([\sigma, v]\) such that \( u \) and its \( h-1 \) descendants towards \( v \) (the next \( h-1 \) nodes on the path to \( v \)) are faulty, if such \( u \) exists, and otherwise we say \( u(v,F) \) is not defined. Denote by \( H(v,F) \) the subtree rooted at \( u \) of depth \( h \). A central object in the proof is \( H^*(v,F) \) which corresponds to the couple \( H(v,F), (F \cap H(v,F)) \) (the subtree together with the faulty locations on it). Henceforth, we will often drop the dependency on \( v,F \) in the interest of readability, but we keep the bold notation to emphasize that \( H \) is a random object (it depends on \( F \)). If \( u \) is not defined, we also say \( H \) is not defined.

The following lemma lower bounds the probability that \( H \) is well defined.

**Lemma 2.27**

If \( h \) satisfies \( q^h \geq \frac{8\delta h}{D} \) and \( D \geq \max[h, 8\delta h] \) (for \( D \) that does not satisfy this condition the statement does not make sense), then \( P(\text{H is well defined}) \geq 4\delta \).

**Proof.** Recall that we write \([\sigma, \tau] := \{v_0 = \sigma, v_1, \ldots, v_{D-1}, v_D = \tau\}\). For a given \( i, h \in \mathcal{N} \), let us denote by \( F_{i,h} \) the event that \([v_i, v_{i+h-1}]\) is completely faulty.

With this definition, \( H \) is well defined if the event \( \bigcup_{i=0}^{D-h} F_{i,h} \) holds for at least one value of \( i \) in the range \( 0 \leq i \leq D-h \). Hence what we want to show is that

\[
P\left( \text{NOT} \bigcup_{i=0}^{D-h} F_{i,h} \right) \leq 1 - 4\delta. 
\] (2.6)

For any fixed, \( i, h \), \( P(F_{i,h}) = q^h. \) Indeed, there are \( h \) nodes on the path \([v_i, v_{i+h-1}]\) and each is independently faulty with probability \( q \). The parameter \( h \) satisfies \( q^h = \frac{8\delta h}{D} \) by assumption.

The events \( F_{i',h} \) are independent when \( i' \) varies in \([D/h]\). The probability that none of these holds is

\[
(1 - q^h)^{D/h} \leq \left( 1 - \frac{8\delta h}{D} \right)^{D/h} \leq e^{-\frac{8\delta h D}{D^2} D} = e^{-8\delta D} \leq 1 - 8\delta/2 = 1 - 4\delta.
\]

The last inequality holds for sufficiently small \( \delta \) (e.g., \( \delta \leq \frac{1}{16} \)). \( \square \)

From now on, we assume for simplicity that \( h \) is chosen so that \( q^h = \frac{8\delta h}{D} \). \( h \) being an integer, this is only an approximate equality in general. We ignore this point in the discussion,
assuming \( h \) has been appropriately rounded.) Recall that \( q = \Delta^{-\varepsilon} \), so taking logarithms we see that \( \varepsilon h = \log_\Delta \frac{D}{\delta} - \log_\Delta 8h \). Viewing \( \delta \) and \( \Delta \) as fixed and letting \( D \) go to infinity, the previous equality entails that \( h = \frac{1}{\varepsilon} \log_\Delta \frac{D}{\delta} (1 - o(\cdot)) \), where the term \( o(\cdot) \) is a function of \( D \) going to 0 when \( D \) tends to infinity.\(^4\)

Let \( B(H^*) \) denote the number of completely faulty leaves in \( H^* \). Lemma 2.28 below is proven in Section 2.6.2. It bounds the typical value of \( B(H^*) \) in those cases that \( H^* \) is well defined.

**Lemma 2.28**

Let \( C \) be a sufficiently large constant. Then

\[
P \left( B(H^*) \leq (q\Delta)^{h-C} \mid H \text{ is well defined} \right) \leq 0.5.
\]

The following two intermediate results express how “indistinguishable” is formalized in this context.

**Claim 2.29**

Consider a leaf \( v \) and a subtree \( H^* \) (together with the faulty locations in it). Then, the value of \( p_{v,H^*} := P_{F}(H^*(v,F) = H^* \mid \tau = v) \) is the same for all \( v \) such that \( p_{v,H^*} > 0 \).

**Proof.** Let \( H \) be a fixed subtree of depth \( h \) rooted at some node \( u \). By definition, the statement that \( P(H^*(v,F) = H^* \mid \tau = v) > 0 \) is equivalent to the following two statements:

\( \mathcal{A} \): On the path \([\sigma, u]\), there are no \( h \) consecutive faulty nodes and, if \( u \neq \sigma \), the parent of \( u \) is not faulty.

\( \mathcal{B} \): The leaf \( v \) is a descendant of \( u \) and the leaf of \( H^* \) which is an ancestor of \( v \) is completely faulty in \( H^* \).

The probability of \( \mathcal{A} \) depends only (in some complicated way) on the length of \([\sigma, u]\) and \( q \) and hence does not depend on \( v \). With these notations, if \( v,H^* \) and \( F \) are such that \( \mathcal{A} \) and \( \mathcal{B} \) hold, then

\[
P(H^*(v,F) = H^* \mid \tau = v) = q^{F \cap H}(1 - q)^{|H^* \setminus F|} P(\mathcal{A}).
\]

The right hand side does not depend on \( v \). The claim follows. \( \square \)

**Lemma 2.30**

Conditioning on the subtree \( H^* \) (and hence its existence), the leaf of \( H^* \) which leads to the treasure is uniform amongst all completely faulty leaves \( v \) of \( H^* \).

\(^4\) Indeed, \( h \) goes to infinity when \( D \) goes to infinity so \( \log_\Delta 4h = o(h) \).
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Proof. Denote by $L$ the set of leaves of $T$. Using Bayes rule, and because we assume that $\tau$ is uniform over all leaves $L$,$$
abla P(\tau = v \mid H^*) = P(\tau = v) \cdot \frac{P(H^* \mid \tau = v)}{P(H^*)} = \frac{1}{|L|} \cdot \frac{P(H^* \mid \tau = v)}{P(H^*)}.
$$

It follows that $P(\tau = v \mid H^*)$ has the same value for all leaves $v$ of $T$ such that $P(\tau = w \mid H^*) > 0$. Indeed, we saw that the right hand term is independent of $w$, as soon as $w$ descends from a completely faulty leaf of $H^*$ (Claim 2.29), and otherwise it is 0.

Since the tree $T$ is complete and regular, each leaf of $H^*$ is the ancestor of the same number of leaves in $T$, and so each completely faulty leaf of $H^*$ is equally likely to lead to the treasure.

We now condition on the event that $H$ is well defined and that it has more than $s = (q\Delta)^{h-C}$ completely faulty leaves. This event holds with probability at least $4\delta \times 0.5$ (combining the results of Lemma 2.27 and Lemma 2.28). Under this conditioning, with probability at least 0.5 over treasure location the completely faulty leaf leading to the treasure is visited after at least 0.5$s$ other faulty leaves have been visited. Indeed there are $s$ faulty leaves, each being equally likely to lead to the treasure (Lemma 2.30). Overall, with probability $4\delta \times 0.5 \times 0.5 = \delta$, more than 0.5$s$ nodes need to be visited. We saw that, $h = \frac{1}{\varepsilon} \log_\Delta \left( \frac{D}{\delta} \right) (1-o(\ast))$, hence $s = (q\Delta)^{h-C} = (\Delta^{1-\varepsilon})^{\frac{1}{\varepsilon} \log_\Delta \left( \frac{D}{\delta} \right) (1-o(\ast))}$. After simplification, this is $(\delta^{-1}D)^{\frac{1-\varepsilon}{\varepsilon}(1-o(\ast))}$.  

2.6.2 Proof of Lemma 2.28

The proof of Lemma 2.28 is broken into intermediate claims. To begin with we ignore the treasure $\tau$, and consider a fixed complete $\Delta$-ary tree $H$ of depth $h$. Each node of $H$ is faulty (namely, belongs to the set $F$) independently with probability $q$.

**Claim 2.31**

It holds that $P \left( B(H) > \frac{1}{2} (q\Delta)^h \right) = \Omega(q)$.

Proof. The proof uses a second moment argument. For any given leaf, the probability of the full path from the root being faulty is $q^h$ and there are $\Delta^h$ leaves. Hence $\mathbb{E}(B) = (q\Delta)^h$. Let us denote by $L$ the set of leaves. We may estimate $\mathbb{E}(B^2)$ using

$$
\mathbb{E}(B^2) = \mathbb{E}(B) + \sum_{u \neq v \in L} P(u \text{ and } v \text{ are completely faulty}).
$$

Fix a leaf $v \in L$. We partition other leaves according to the depth $h-\ell$ of their common ancestor with $v$. Let us denote such leaves $L_\ell$. For any $\ell \in [1, h]$, $|L_\ell| \leq \Delta^\ell$. Moreover, for $u \in L_\ell$, $u$ and $v$ are completely faulty is equivalent to $v$ being completely faulty and the $\ell - 1$ nodes connecting
2.7. Open Problems

Obtaining efficient search algorithms for general graphs is highly intriguing. Even though the likelihood of a node being the treasure under a uniform prior can still be computed in principle, it is not so easy to compare two nodes as in Theorem 2.9 because there may be more than a single path between them.

In a limited regime of noise, we believe that memoryless strategies might very well be efficient also on general graphs, and we pose the following conjecture. Proving it may require

\[ u \text{ to the root to } v \text{ path being faulty. Hence, } P(u \text{ and } v \text{ are completely faulty}) = q^{\ell + h - 1}. \]

Altogether,

\[
\mathbb{E}(B^2) \leq (q\Delta)^h + \Delta^h \sum_{\ell=1}^{h} \Delta^\ell q^{\ell + h - 1} = O \left( q^{-1} (q\Delta)^h \sum_{\ell=1}^{h} (q\Delta)^\ell \right) = O \left( q^{-1} (q\Delta)^{2h} \right) = O(q^{-1} \mathbb{E}(B)^2).
\]

Using the Paley-Zygmund inequality, we get

\[
P(B \geq 1) \geq \frac{1}{4} \mathbb{E}(B) \geq \frac{1}{4} \frac{\mathbb{E}(B)^2}{\mathbb{E}(B^2)} = \Omega(q).
\]

**Claim 2.32**

For a constant \( C \) that depends only on \( q \), for \( h \) that goes to infinity with \( D \), and for sufficiently large \( D \), it holds that

\[
P(B \leq (q\Delta)^{h-u(h)} \mid B \geq 1) \leq 0.5.
\]

**Proof.** Since \( B \geq 1 \) there exists a path \([\sigma, v]\) which is completely faulty. For every \( u \in [\sigma, v] \) define \( T_u \) as the subtree rooted at \( u \) excluding the subtree rooted at the child of \( u \) on \([\sigma, v]\). The subtrees \( T_u \) are pairwise disjoint and form a partition of \( T \). For \( u \in [\sigma, v] \), define \( B_u := B(T_u) \), the number of completely faulty leaves on \( T_u \). Note that \( B = \sum_u B_u \geq \max_u B_u \). Moreover since, for \( u \neq u' \), \( T_u \cap T_{u'} = \emptyset \), the variables \( (B_u) \) are independent.

Let \( S \) be the prefix of size \( u(h) \) of \([\sigma, v]\). All subtrees rooted at a node \( u \in S \) are of depth \( > h - u(h) \). Using Claim 2.31 together with the independence of the \( B_u \)'s, the probability that all \( B_u \)'s are smaller than \((q\Delta)^{h-u(h)}\) is less than \((1-cq)^{u(h)}\) for a small constant \( c \). The result follows, if \( C \) is big enough (as a function of \( q \)).

If it exists, by definition, \( H^* \) has at least one completely faulty leaf, which is the one leading to \( \tau \). Outside of the branch leading to \( \tau \), the nodes of \( H^* \) are still independently faulty with probability \( q \). This means that the number of completely faulty leaves of \( H^* \), \( B(H^*) \mid \{H^* \text{ is well defined}\} \) is distributed as \( B(H^*) \mid \{B(H^*) \geq 1\} \) for any fixed subtree \( H \) of depth \( h \).

Using this together with Claim 2.32 finishes the proof of Lemma 2.28. Indeed, we obtain

\[
P \left( B(H^*) \leq (q\Delta)^{h-u(h)} \mid H \text{ is well defined} \right) \leq 0.5.
\]

2.7 Open Problems

Obtaining efficient search algorithms for general graphs is highly intriguing. Even though the likelihood of a node being the treasure under a uniform prior can still be computed in principle, it is not so easy to compare two nodes as in Theorem 2.9 because there may be more than a single path between them.

In a limited regime of noise, we believe that memoryless strategies might very well be efficient also on general graphs, and we pose the following conjecture. Proving it may require
the use of tools from the theory of RWRE, which seem to be lacking in the context of general graph topologies.

**Conjecture 2.7.1.** There exists a probabilistic following algorithm that finds the treasure in expected linear time on any undirected graph assuming \( q < c/\Delta \) for a small enough \( c > 0 \).
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Searching a Tree with Noisy Local Advice: Query Complexity

3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we introduced a model for tree search with Local Noisy Advice. The goal is to reach a target $\tau$ using local guiding instructions at each node of the tree, which can be faulty with some fixed probability $q \in [0, 1]$. We studied algorithms that worked well in expectations and others that were only guaranteed to be efficient with some probability.

The algorithmic cost was measured through the number of edge traversals. In this chapter we consider another complexity cost, the query complexity. It corresponds to the number of advice that needs to be revealed. An important difference with respect to the previous chapter is we now assume the tree is known in advance to the algorithm, so it may pre-compute a list of nodes to query. These are typically separators, i.e., nodes that separate the tree into roughly equal size subtrees and thus allow to make great progress in the search.

In the previous chapter, query complexity was already used, but in lower bounds only. If, there were no mistakes in the advice ($q = 0$) a separator (as formally defined below) based strategy would yield $O(\log n)$ queries worst-case strategies. Our goal is to achieve similar complexities, even in the presence of faults.

3.2 Notation

The notation is the same as in the previous chapter. The target is denoted $\tau$, while $\sigma$ stands for the root of the tree (previously, the starting point of the search, here it is an just an arbitrary vertex). We use the letter $n$ for the size of the tree. Moreover, in this chapter, we use the notation $Q(A)$ to denote the expected query cost of algorithm $A$. 
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### Upper Bound

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regime</th>
<th>Moves</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expectation</td>
<td>$q &lt;&lt; \frac{1}{\sqrt{\Delta}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Probability</td>
<td>$q = \Delta^{-\varepsilon}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Lower Bound

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regime</th>
<th>Moves</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expectation</td>
<td>$q &gt; \frac{1}{\sqrt{\Delta}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Probability</td>
<td>$q = \Delta^{-\varepsilon}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.1: Query complexity results, in simplified form. The precise conditions behind the symbol $<<$ will be clarified later.

### 3.3 Our results

Our main result is the following. It works assuming the advice parameter is the same at every node, i.e., is bounded by the maximum degree rather than the local degree.

#### Theorem 3.1

Assume that $q < c/\sqrt{\Delta}$ for a small enough constant $c > 0$. Then there exists a deterministic query algorithm $A_{2\text{-}\text{layers}}$ such that $Q(A_{2\text{-}\text{layers}}) = O(\sqrt{\Delta} \log n \cdot \log \log n)$.

In fact, we will start by showing the slightly weaker bound below, as it contains the main ideas and works in the more general setting where the mistake parameter depends on the node $q_v$. Condition $(\star)$ was introduced in the previous chapter (see Chapter 2, Definition 2.1). It can roughly be understood as saying that for all nodes $v$, $q_v < \frac{1-\varepsilon}{\sqrt{\Delta}_v}$.

#### Theorem 3.2

For any $\varepsilon > 0$, there exists a deterministic query algorithm $A_{\text{query}}$ such that if Condition $(\star)$ holds with parameter $\varepsilon$ then the query complexity is $Q(A_{\text{query}}) = O(\sqrt{\Delta} \log \Delta \cdot \log^2 n)$.

Combining the ideas of Theorem 3.2 with the result Theorem 2.5 presented in the previous chapter, it is possible to derive a query result also in the high probability setting.
3.4. A Lower Bound of $\Omega(\sqrt{\Delta} \cdot \log\Delta n)$ when $q \sim 1/\sqrt{\Delta}$

We now prove Theorem 3.4. Specifically, we wish to prove that for $\Delta \geq 3$, on the complete $\Delta$-ary tree of depth $D$, any algorithm needs $\Omega(q\Delta D)$ queries in expectation. Note that, in particular, when $q$ is roughly $1/\sqrt{\Delta}$, and $n$ is the tree size, the query complexity is $\Omega(\sqrt{\Delta} \cdot \log\Delta n)$. Before proving this lower bound, we recall Observation 2.16 from the previous chapter:
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Any randomized algorithm trying to find a treasure chosen uniformly at random between \(k\) identical objects will need an expected number of queries that is at least \((k + 1)/2\).

To prove the lower bound of \(\Omega(q\Delta D)\), consider the complete \(\Delta\)-ary tree of depth \(D\). We prove by induction on \(D\), that if the treasure is placed u.a.r. in one of the leaves, then the expected query complexity of any algorithm is at least \(q(\Delta/2 - 1)\). If \(D = 0\), then there is nothing to show. Assume this is true for \(D\), and we shall prove it for \(D + 1\). Let \(T_1, \ldots, T_{\Delta-1}\) be the subtrees hanging down from the root (in the induction, the “root” is actually an internal node, and so has \(\Delta - 1\) children), each having depth \(D\). Let \(i\) be the index such that \(\tau \in T_i\), and denote by \(Q\) the number of queries before the algorithm makes its first query in \(T_i\). We will assume that the algorithm gets the advice in the root for free. Denote by \(Y\) the event that the root is faulty. In this case, Observation 2.16 applies, and we need at least \(\Delta/2 - 1\) queries to hit the correct tree. We subtracted one query from the count because we want to count the number of queries strictly before querying inside \(T_i\). We therefore get \(\mathbb{E}[Q] \geq P(Y) \cdot \mathbb{E}[Q|Y] \geq q(\Delta/2 - 1)\). By linearity of expectation, using the induction hypothesis, we get the result for a uniformly placed treasure over the leaves, and so it holds also in the adversarial case.

3.5 Proof of Theorem 3.2

As is common in search on trees, our technique in this section is based on separators. We say a node \(u\) is a separator of \(T\) if all the connected components of \(T \setminus \{u\}\) are of size at most \(|T|/2\). It is well known that such a node exists. Assume there is some local procedure, that given a vertex \(u\) decides with probability \(1 - \delta\) in which one of the connected components of \(T \setminus \{u\}\), the treasure resides. Applying this procedure on a separator of the tree, and then focusing the search recursively only on the component it pointed out, results in a type of algorithm we call a separator based algorithm. It uses the local procedure at most \(\lceil \log_2 n \rceil\) times, and by a union bound, finds the treasure with probability at least \(1 - \lceil \log_2 n \rceil \delta\). Broadly speaking, we will be interested in the expected running time of this sort of algorithm conditioned on it being successful. This sort of conditioning complicates matters slightly. In what follows, we assume that the set of separators for the tree is fixed.

Proof. (of Theorem 3.1) \(A_{sep}\) runs a separator based algorithm in parallel (i.e. in an alternating fashion) to some arbitrary exhaustive search algorithm. Fix some small \(h\). The local exploration procedure, denoted \(\text{local}_h\), for a vertex \(u\) proceeds as follows.

**Procedure \(\text{local}_h(u)\).** Consider the tree \(T_h(u)\) rooted at \(u\) consisting of all vertices satisfying \(\log_\Delta \beta(v) < h\) together with their children. So a leaf of \(v \in T_h(u)\) is either a leaf of \(T\), or satisfies \(\Delta^h \leq \beta(v) < \Delta^{h+1}\). Denote the second kind a nominee. Call a nominee promising if the number of weighted arrows pointing to \(v\) is large, specifically, if \(\sum_{w \in [u,v]} X_w \geq \frac{2}{3} h \log \Delta,\)
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where \( X_w = \log \Delta_w \) if the advice at \( w \) is pointing to \( v \), \( X_w = -\log \Delta_w \) if it is pointing to \( u \), and \( X_w = 0 \) otherwise. Viewing it as a query algorithm, we now run the walking algorithm \( A_{walk} \) on \( T_h(u) \) (starting at its root \( u \)) until it either finds the treasure or finds a promising nominee. In the latter case, \( \text{local}_h(u) \) declares that the treasure is on the connected component of \( T \setminus \{u\} \) containing this nominee. If \( \tau \in T_h(u) \) then set \( \tau_u = \tau \). Otherwise let \( \tau_u \) be the leaf of \( T_h(u) \) closest to the treasure, and so in this case \( \tau_u \) is a nominee. Say that \( u \) is \( h \)-misleading if either (1) \( \tau \notin T_h(u) \) and \( \tau_u \) is not promising, or (2) there is some promising nominee \( v \in T_h(u) \) that is not in the same connected component of \( T \setminus \{u\} \) as \( \tau_u \). In particular, if \( u \) is not \( h \)-misleading then \( \text{local}_h(u) \) necessarily outputs the correct component of \( T \setminus \{u\} \), namely, the one containing the treasure. The proof of the following lemma is to be found below in Section 3.5.1.

\[
\text{Lemma 3.5}
\]

For any \( u \), \( \mathbb{P}(u \text{ is } h\text{-misleading}) \leq (\Delta + 1)(1 - \varepsilon)^h \). Also, for any event \( X \) such that \( X \) occurring always implies that \( u \) is not misleading, we have \( \mathbb{P}(X) \mathcal{Q}(\text{local}_h(u) | X) = \mathcal{O}(\sqrt{\Delta \log \Delta \cdot h}) \). In the case that the noise is uniform across nodes, these bounds become \( 2(1 - \varepsilon)^h \) and \( \mathcal{O}(\sqrt{\Delta \cdot h}) \) respectively. The constant hidden in the \( \mathcal{O} \) notation only depends polynomially on \( 1/\varepsilon \).

Taking \( h = -3 \log(2n)/\log(1 - \varepsilon) \), gives \( \mathbb{P}(u \text{ is misleading}) \leq 1/n^2 \). Denote by \( \text{Good} \) the event that none of the separators encountered are misleading. By a union bound, \( \mathbb{P}(\text{Good}^c) \leq 1/n \).

\[
\mathcal{Q}(A_{sep}) = \mathbb{P}(\text{Good}) \mathcal{Q}(A_{sep} | \text{Good}) + \mathbb{P}(\text{Good}^c) \mathcal{Q}(A_{sep} | \text{Good}^c). \tag{3.1}
\]

As \( A_{sep} \) runs an exhaustive search algorithm in parallel, the second term is \( \mathcal{O}(1) \). For the first term, note that conditioning on \( \text{Good} \), all local procedures either find the treasure or give the correct answer, and so there are \( \mathcal{O}(\log n) \) of them and they eventually find the treasure. Denote by \( u_i \) the \( i \)-th vertex that \( \text{local}_h \) is executed on. By linearity of expectation, and applying Lemma 3.5, the first term of (3.1) is \( \mathbb{P}(\text{Good}) \sum_i \mathcal{Q}(\text{local}_h(u_i) | \text{Good}) = \mathcal{O}(\log n \cdot \sqrt{\Delta \log \Delta \cdot h}) = \mathcal{O}(\sqrt{\Delta \log \Delta \log^2 n}) \). As \( \log(1 + x) > x \) always, then \(-1/\log(1 - \varepsilon) \leq 1/\varepsilon \), and the hidden factor in the \( \mathcal{O} \) is as stated.

3.5.1 Proof of Lemma 3.5

The proof makes use of Lemma 2.8, proven in the previous chapter. To check the probability that \( u \) is misleading, consider two cases:

1. \( \tau \notin T_h(u) \), and \( \tau_u \) is not promising. By Lemma 2.8, and recalling that \( \Delta^h \leq \beta(\tau_u) \), the
probability $\tau_u$ is not promising is:

$$
\Pr \left( \sum_{w \in [u, \tau_u]} -X_w \leq \frac{2}{3} \cdot h \log(\Delta) \right) = \Pr \left( \sum_{w \in [u, \tau_u]} X_w \geq -\frac{2}{3} \cdot h \log(\Delta) \right) \\
\leq \prod_{w \in [u, \tau_u]} \frac{1 - \varepsilon}{\sqrt{\Delta w}} \cdot e^{-\frac{\varepsilon}{3} \cdot \frac{2}{3} h \log(\Delta)} = \frac{\prod_{w \in [u, \tau_u]} 1 - \varepsilon}{\sqrt{\beta(\tau_u)}} \frac{1}{\Delta^h} \Delta^\frac{h}{2} \leq (1 - \varepsilon)^{d(u, \tau_u)}.
$$

As $d(u, \tau_u) \geq \log_2 \beta(\tau_u) \geq h$, this is at most $(1 - \varepsilon)^h$.

2. If $v$ is a nominee that is not in the same connected component of $T \setminus \{u\}$ as $\tau_u$, then by Lemma 2.8, the probability that $v$ is promising is

$$
\Pr \left( \sum_{w \in [u, v]} X_w \geq \frac{2}{3} \cdot h \log(\Delta) \right) \leq \prod_{w \in [u, v]} \frac{1 - \varepsilon}{\sqrt{\Delta w}} \cdot e^{-\frac{\varepsilon}{3} \cdot \frac{2}{3} h \log(\Delta)} \\
= \frac{\prod_{w \in [u, v]} 1 - \varepsilon}{\sqrt{\beta(v)}} \Delta^{-\frac{h}{2}} \leq \frac{(1 - \varepsilon)^{d(u, v)}}{\Delta^h}.
$$

However, denote by $L$ the set of nominees in $T_u$. As they are a subset of the leaves of $T_u$, by the way $\theta$ is defined:

$$
1 \geq \sum_{x \in L} \theta(v) \geq \sum_{x \in L} \frac{1}{\beta(v)} \geq \sum_{x \in L} \frac{1}{\Delta^{h+1}} = \frac{|L|}{\Delta^{h+1}} \quad (3.2)
$$

So, $|L| \leq \Delta^{h+1}$. Therefore, by a union bound, the probability that there exists a nominee $v$ that renders $u$ misleading is at most $\Delta(1 - \varepsilon)^h$.

The probability that $u$ is misleading is then at most $(1 + \Delta)(1 - \varepsilon)^h$ as stated. In the case where the noise parameter does not depend on each node, the analysis is the same, except that in (3.2), $\beta(v) = \Delta^h$, and so following the same logic, $|L| \leq \Delta^h$, and this part contributes only $(1 - \varepsilon)^h$.

For the second part of the lemma, consider some event $X$ where $u$ is not misleading. As $\tau_u$ is either the actual treasure or promising, and acts as the treasure in the eyes of $A_{\text{walk}}$, then the local procedure stops when it encounters $\tau_u$. It might actually stop before (because it found another promising node), so,

$$
\Pr(X) \Pr(\text{local}(u) \mid X) \leq \Pr(X) \Pr(A_{\text{walk}}(T_h(u)) \mid X) \\
\leq \Pr(A_{\text{walk}}(T_h(u))) = O(\sqrt{\Delta} \cdot \text{depth}(T_h(u)))
$$

But the depth of $T_u$ is at most $O(h \log(\Delta))$, since its leaves satisfy $\beta(v) < \Delta^{h+1}$, and $\beta(v) \geq 2^{\text{depth}(v)}$. For the case of a regular tree, $\beta(v) = \Delta^{\text{depth}(v)}$ and so the depth of $T_u$ is at most $h$, giving the result.
3.6 Proof of Corollary 3.3

As explained in the introduction, this proof builds on the proof of Theorem 3.2 and uses the same terminology. It also relies on Theorem 2.5 presented in the previous section.

We use a local procedure described in Lemma 3.6 that allows us to learn with probability $1 - O\left(\frac{\delta}{\log n}\right)$, in which one of the connected components of $T \setminus \{u\}$ the treasure resides. By a union bound, applying this local procedure on a separator of the tree, and recursing on the component pointed out by the procedure, allows to find the treasure in logarithmic number of runs of the local procedure with probability at least $1 - O(\delta)$.

Lemma 3.6

Let $d \in \mathbb{N}$ be big enough. Let $u$ be a separator. There exists a search procedure that queries the vicinity of $u$ up to distance $d$ and outputs either ($\ast$) the component of $T \setminus \{u\}$ that contains $\tau$ or ($\ast\ast$) $\tau$ itself if $d(\tau, u) \leq d$. The success probability is at least $1 - \delta$ and the number of queries is not greater than $(\delta^{-1}d)^{O(\varepsilon^{-1})}$.

Proof. Let $T_u$ be the subtree of depth $d$ rooted at $u$. Hereafter, the reference tree is $T_u$, so the notion of fitness is with respect to $T_u$ (that is, the depth parameter involved in Definition 2.22 is $d$ and not $D$).

Let us first describe the promised local procedure. It consists in applying algorithm $A_{\text{walk}}$ from Theorem 2.5 on $T_u$ until either finding the treasure or finding a reachable fit node at distance precisely $d$ from $u$, denoted $x$. We will see that with high probability at least one of these events holds so that the behavior of the local procedure when none of these events happen is not relevant. For the sake of concreteness, we could say that it stops if all of $T_u$ has been explored. We note that Algorithm $A_{\text{walk}}$ makes walking steps, which are viewed as queries in the query model in this context. The output of the local search procedure is either $\tau$, if it was found, or the component of $x$ in $T \setminus \{u\}$.

Let us analyse the performance of the local search procedure. If $\tau \in T_u$, then Theorem 2.5 ensures that it is found with probability $1 - \delta$ in at most $(\delta^{-1}d)^{O(\varepsilon^{-1})}$ steps. Otherwise, consider the node $x$ at distance $d$ from $u$ in $T_u$ that is on the path to $\tau$. Within $T_u$, the advice is sampled as if $x$ was the treasure $\tau$, so Theorem 2.5 guarantees in this case that $x$ is found with probability $1 - \delta$ in less than $(\delta^{-1}d)^{O(\varepsilon^{-1})}$ steps. Moreover, under that event $x$ is fit and reachable.

To complete the argument, we just need to guarantee that with high probability, there are no reachable fit nodes at distance $d$ from $u$ outside the component of $x$. Then, the local procedure may discover a reachable and fit node at distance $d$ different from $x$, but it will still be in the same component as $x$.

Recall that a 0-node is a node whose common ancestor with the treasure is the root (which is $u$ in this case, since the reference tree is $T_u$). These are precisely the nodes in other components than the component of $x$. Claim 2.26 asserts that all reachable fit 0-nodes are within distance $h_2(d)$ of $u$ with probability at least $1 - \frac{\delta}{4}$. We write $h_2(d)$ to emphasize that the parameter is defined here as a function of $d$, namely $\frac{6}{\varepsilon^2} \log_\Delta(4\delta^{-1}d)$. We see that if $d$ is big enough (as a
function of $\varepsilon, \Delta$) then $h_2(d) < d$.

Hence with that probability, any fit node at distance $d$ found by the local procedure is guaranteed to be in the right component, that is the component to which $x$ belongs.

Overall, the success probability of this procedure is $1 - \delta - \frac{\delta}{4} = 1 - \frac{5}{4}\delta$. We may write $\delta' = \frac{3}{4}\delta$ and get the desired statement. \hfill \Box

To conclude, we apply Lemma 3.6 with $\delta' = \delta/\log n$ and $d = \log n$ for every one of the at most $\log n$ separators leading to $\tau$. By a union bound, the success probability is $1 - \delta$ and the total number of queries is $\log n \cdot (\delta^{-1} \log n)^{O(\varepsilon^{-1})} = (\delta^{-1} \log n)^{O(\varepsilon^{-1})}$.

Letting $h$ be the depth of the local search procedure, no separator on the way to the treasure is misleading with probability $> 1 - O(\log n e^{-ch})$ for some parameter $c$ that depends on $\varepsilon$ only. Under this event, all local search procedures find the correct way to proceed. Each of these local search procedures takes at most $h^{O(\varepsilon^{-1})}$ moving steps (and hence queries) with probability $1 - h^{-3}$. We use here Theorem 2.5 with an enhanced probability guarantee.

Overall, setting $h = c\log n$ for some large constant $c > 0$, we obtain that with probability greater than $1 - O(\log n \cdot e^{-ch}) - \log nh^{-3} > 1 - O(\log^{-1} n)$ ends correctly at takes at most $(\log n)^{O(\varepsilon^{-1})}$ steps and this concludes the proof.

### 3.7 Proof of Theorem 3.1

In this section, we present algorithm $A_{2-layer}$ that performs almost optimally (up to lower order terms) in the regime where $q < c/\sqrt{\Delta}$ for some small enough positive constant $c$ (as opposed to $q < (1 - \varepsilon)\Delta^{-1/2}$ as in Theorem 3.2). More precisely, in that regime, it finds the treasure in $O(\sqrt{\Delta} \log n \cdot \log \log n)$ queries in expectation. Moreover, in contrast to Theorem 3.2, in this section we do not allow the mistake the mistake parameter to depend on the node.

Before we continue, let us note that taking a small enough $c$, the condition $q < c/\sqrt{\Delta}$ we are using here actually implies\(^2\) Condition $(\ast)$ with $\varepsilon = (1 - 2^{-1/4})/2$.

Algorithm $A_{2-layer}$ runs two algorithms in parallel, namely, $A_{fast}$, and $A_{mid}$. Algorithm $A_{fast}$ is actually $A_{sep}$, except that it applies the local procedure with parameter $h$ being $h_2 = \lceil \kappa_2 \log \log n \rceil$ rather than $\Theta(\log n)$. Algorithm $A_{mid}$ is similar to $A_{sep}$, as it also uses $h$ being $h_1 = \lceil \kappa_1 \log n \rceil$. However it uses a different local exploration procedure, see more details in Section 3.7.1. $\kappa_1$ and $\kappa_2$ are constant independent of $n$ whose value will be determined later. We will henceforth omit the ceiling $\lceil \cdot \rceil$ in the interest of readability.

Let us first recall some of the definitions that were introduced in Section 3.5. Here $T_h(u)$ denotes the tree of nodes at distance at most $h$ from $u$. Call a leaf $v \in T_h(u)$ a **nominee** if

\(^1\)In fact, the rescaling $\delta' = \frac{3}{4}\delta$ could be avoided, by observing that the event of probability $1 - \delta/4$ discussed in the proof is included in the $1 - \delta$ probability event that guarantees the success of $A_{walk}$. This follows from inspecting the proof of Theorem 2.5.

\(^2\)Indeed, recall that for regular trees, Condition $(\ast)$ reads $q < \frac{1 - \varepsilon - \Delta^{-1/4}}{\sqrt{\Delta} + \Delta^{1/4}}$. Now, $\Delta \geq 2$ implies that $1 - \Delta^{-1/4} \geq 1 - 2^{-1/4}$ and $\Delta^{1/4} \leq \sqrt{\Delta}$. Hence $\frac{1 - \varepsilon - \Delta^{-1/4}}{\sqrt{\Delta} + \Delta^{1/4}} \geq \frac{1 - 2^{-1/4} - \varepsilon}{2 \sqrt{\Delta}}$. We may set $\varepsilon = \frac{1 - 2^{-1/4}}{2}$ so that, as soon as $c < \frac{1 - 2^{-1/4} - \varepsilon}{2} = \frac{1 - 2^{-1/4}}{4}$, $q < c\Delta^{-1/2}$ implies Condition $(\ast)$ with that choice of $\varepsilon$.  

its distance to \( u \) is exactly \( h \). Denote by \( U(u) \) the set of nominees that are not in the same component as \( \tau_u \) in \( T \setminus \{u\} \). Call a nominee promising if \( \sum_{w \in [u,v]} X_w \geq \frac{2}{3} h \), where \( X_w = 1 \) if the advice at \( w \) is pointing to \( v \), \( X_w = -1 \) if it is pointing to \( u \), and \( X_w = 0 \) otherwise. Note that \( X_u \) can never be \(-1\). Let \( \tau_u \) be the leaf on \( T_h(u) \) closest to \( \tau \) if \( \tau \notin T_h(u) \) and \( \tau_u = \tau \) otherwise. Recall also that \( u \) is called \( h \)-misleading, if one of the two following happens (1) \( \tau_u \neq \tau \) and \( \tau_u \) is not promising, or (2) There is some promising nominee in \( U(u) \).

Let \( \text{Excellent} \) be the event that no separator on the way to the treasure is \( h_2 \)-misleading. The following claim is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.5 (regular tree case) and linearity of expectation, summing the query complexity of the \( \lceil \log n \rceil \) separators on the way to the treasure.

**Claim 3.7**

\[
P(\text{Excellent}) \cdot Q(A_{fast} \mid \text{Excellent}) = O(\sqrt{\Delta} \log n \cdot \log \log n).
\]

To bound the total expected number of queries, we run in parallel algorithm \( A_{mid} \). All that remains is then to prove that \( P(\text{Excellent}^c) \cdot Q(A_{mid} \mid \text{Excellent}^c) = O(\sqrt{\Delta} \log n) \).

### 3.7.1 Algorithm \( A_{mid} \)

As mentioned, \( A_{mid} \) is similar to \( A_{sep} \) except that it uses a different local procedure. More precisely, recall that \( A_{sep} \) executes Procedure \( \text{local}_h(u) \) by running \( A_{walk} \) on \( T_h(u) \) until it either finds the treasure or finds a promising nominee, and in the latter case, it declares that the treasure is on the connected component of \( T \setminus \{u\} \) containing this nominee. In the context of Algorithm \( A_{mid} \), for technical commodity, we choose to run Procedure \( \text{local}_h(u) \) with a simpler exploration routine which we call \( A_{loop} \). It is less efficient than \( A_{walk} \) but its simplicity will be useful for analyzing its behaviour in various, “less clean”, circumstances. Indeed, we will need to analyse the performances of \( A_{loop} \), conditioning on the event \( \text{Excellent}^c \), implying that some parts of the tree have to be pointing in the wrong direction.

The fact that \( A_{loop} \) is less efficient than \( A_{walk} \) will not affect the final bound, as its running time will dominate the total running time with very low probability.

**Algorithm \( A_{loop} \).** Recall in this section we only deal with \( \Delta \)-regular trees. Define level \( i \) as the set of all nodes at distance \( i \) from the root. At each round, \( A_{loop} \) only compares nodes within a given level \( i \). Specifically, it goes to the node in level \( i \) with most arrows pointing at it among the non-visited nodes in level \( i \). It only considers vertices whose parent has been explored already. The index \( i \) is incremented modulo the depth of the tree \( D \), on every round. Below is a description in pseudocode. The loop over \( i \) explains the name \( A_{loop} \).

In what follows we will analyse Algorithm \( A_{loop} \) conditioning on some parts of the tree being misleading. For readability considerations, the interested reader might wish to first see how it behaves on a simpler scenario, without any conditioning. The proof of this is shown in the full version of the paper (see [31]).
Algorithm 1: Algorithm $A_{loop}$

1. Continuously loop over levels $1, 2, \ldots, D$
2. When considering level $i$, go to the yet unexplored reachable node at the current level (if one exists) that has most arrows pointing to it.

**Lemma 3.8**

Consider a (not necessarily complete) $\Delta$-ary tree. Then $Q(A_{loop}) = O(D^3\sqrt{\Delta})$.

In fact, a slightly more refined analysis shows that $Q(A_{loop}) = O(D^2\sqrt{\Delta})$, but this not needed for our current purposes, and so we omit it.

3.7.2 Analysis of $A_{mid}$ Conditioning On The Complement of Excellent

To complete the proof of Theorem 3.1 we will show that if $c$ small enough, then

$$\mathbb{P}(\text{Excellent }^c) \cdot Q(A_{mid} | \text{Excellent }^c) = O(\sqrt{\Delta} \log n).$$

**Decomposing Excellent $^c$.** At a high level, we seek to break Excellent $^c$ into many elementary bad events. Denote $u_1, \ldots, u_\ell$ the sequence of separators on the way to the treasure $\tau$. Note that $\ell \leq \lceil \log n \rceil$. First,

$$\text{Excellent }^c = \bigcup_{i \leq \ell} \{u_i \text{ is } h_2\text{-misleading}\}.$$

Using the union bound argument in Section 3.8 (Claim 3.13),

$$Q\left(A_{mid} \cap \text{Excellent }^c\right) \leq \sum_{i \leq \ell} Q\left(A_{mid} \cap u_i \text{ is } h_2\text{-misleading}\right), \quad (3.3)$$

where, to keep the equation light we write $Q(A \cap E)$ in place of $Q(A | E) \cdot \mathbb{P}(E)$ where $A$ is an algorithm and $E$ is an event.

Since we ultimately want to show that the left hand side in the previous equation is $O(\sqrt{\Delta} \log n)$, it is sufficient to show that for any fixed $i \leq \ell$,

$$Q\left(A_{mid} \cap u_i \text{ is } h_2\text{-misleading}\right) = O(\sqrt{\Delta}). \quad (3.4)$$

From now on, we fix $i$ and focus on the case where $u_i$ is $h_2$-misleading. Recall that algorithm $A_{mid}$, just as $A_{sep}$, proceeds in phases of local exploration, running also an exhaustive search in parallel to handle the case that one of the local explorations ends with a wrong answer. Denote by $\text{Good}$ the event that all separators on the way to the treasure, namely, $u_1, \ldots, u_\ell$, are not
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Under $\text{Good}$, the local exploration phases amount to running $A_{loop}$ on $T_{h_1}(u_j)$ for $j \leq \ell$. Now,

$$Q\left( A_{mid} \bigcap u_i \text{ is } h_2\text{-misleading} \right) = Q\left( A_{mid} \bigcap (u_i \text{ is } h_2\text{-misleading } \cap \text{Good} ) \right) + Q\left( A_{mid} \bigcap (u_i \text{ is } h_2\text{-misleading } \cap -\text{Good} ) \right).$$

By Lemma 3.5 (regular tree case),

$$P(-\text{Good }) \leq 2(1 - \varepsilon)^{h_1} = 2(1 - \varepsilon)^{\kappa_1 \log n}. $$

Recall that Condition ($\star$) is satisfied with the constant $\varepsilon = (1 - 2^{-1/4})/2$, and so taking $\kappa_1$ to be a large enough constant, gives that $P(-\text{Good }) > 1/n$. This means that if $\text{Good}$ does not hold, it is fine to resort to exhaustive search, as the second term above becomes $O(1)$. Also, since $A_{mid}$ runs $A_{loop}$ on local subtrees until it finds a promising nominee, and conditioned on $\text{Good}$, the local “treasure” is such a promising nominee, then the number of queries made by such a local run is bounded above by number of queries $A_{loop}$ needs to find the treasure there. So by linearity of expectation,

$$Q\left( A_{mid} \bigcap u_i \text{ is } h_2\text{-misleading} \right) \leq \sum_{j \leq \log n} Q\left( A_{loop}(T_{h_1}(u_j)) \bigcap (u_i \text{ is } h_2\text{-misleading } \cap \text{Good} ) \right) + O(1)$$

The last inequality follows from the fact that for any algorithm $A$ and any two events $E_1 \subseteq E_2$, $Q(A \bigcap E_1) \leq Q(A \bigcap E_2)$.

For the sake of lightening notations, we henceforth refer to $u_j$ as $\sigma'$ and $u_i$ as $u$. This choice of notations reflects the fact that we are rooting the tree at $u_j = \sigma'$ and running $A_{loop}$ on $T_{h_1}(\sigma')$. The fact that $\sigma'$ and $u$ are separators is not relevant in this analysis. We also denote by $\tau_u$ the leaf on $T_{h_2}(u)$ that is closest to $\tau$ and by $\tau'$ the leaf of $T_{h_1}(u)$ that is closest to $\tau$ or simply $\tau$ if $\tau \in T_{h_1}(u)$. With these notations Equation (3.4) immediately follows once we prove:

**Lemma 3.9**

For any $\sigma', u \in T$,

$$Q\left( A_{loop}(T_{h_1}(\sigma')) \bigcap u \text{ is } h_2\text{-misleading} \right) = O\left( \frac{\sqrt{\Delta}}{\log n} \right).$$
Decomposing the event \{u is h₂-misleading\}. So far we saw that it is sufficient to analyse the events where one separator is h₂-misleading. We now pursue decomposing these events into even smaller ones. To this aim the following definition is convenient.

**Definition 3.10**

Let \(a, b \in T\) be two nodes such that \(a\) is the closest one to \(τ\) out of the nodes in \([a, b]\). Noting that a vertex can never point to itself:

- For \(S \subseteq ⟨a, b⟩\), denote by \(M^S_{\text{sides}}(a, b)\) the event that the nodes of \(S\) neither point towards \(a\) nor towards \(b\).
- For \(S \subseteq [a, b]\), denote by \(M^S_{\text{up}}(a, b)\) the event that the nodes of \(S\) all point towards \(b\).

**Claim 3.11**

For any \(a, b\) and \(S\) as in Definition 3.10,

- \(\mathbb{P}(M^S_{\text{sides}}(a, b)) \leq q^{|S|}\),
- \(\mathbb{P}(M^S_{\text{up}}(a, b)) \leq (\frac{q}{3})^{|S|}\).

Let us now see in more detail what it means for a node \(u\) to be h₂-misleading. First recall from the definition that \(|[u, τ_u]| = h₂\), as otherwise \(τ \in T_{h₂}(u)\) and \(u\) cannot be h₂-misleading because of the path \([u, τ_u]\). Several cases need to be considered.

1. \(τ_u\) is not promising, and so the sum of advice on \([u, τ_u]\) is strictly less than \(\frac{2}{3}h₂\). In this case, at least one of the following two must be true:
   
   (a) There are \(\frac{1}{6}h₂\) locations on the path \([u, τ_u]\) where the advice points outside of the path (the value of the corresponding \(X_i\)’s is 0). This corresponds to \(M^{S}_{\text{sides}}(τ_u, u)\) for some set \(S \subseteq [u, τ_u]\) of size \(1\frac{2}{3}h₂\).
   
   (b) There are \(\frac{1}{12}h₂\) locations on \(⟨u, τ_u⟩\) that point towards \(u\) (the value of the corresponding \(X_i\)’s is 1). This corresponds to \(M^{S}_{\text{up}}(τ_u, u)\) for some set \(S \subseteq [u, τ_u]\) of size \(\frac{2}{3}h₂\).

2. Some \(v \in U(u)\) is promising. In this case there must be some \(\frac{2}{3}h₂\) locations on \([u, v]\) that point towards \(v\). This corresponds to \(M^{S}_{\text{up}}(u, v)\) for some \(S \subseteq M^{S}_{\text{up}}([v, u])\) of size \(\frac{2}{3}h₂\).

Define \(C(u) = \{S \subseteq [u, τ_u] \mid |S| = \frac{1}{6}h₂\}\) and \(D(u) = \{S \subseteq [u, τ_u] \mid |S| = \frac{1}{12}h₂\}\). Similarly define \(E(u) = \{(v, S) \mid v \in U(u), S \subseteq [u, v], \text{and } |S| = \frac{2}{3}h₂\}\). Combining Definition 3.10 with \footnote{Here again we omit the \(\lceil\cdot\rceil\).}
the previous paragraph, yields
\[
\{ u \text{ is } h_2\text{-misleading} \} \subseteq \{ \tau_u \text{ is not promising} \} \cup \bigcup_{v \in \mathcal{U}(u)} \{ v \text{ is promising} \}
\]
\[
\subseteq \bigcup_{S \in \mathcal{C}(u)} M^S_{\text{side}}(\tau_u, u) \cup \bigcup_{S \in \mathcal{D}(u)} M^S_{\text{up}}(\tau_u, u) \cup \bigcup_{(v, S) \in \mathcal{E}(u)} M^S_{\text{up}}(u, v).
\]

In fact, \( \mathcal{E}(u) \) needs to be further decomposed. For each \( v \in \mathcal{E}(u) \), let \( k(v) = |[u, v] \cap [\sigma', \tau']| \).

For each non-negative integer \( k \geq 0 \), let
\[
\mathcal{E}_k(u) = \{(v, S) \in \mathcal{E}(u) \mid k(v) = k\}.
\]

Clearly, \( \mathcal{E}(u) = \bigcup_{k=0}^{h_2} \mathcal{E}_k(u) \).

Figure 3.2: Different relative positions of \( u, \tau_u \) and \( \sigma' \). The path \([u, \tau_u]\) and different mistake patterns. In the left one mistakes (depicted as red stars) point outside of \([u, \tau_u]\), in the second they point towards \( u \) and in the third towards a nominee of \( T_{h_2}(u) \), \( v \in \mathcal{U}(u) \).

Using the union bound (Claim 3.13) as in Equation 3.3, the aforementioned decomposition implies:
\[
Q \left( \mathcal{A}_{\text{loop}}(T_{h_1}(\sigma')) \cap u \text{ is } h_2\text{-misleading} \right) \leq \sum_{S \in \mathcal{C}(u)} Q \left( \mathcal{A}_{\text{loop}}(T_{h_1}(\sigma')) \cap M^S_{\text{side}}(\tau_u, u) \right)
+ \sum_{S \in \mathcal{D}(u)} Q \left( \mathcal{A}_{\text{loop}}(T_{h_1}(\sigma')) \cap M^S_{\text{up}}(\tau_u, u) \right)
+ \sum_{k=0}^{h_2} \sum_{(v, S) \in \mathcal{E}_k(u)} Q \left( \mathcal{A}_{\text{loop}}(T_{h_1}(\sigma')) \cap M^S_{\text{up}}(u, v) \right)
\]

To prove Lemma 3.9, our goal will be to show that each sum in the above equation is at most \( \mathcal{O}(\sqrt{\Delta} / \log n) \).
3.7.3 Analysing Atomic Expressions

To prove that each sum is indeed $O(\sqrt{\Delta}/\log n)$ we use the following two lemmas (proved in Section 3.7.4), which encapsulate the core of this proof, namely, the resilience of $A_{\text{loop}}$ to certain kinds of error patterns.

**Lemma 3.7.1.** Consider a tree $T$ rooted at $\sigma$ with treasure located at $\tau$. Let $a, b \in T$ be two nodes such that $a$ is the closest one to $\tau$ out of the nodes in $[a, b]$. Then,

$$Q(A_{\text{loop}} | M^S_{\text{sides}}(a, b)) = O(D^4 \Delta^{\frac{|S|+1}{2}}).$$

**Lemma 3.7.2.** Consider a tree $T$ rooted at $\sigma$ with treasure located at $\tau$. Let $a, b \in T$ be two nodes such that $a$ is the closest one to $\tau$ out of the nodes in $[a, b]$. Then,

$$Q(A_{\text{loop}} | M^S_{\text{up}}(a, b)) = O(D^4 \Delta^{K+\frac{1}{2}}4^{|S|}),$$

where $K = |S \cap [\sigma, \tau]|$.

As a first step to bounding the three sums of Equation (3.5), note that:

$$|C(u)| \leq 2^{h_2}$$

(3.6)

$$|D(u)| \leq 2^{h_2},$$

(3.7)

$$|E_k(u)| \leq 2^{h_2} \Delta^{h_2-k}.$$  (3.8)

Indeed, $C(u), D(u)$ are sets of subsets of a path of length $h_2$. For the last term, the number of $v \in U(u)$ at distance $h_2$ from $u$ for which $k(v) = k$ is bounded by $\Delta^{h_2-k}$. Now the three sums:

1. $S \in C(u)$, so $S \subseteq [u, \tau_u]$ and $|S| = \frac{1}{6} h_2$, and $\tau_u$ is the closest to $\tau$ of all the nodes on the path. By Lemma 3.7.1,

$$Q(A_{\text{loop}}(T_{h_1}(\sigma')) | M^S_{\text{sides}}(\tau_u, u)) = O(h_1^4 \Delta^{\frac{|S|+1}{2}}).$$

According to Claim 3.11,

$$P(M^S_{\text{sides}}(\tau_u, u)) \leq q^{|S|}.$$

Combining these bounds and (3.6) yields

$$\sum_{S \in C(u)} Q(A_{\text{loop}}(T_{h_1}(\sigma')) \cap M^S_{\text{sides}}(\tau_u, u)) = O(2^{h_2} \cdot q^{|S|} \cdot h_1^4 \Delta^{\frac{|S|+1}{2}})$$

$$= O(\sqrt{\Delta} \cdot 2^{h_2} \cdot c^{|S|} \cdot h_1^4),$$

because $q < c/\sqrt{\Delta}$. Recall that $h_1 = \kappa_1 \log n$, $h_2 = \kappa_2 \log \log n$, and $|S| = \frac{1}{6} h_2$. $\kappa_1$ was already set to be some constant. Taking a large enough $\kappa_2$ and a small enough $c$, both independent of $n$, the previous expression is $O(\sqrt{\Delta}/\log n)$ as needed.
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2. \( S \in \mathcal{D}(u) \), so \( S \subseteq [u, \tau_u] \) and \( |S| = \frac{1}{12} h_2 \). Therefore, by Lemma 3.7.2,
\[
\mathcal{Q}\left( \mathcal{A}_{\text{loop}}(T_h(\sigma')) \mid M_{\text{up}}^S(\tau_u, u) \right) = O\left(h_1^4 \Delta |S| + \frac{1}{2} 2^{h_2}\right).
\]
Because \( K \leq |S| \) and \( 4^{|S|} \leq 2^{h_2} \). Combined with Claim 3.11 and (3.7):
\[
\sum_{S \in \mathcal{D}(u)} \mathcal{Q}\left( \mathcal{A}_{\text{loop}}(T_h(\sigma')) \cap M_{\text{up}}^S(\tau_u, u) \right) = O\left(2^{h_2} \cdot \left(\frac{q}{\Delta}\right)^{|S|} \cdot h_1^4 \Delta |S| + \frac{1}{2} 2^{h_2}\right)
\]
\[
= O\left(\sqrt{\Delta} \cdot 4^{h_2} \cdot q^{|S|} h_1^4\right).
\]
Again, since \( |S| = \frac{1}{12} h_2 \), then \( c \) and \( \kappa_2 \) can be chosen so that this is \( O(\sqrt{\Delta}/\log n) \).

3. \((v, S) \in \mathcal{E}_k(u)\), where \( v \in \mathcal{U}(u) \), \( S \subseteq [u, v] \), and \( |S| = \frac{2}{3} h_2 \). Also, \([[u, v] \cap [\sigma', \tau']] = k\), and so \( |S \cap [\sigma', \tau']| \leq k \). As \( v \in \mathcal{U}(u) \), then \( u \) is the closest to treasure of the vertices on \([u, v]\). By Lemma 3.7.2,
\[
\mathcal{Q}\left( \mathcal{A}_{\text{loop}}(T_h(\sigma')) \mid M_{\text{up}}(u, v) \right) = O\left(h_1^4 \Delta^{k+\frac{1}{4}} 4^{h_2}\right)
\]
Combined with (3.8) and Claim 3.11:
\[
\sum_{k=0}^{h_2} \sum_{(v, S) \in \mathcal{E}_k(u)} \mathcal{Q}\left( \mathcal{A}_{\text{loop}}(T_h(\sigma')) \cap M_{\text{up}}^S(u, v) \right)
\]
\[
= O\left(\sum_{k=0}^{h_2} 2^{h_2} \Delta^{h_2-k} \cdot \left(\frac{q}{\Delta}\right)^{h_2} h_1^4 \cdot \Delta^{k+\frac{1}{4}} 4^{h_2}\right)
\]
\[
= O\left(\sqrt{\Delta} \cdot h_2 8^{h_2} h_1^4 \cdot (q^2 \Delta)^{\frac{1}{4} h_2}\right).
\]
\[
= O\left(\sqrt{\Delta} \cdot h_2 8^{h_2} h_1^4 \cdot c^2 h_2\right).
\]
Similarly to the two previous sums, this whole expression can be made as small as \( O(\sqrt{\Delta}/\log n) \).

Note that we assumed for simplicity that \( u, \tau_u \), and \( v \) are all inside \( T_h(\sigma') \). If they are not, we take nodes that are the closest to them on this subtree, which can only improve the bounds.

This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.9 and hence completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.

3.7.4 The Lemmas About the Resilience of \( A_{\text{loop}} \)

**Lemma 3.7.1 (restated).** Consider a tree \( T \) rooted at \( \sigma \) with treasure located at \( \tau \). Let \( a, b \in T \) be two nodes such that \( a \) is the closest one to \( \tau \) out of the nodes in \([a, b]\). Then,
\[
\mathcal{Q}\left( \mathcal{A}_{\text{loop}} \mid M_{\text{sides}}^S(a, b) \right) = O\left(D^4 \Delta^{\frac{|S|+1}{2}}\right).
\]
Figure 3.3: Notations introduced in the proof of Lemma 3.7.1 and 3.7.2. Points of $S$ are depicted in red. On the figure $n(z_1) = 0, m(z_1) = 0, n(z_2) = 1, m(z_2) = 0, n(z_3) = 3, m(z_3) = 2$ and $n(z_4) = 3, m(z_4) = 0$.

**Proof.** As in the proof of Lemma 3.8, we break the number of queries made by $A_{loop}$ conditioning on $M_{sides}^S(a,b)$ into a sum of random variables $Q_j$ which correspond to the number of queries needed to discover the $j$-th node on the path $[\sigma, \tau]$ once the $(j-1)$-th was discovered. Each $Q_j$ is bounded above by $D$ times the expected number of competitors who beat this node. This is because each phase takes $D$ steps, and only a subset of these nodes will actually be checked by $A_{loop}$ on layer $j$ before trying the correct node. Hence, a bound on the number of competitors who beat a given $u \in [\sigma, \tau]$ translates to a bound on $Q(A_{loop}(T) \mid M_{sides}^S(\tau, \sigma))$ by multiplying it by $D^2$.

Let $u$ be such a node, and $z$ be a competitor of $u$ (i.e., it is at the same level as $u$). Define $k(z)$ as half the distance between $z$ and $u$, and denote $n(z) := |S \cap [\sigma, \tau] \cap [u, z]|$ and $m(z) := |S \cap [\sigma, \tau]^c \cap [u, z]|$. See Figure 3.3 for illustration.

First note, that since all advice of $S \subseteq [a, b]$ points sideways w.r.t. to this path, then any of it which is on the path $[u, z]$ also points sideways w.r.t. it, except possibly at one point, which may actually point towards $z$. The different cases are seen in Figure 3.3:

- For $z_1$, the paths do not intersect at all.
- In the case of $z_2$, if the least common ancestor of $u$ and $z_2$ was a member of $S$, then it could point towards $z_2$, and that would be sideways w.r.t. $[a, b]$.
- For $z_3$, the least common ancestor of $b$ and $z_3$ could point towards $z_3$. 
3.7. Proof of Theorem 3.1

• For \( z_4 \), the least common ancestor of \( a \) and \( b \) could point towards \( z_4 \).

• There is also the case where \( a \notin [\sigma, \tau] \), which is not depicted on Figure 3.3. The analysis remains valid, and in fact \( n(z) = 0 \) for all competitors \( z \).

This one special vertex, if it exists, conditioned on that it points sideways w.r.t. \([a,b]\), points towards \( z \) with probability \( \frac{1}{\Delta - 2} \), and otherwise points sideways w.r.t. \([u,z]\).

Fix \( k,n,m \) and consider a competitor \( z \) such that \( k(z) = k \), \( n(z) = n \), and \( m(z) = m \). On the path \([u,z]\) the number of advice remaining to be sampled is \( 2k - n - m - 1 \). By Lemma 3.12:

\[
\mathbb{P}(z \text{ beats } u) \leq \left(1 - \frac{1}{\Delta - 2}\right) \mathbb{P}\left(\sum_{s=1}^{2k-1-n-m} X_s \geq 0\right) + \frac{1}{\Delta - 2} \mathbb{P}\left(\sum_{s=1}^{2k-1-n-m} X_s \geq -1\right)
\]

\[
= \left(\frac{1}{\sqrt{\Delta}}\right)^{2k-1-n-m} + \frac{4}{\Delta - 2} \left(\frac{1}{\sqrt{\Delta}}\right)^{2k-2-n-m}
\]

\[
= \left(1 + \frac{4\sqrt{\Delta}}{\Delta - 2}\right) \left(\frac{1}{\sqrt{\Delta}}\right)^{2k-1-n-m} \leq 7 \cdot \left(\frac{1}{\sqrt{\Delta}}\right)^{2k-1-n-m},
\]

as \( \Delta \geq 3 \). For fixed \( k,n,m \) there are at most \( \Delta^{k-m} \) nodes with \( k(z) = k \) and \( m(z) = m \). Also, for each such node, \( n + m \leq 2k \). Hence, the total expected number of competitors that beat \( u \) is at most:

\[
\sum_{k \leq D, n + m \leq 2k} \Delta^{k-m} \cdot 7 \left(\frac{1}{\sqrt{\Delta}}\right)^{2k-1-m-n}
\]

For each choice of \( k \) there is exactly one corresponding value of \( n \). This \( n \) satisfies \( n \leq |S| \). There are also at most \( D \) choices for \( m \). Thus, the above is at most

\[
7 \cdot \sum_{k \leq D, n + m \leq 2k} \Delta^{(n+1-m)/2} = O\left(D^2 \Delta^{(|S|+1)/2}\right).
\]

\[\square\]

Lemma 3.7.2 (rephrased). Consider a tree \( T \) rooted at \( \sigma \) with treasure located at \( \tau \). Let \( a, b \in T \) be two nodes such that \( a \) is the closest one to \( \tau \) out of the nodes in \([a,b]\). Then,

\[
\mathcal{Q}(A_{\text{loop}} \mid M_{\text{up}}^S(a,b)) = O\left(D^4 \Delta^{K+\frac{1}{2}} |S|\right),
\]

where \( K = |S \cap [\sigma, \tau]| \).
Proof. Let \( u \) be a node on the path \([\sigma, \tau]\). Our aim is to show that the expected number of competitors of \( u \) that beat it is \( O(D^2 \Delta^{K+\frac{1}{2}} |S|) \).

As in the proof of Lemma 3.7.1, let \( z \) be a competitor of \( u \). Define \( k(z) \) as half the distance between \( z \) and \( u \), namely \( k(z) := d(z, u)/2 \). Denote \( n(z) := |S \cap [\sigma, \tau] \cap [u, z]| \) and \( m(z) := |S \cap [\sigma, \tau]^c \cap [u, z]| \).

Fixing \( k, n \) and \( m \), take a competitor \( z \) such that \( k(z) = k, n(z) = n \), and \( k(z) = k \). The probability that such a \( z \) beats \( u \) is

\[
P \left( \sum_{s=1}^{2k-1-n-m} X_s \geq -n - m \right) \leq 4^{n+m} \Delta^{n+m-k+\frac{1}{2}},
\]

by Lemma 3.12. There are at most \( \Delta^{k-m} \) such nodes \( z \). We bound the probability that each of these nodes \( z \) beats the treasure using the trivial bound 1 or the one above, depending on whether \( n + m \leq k \) or \( n + m > k \). Hence the total expected number of competitors of \( u \) who beat it is at most

\[
\sum_{k \leq D, n+m \leq k} \Delta^{k-m} \cdot 4^{n+m} \Delta^{n+m-k+\frac{1}{2}} + \sum_{k \leq D, n+m > k} \Delta^{k-m}.
\]

Since \( n + m \leq |S| \), and \( n \leq K \), the first term is at most:

\[
4^{|S|} \sum_{k \leq D, n+m \leq k} \Delta^{K+\frac{1}{2}} \leq 4^{|S|} \cdot D^2 \cdot \Delta^{K+\frac{1}{2}}.
\]

where we used the fact that there are most \( D \) distinct values for \( k \) and \( D \) distinct values for \( m \), while there is only one choice of \( n \) for each \( k \). As for the second term, since \( n + m > k \), then it is at most:

\[
\sum_{k \leq D, n+m > k} \Delta^n \leq \sum_{k \leq D, n+m > k} \Delta^K \leq \sum_{k, m \leq D} \Delta^K \leq D^2 \cdot \Delta^K,
\]

concluding the proof.

\[ \square \]

3.8 Complementary Proofs

3.8.1 Another Large Deviation Estimate

Here, we introduce another large deviation estimate used for the analysis of the query algorithm for regular trees. It gives better results for large \( h \), yet works only for identical random variables, and so suits only the case of uniform noise, unlike Lemma 2.8.
3.8. Complementary Proofs

Lemma 3.12
Consider random variables $X_i$ taking values $\{-1, 0, 1\}$ with respective probabilities $(1-q, q(1-\frac{2}{\Delta}), \frac{q}{\Delta})$. If $q < \frac{c}{\sqrt{\Delta}}$ where $c < 1/64$, then for all $0 \leq h \leq l$,

$$P\left(\sum_{i=1}^{\ell} X_i \geq -h\right) \leq (4\sqrt{\Delta})^h \Delta^{-\ell/2}$$

Proof. Assume $\sum_{i=1}^{\ell} X_i \geq -h$. Denote by $j := \{i \mid X_i = 1\}$. As the number of $-1$'s is at least $h$, then $j \leq (\ell - h)/2$. There must also be at least $\ell - h - 2j$ zeros amongst what remains, otherwise the sum is less than $-h$. Using a union bound over the value of $j$ and the locations of the ones and zeros we get:

$$P\left(\sum_{i=1}^{\ell} X_i \geq -h\right) \leq \sum_{j=0}^{\ell-h} \binom{\ell}{j} \binom{\ell-j}{\ell-h-2j} q^{\ell-h-2j} \left(\frac{q}{\Delta}\right)^j$$

$$\leq \sum_{j=0}^{\ell-h} \binom{\ell}{j} \binom{\ell-j}{\ell-h-2j} q^{\ell-h-2j} \left(\frac{q}{\Delta}\right)^j$$

$$\leq 3^\ell \sum_{j=0}^{\ell-h} q^{\ell-h-2j} \left(\frac{q}{\Delta}\right)^j \leq 3^\ell \cdot \ell \cdot \left(\frac{q^{\ell-h} + (\frac{q}{\Delta})^{\ell-h}}{2}\right).$$

The last step uses the bound $\sum_{j=1}^N \rho^j \leq N \cdot (\rho + \rho^N)$. Note that $x/2 < (4/3)^x$ always, and assigning $q < c/\sqrt{\Delta}$, this is at most:

$$4^\ell \cdot \frac{1}{\sqrt{\Delta}^{\ell-h}} \left(c^{\ell-h} + \left(\frac{\sqrt{c}}{\Delta^{3/2}}\right)^{\ell-h}\right) \leq 4^\ell \cdot \frac{1}{\sqrt{\Delta}^{\ell-h}} \left(c^{\ell-h} + \sqrt{c^{\ell-h}}\right) \leq 4^\ell \left(\frac{2\sqrt{c}}{\sqrt{\Delta}}\right)^{\ell-h}.$$ 

Since $c < 1/64$, then $2\sqrt{c} \leq 1/4$ which means that this is at most

$$4^h \left(\frac{1}{\sqrt{\Delta}}\right)^{\ell-h},$$

giving the desired bound. $$\square$$

3.8.2 Algorithm $A_{loop}$ without Conditioning

Lemma (Lemma 3.8 restated). Consider a (not necessarily complete) $\Delta$-ary tree. Then $Q(A_{loop}) = O(D^3\sqrt{\Delta})$. 
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Proof. Denote by \( N_{\text{layer}}(u) \) the number of nodes on the same depth as \( u \) which have more discovered arrows than \( u \) pointing to them. This definition is central because of the following observation. The number of moves needed before finding \( u_{i+1} \) once \( u_i \) has been found is less than \( O(DN_{\text{layer}}(u_i)) \). Indeed, once \( u_i \) is discovered, only a subset of the nodes which have more arrows pointing to them than \( u_{i+1} \) on layer \( i+1 \) are tried before \( u_{i+1} \) (at step (2) in the pseudocode description). The loop over the levels (at step (1)) induces a multiplicative factor of \( O(D) \).

Using linearity of expectation, it only remains to estimate \( E(N_{\text{layer}}(u_i)) \) where \( u_i \) is the ancestor of the treasure at depth \( i \leq d \). There are at most \( \Delta^\ell \) nodes on layer \( i \) at distance \( 2\ell - 1 \) from \( u_i \), for any \( 1 \leq \ell \leq i \). Moreover the probability that each of these nodes has more arrows pointing towards it than \( u_i \) exactly corresponds to \( \mathbb{P}\left(\sum_{j=1}^{2\ell-1} X_j \geq 0\right) \), with the notations of Lemma 3.12.

Indeed, when comparing the amount of advice pointing to two different nodes \( u \) and \( v \), only the nodes of \( \langle u, v \rangle \) matter.

When estimating the probability that \( v \) beats \( u \), each random variable \( X_j \) has to be interpreted as taking value +1 if the advice points towards \( v \), -1 if it points towards \( u \), and 0 if it points neither to \( u \) nor \( v \). In the case that \( u = u_j \) and \( v \) is another node on layer \( j \), these events happen respectively with probability \( q/\Delta \), \( 1 - q + q/\Delta \) and \( q(1 - 2^{-j}) \).

This means that for each \( i \),

\[
\mathbb{E}(N_{\text{layer}}(u_i)) \leq \sum_{\ell=1}^{i} \mathbb{P}\left(\sum_{j=1}^{2\ell-1} X_j \geq 0\right) \Delta^\ell \leq \sum_{\ell=1}^{d} \mathbb{P}\left(\sum_{j=1}^{2\ell-1} X_j \geq 0\right) \Delta^\ell.
\]

By Lemma 3.12 this is at most

\[
O\left(\sum_{\ell=1}^{d} \Delta^{-\ell+\frac{1}{2}} \cdot \Delta^\ell\right) = O(D\sqrt{\Delta}) = O\left(D\sqrt{\Delta}\right).
\]

\[
Q.E.D.
\]

3.8.3 Special Form of Union Bound

**Claim 3.13**

Let \( A \) be an event that can be decomposed as the union of events \((A_i)_{i \in I}\), \( A \subseteq \bigcup_{i \in I} A_i \). Let \( X \) be a random variable.

\[
\mathbb{E}(X \mid A)\mathbb{P}(A) \leq \sum_{i} \mathbb{E}(X \mid A_i)\mathbb{P}(A_i)
\]
Proof. We denote by $\chi(B)$ the indicator function of event $B$. Then

$$
\mathbb{E}(X \mid A) \mathbb{P}(A) = \mathbb{E}(X \cdot \chi(A)) \leq \mathbb{E}
\left(X \cdot \chi \left( \bigcup_i A_i \right) \right) \leq \mathbb{E} \left(X \cdot \sum_i \chi(A_i) \right)
= \sum_i \mathbb{E}(X \cdot \chi(A_i)) = \sum_i \mathbb{E}(X \mid A_i) \mathbb{P}(A_i).
$$

Where we used the union bound in the form $\chi(\bigcup_i A_i) \leq \sum_i \chi A_i$ and then linearity of expectation. \qed
Chapter 4

Limits for Rumor Spreading in Stochastic Populations

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Background and motivation

Systems composed of tiny mobile components must function under conditions of unreliability. In particular, any sharing of information is inevitably subject to communication noise. The effects of communication noise in distributed living systems appears to be highly variable. While some systems disseminate information efficiently and reliably despite communication noise [67, 35, 69, 110], others generally refrain from acquiring social information, consequently losing all its potential benefits [76, 107, 114]. It is not well understood which characteristics of a distributed system are crucial in facilitating noise reduction strategies and, conversely, in which systems such strategies are bound to fail. Progress in this direction may be valuable towards better understanding the constraints that govern the evolution of cooperative biological systems.

Computation under noise has been extensively studied in the computer science community. These studies suggest that different forms of error correction (e.g., redundancy) are highly useful in maintaining reliability despite noise [5, 116, 115]. All these, however, require the ability to transfer significant amount of information over stable communication channels. Similar redundancy methods may seem biologically plausible in systems that enjoy stable structures, such as brain tissues.

The impact of noise in stochastic systems with ephemeral connectivity patterns is far less understood. To study these, we focus on rumor spreading - a fundamental information dissemination task that is a prerequisite to almost any distributed system [23, 36, 45, 87]. A successful and efficient rumor spreading process is one in which a large group manages to quickly learn information initially held by one or a few informed individuals. Fast information flow to the whole group dictates that messages be relayed between individuals. It currently remains unclear what
are the precise conditions that enable fast rumor spreading. On the one hand, recent works indicate that in some models of random noisy interactions, a collective coordinated process can in fact achieve fast information spreading [63, 72]. These models, however, are based on push operations that inherently include a certain reliable component (see more details in Section 4.1.3). On the other hand, other works consider computation through noisy operations, and show that several distributed tasks require significant running time [77]. The tasks considered in these works (including the problem of learning the input bits of all processors, or computing the parity of all the inputs) were motivated by computer applications, and may be less relevant for biological contexts. Moreover, they appear to be more demanding than basic tasks, such as rumor spreading, and hence it is unclear how to relate bounds on the former problems to the latter ones.

In this chapter we take a general stance to identify limitations under which reliable and fast rumor spreading cannot be achieved. Modeling a well-mixed population, we consider a passive communication scheme in which information flow occurs as one agent observes the cues displayed by another. If these interactions are perfectly reliable, the population could achieve extremely fast rumor spreading [87]. In contrast, here we focus on the situation in which messages are noisy. Informally, our main theoretical result states that when all components of communication are noisy then fast rumor spreading through large populations is not feasible. In other words, our results imply that fast rumor spreading can only be achieved if either 1) the system exhibits some degree of structural stability or 2) some facet of the pairwise communication is immune to noise. In fact, our lower bounds hold even when individuals are granted unlimited computational power and even when the system can take advantage of complete synchronization.

Finally, we corroborate our theoretical findings with new analyses regarding the efficiency of information dissemination during recruitment by desert ants. More specifically, we analyze data from an experiment conducted at the Weizmann Institute of Science, concerning recruitment in Cataglyphis niger desert ants [106]. These analyses suggest that this biological system lacks reliability in all its communication components, and its deficient performances qualitatively validate our predictions. We stress that this approach is highly uncommon. Indeed, using empirical biological data to validate predictions from theoretical distributed computing is extremely rare. We believe, however, that this interdisciplinary methodology may carry significant potential, and hope that it will be useful for future works that will follow this framework.

4.1.2 The Problem

An intuitive description of the model follows. For more precise definitions, see Section 4.2.

Consider a population of \( n \) agents. Thought of as computing entities, assume that each agent has a discrete internal state, and can execute randomized algorithms - by internally flipping coins. In addition, each agent has an opinion, which we assume for simplicity to be binary, i.e., either 0 or 1. A small number, \( s \), of agents play the role of sources. Source agents
are aware of their role and share the same opinion, referred to as the correct opinion. The goal of all agents is to have their opinion coincide with the correct opinion.

To achieve this goal, each agent continuously displays one of several messages taken from some finite alphabet $\Sigma$. Agents interact according to a random pattern, termed as the parallel-PULL model: In each round $t \in \mathbb{N}^+$, each agent $u$ observes the message currently displayed by another agent $v$, chosen uniformly at random (u.a.r) from all agents. Importantly, communication is noisy, hence the message observed by $u$ may differ from that displayed by $v$. The noise is characterized by a noise parameter $\delta > 0$. Our model encapsulates a large family of noise distributions, making our bounds highly general. Specifically, the noise distribution can take any form, as long as it satisfies the following criterion.

**Definition 4.1.1 (The $\delta$-uniform noise criterion).** Any time some agent $u$ observes an agent $v$ holding some message $m \in \Sigma$, the probability that $u$ actually receives a message $m'$ is at least $\delta$, for any $m' \in \Sigma$. All noisy samples are independent.

When messages are noiseless, it is easy to see that the number of rounds that are required to guarantee that all agents hold the correct opinion with high probability is $O(\log n)$ [87]. In what follows, we aim to show that when the $\delta$-uniform noise criterion is satisfied, the number of rounds required until even one non-source agent can be moderately certain about the value of the correct opinion is very large. Specifically, thinking of $\delta$ and $s$ as constants independent of the population size $n$, this time is at least $\Omega(n)$.

To prove the lower bound, we will bestow the agents with capabilities that far surpass those that are reasonable for biological entities. These include:

- Unique identities: Agents have unique identities in the range $\{1, 2, \ldots n\}$. When observing agent $v$, its identity is received without noise.

- Complete knowledge of the system: Agents have access to all parameters of the system (including $n$, $s$, and $\delta$) as well as to the full knowledge of the initial configuration except, of course, the correct opinion and the identity of the sources. In addition, agents have access to the results of random coin flips used internally by all other agents.

- Full synchronization: Agents know when the execution starts, and can count rounds.

We show that even given this extra computational power, fast convergence cannot be achieved.

### 4.1.3 Our Contributions

**Theoretical Results**

In all the statements that follow we consider the parallel-PULL model satisfying the $\delta$-uniform noise criterion, where $cs/n < \delta \leq 1/2$ for some sufficiently large constant $c$. Note that our criterion given in Definition 4.1.1 implies that $\delta \leq 1/|\Sigma|$. Hence, the previous lower bound on $\delta$ implies a restriction on the alphabet size, specifically, $|\Sigma| \leq n/(cs)$. 
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**Theorem 4.1**

Any rumor spreading protocol cannot converge in less than $\Omega(\frac{n^\delta s^2}{s^2(1-2\delta)^2})$ rounds.

Recall that a source is aware that it is a source, but if it wishes to identify itself as such to agents that observe it, it must encode this information in a message, which is, in turn, subject to noise. We also consider the case in which an agent can reliably identify a source when it observes one (i.e., this information is not noisy). For this case, the following bound, which is weaker than the previous one but still polynomial, apply (a formal proof appears in the full version of the paper):

**Corollary 4.2**

Assume that sources are reliably detectable. There is no rumor spreading protocol that converges in less than $\Omega((\frac{n^\delta}{s^2(1-2\delta)^2})^{1/3})$ rounds.

Our results suggest that, in contrast to systems that enjoy stable connectivity, structureless systems are highly sensitive to communication noise. More concretely, the two crucial assumptions that make our lower bounds work are: 1) stochastic interactions, and 2) $\delta$-uniform noise (see the right column of Figure 4.1). When agents can stabilize their interactions the first assumption is violated. In such cases, agents can overcome noise by employing simple error-correction techniques, e.g., using redundant messaging or waiting for acknowledgment before proceeding. As demonstrated in Figure 4.1 (left column), when the noise is not uniform, it might be possible to overcome it with simple techniques based on using default neutral messages, and employing exceptional distinguishable signals only when necessary.

**Exponential Separation Between \textit{PUSH} and \textit{PULL}**

Our lower bounds on the parallel-\textit{PULL} model (where agents observe other agents) should be contrasted with known results in the parallel-\textit{PUSH} model, which is the push equivalent to parallel-\textit{PULL} model, where in each round each agent may or may not actively push a message to another agent chosen u.a.r. (see also Section 4.2.3). Although never proved, and although their combination is known to achieve more power than each of them separately [87], researchers often view the parallel-\textit{PULL} and parallel-\textit{PUSH} models as very similar on complete communication topologies. Our lower bound result, however, undermines this belief, proving that in the context of noisy communication, there is an exponential separation between the two models. Indeed, when the noise level is constant for instance, convergence (and in fact, a much stronger convergence than we consider here) can be achieved in the parallel-\textit{PUSH} using only logarithmic number of rounds [63, 72], by a simple strategy composed of two stages. The first stage consists of providing all agents with a guess about the source’s opinion, in such a way that ensures a non-negligible bias toward the correct guess. The second stage then boosts this bias by progressively amplifying it. A crucial aspect in the first stage is that agents
Figure 4.1: Non-uniform noise vs. uniform noise. On the left, we consider an example with non-uniform noise. Assume that the message vocabulary consists of 5 symbols, that is, \( \Sigma = \{m_1, m_2, m_3, m_4, m_5\} \), where \( m_1 = 0 \) and \( m_5 = 1 \), represent the opinions. Assume that noise can occur only between consecutive messages. For example, \( m_2 \) can be observed as either \( m_2, m_3 \) or \( m_1 \), all with positive constant probability, but can never be viewed as \( m_4 \) or \( m_5 \). In this scenario, the population can quickly converge on the correct opinion by executing the following. The sources always display the correct opinion, i.e., either \( m_1 \) or \( m_5 \), and each other agent displays \( m_3 \) unless it has seen either \( m_1 \) or \( m_5 \) in which case it adopts the opinion it saw and displays it. In other words, \( m_3 \) serves as a default message for non-source agents, and \( m_1 \) and \( m_5 \) serve as attracting sinks. It is easy to see that the correct opinion will propagate quickly through the system without disturbance, and within \( O(\log n) \) number of rounds, where \( n \) is the size of the population, all agents will hold it with high probability. In contrast, as depicted on the right picture, if every message can be observed as any other message with some constant positive probability (for clarity, some of the arrows have been omitted from the sketch), then convergence cannot be achieved in less than \( \Omega(n) \) rounds, as Theorem 4.1 dictates.

remain silent until a certain point in time that they start sending messages continuously, which happens after being contacted for the first time. This prevents agents from starting to spread information before they have sufficiently reliable knowledge. It further allows to control the dynamics of the information spread in a balanced manner. More specifically, marking an edge corresponding to a message received for the first time by a node, the set of marked edges forms a spanning tree of low depth, rooted at the source. The depth of such tree can be interpreted as the deterioration of the message’s reliability.

On the other hand, as shown here, in the parallel-PULL model, even with the synchronization assumption, rumor spreading cannot be achieved in less than a linear number of rounds. Perhaps the main reason why these two models are often considered similar is that with an extra bit in the message, a PUSH protocol can be approximated in the PULL model, by letting this bit indicate whether the agent in the PUSH model was aiming to push its message. However, for such a strategy to work, this extra bit has to be reliable. Yet, in the noisy PULL model, no bit is safe from noise, and hence, as we show, such an approximation cannot work. In this sense, the extra power that the noisy PUSH model gains over the noisy PULL model, is that the very fact that one node attempts to communicate with another is reliable. This, seemingly minor, difference carries significant consequences.
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Generalizations

Several of the assumptions discussed earlier for the parallel-\textit{PULL} model were made for the sake of simplicity of presentation. In fact, our results can be shown to hold under more general conditions, that include: 1) different rate for sampling a source, and 2) a more relaxed noise criterion. In addition, our theorems were stated with respect to the parallel-\textit{PULL} model. In this model, at every round, each agent samples a single agent u.a.r. In fact, for any integer $k$, our analysis can be applied to the model in which, at every round, each agent observes $k$ agents chosen u.a.r. In this case, the lower bound would simply reduce by a factor of $k$. Our analysis can also apply to a sequential variant, in which in each time step, two agents $u$ and $v$ are chosen u.a.r from the population and $u$ observes $v$. In this case, our lower bounds would multiply by a factor of $n$, yielding, for example, a lower bound of $\Omega(n^2)$ in the case where $\delta$ and $s$ are constants\footnote{This increase is not surprising as each round in the parallel-\textit{PULL} model consists of $n$ observations, while the sequential model consists of only one observation in each time step.}.

Recruitment in Desert Ants

Our theoretical results assert that efficient rumor spreading in large groups could not be achieved without some degree of communication reliability. An example of a biological system whose communication reliability appears to be deficient in all of its components is recruitment in \textit{Cataglyphis niger} desert ants. In this species, when a forager locates an oversized food item, she returns to the nest to recruit other ants to help in its retrieval \cite{6, 106}.

We complement our theoretical findings by providing new analyses from an experiment on this system conducted at the Weizmann Institute of Science \cite{106}. In such experimental setting, we interpret our theoretical findings as an abstraction of the interaction modes between ants. While such high-level approximation may be considered very crude, we retain that it constitutes a good trade-off between analytical tractability and experimental data.

In our experimental setup recruitment happens in the small area of the nest’s entrance chamber (Figure 4.2a). We find that within this confined area, the interactions between ants are nearly uniform \cite{102}, such that an ant cannot control which of her nest mates she meets next (see Figure 4.2a). This random meeting pattern coincides with the first main assumption of our model. Additionally, it has been shown that recruitment in \textit{Cataglyphis niger} ants relies on rudimentary alerting interactions \cite{52, 85} which are subject to high levels of noise \cite{106}. Furthermore, the responses to a recruiting ant and to an ant that is randomly moving in the nest are extremely similar \cite{106}. Although this may resemble a noisy push interaction scheme, ants cannot reliably distinguish an ant that attempts to transmit information from any other non-communicating individual. In our theoretical framework, the latter fact means that the structure of communication is captured by a noisy-pull scheme (see more details about \textit{PUSH} vs. \textit{PULL} in Section 4.1.3).

It has previously been shown that the information an ant passes in an interaction can
Figure 4.2: **Unreliable communication and slow recruitment by desert ant (*Cataglyphis niger*).** a. The experimental setup. The recruiter ant (circled) returns to the nest’s entrance chamber (dark, 9cm diameter, disc) after finding the immobilized food item (arrow). Group size is ten. b. A pdf of the number of interactions that an ant experiences before meeting the same ant twice. The pdf is compared to uniform randomized interaction pattern. Data summarizes $N = 671$ interactions from seven experiments with a group size of 6 ants. c. Interactions with moving ants where classified into four different messages ('a' to 'd') depending on the ants' speed. The noise at which messages were confused with each other was estimated according to the response recipient, initially stationary, ants (see Materials and Methods). Gray scale indicates the estimated overlap between every two messages $\delta(i,j)$. Note that $\delta = \min(\delta(i,j)) \approx 0.2$. Data collected over $N = 64$ interactions. d. The mean time it takes an ant that is informed about the food to recruit two nest-mates to exit the nest is presented for two group size ranges.
be attributed solely to her speed before the interaction \cite{106}. Binning ant speeds into four arbitrary discrete messages and measuring the responses of stationary ants to these messages, we can estimate the probabilities of one message to be mistakenly perceived as another one (see Materials and Methods). Indeed, we find that this communication is extremely noisy and complies with the uniform-noise assumption with a \(\delta\) of approximately 0.2 (Figure 4.2c).

Given the coincidence between the communication patterns in this ant system and the requirements of our lower bound we expect long delays before any uninformed ant can be relatively certain that a recruitment process is occurring. We therefore measured the time it takes an ant, that has been at the food source, to recruit the help of two nest-mates. We find that this time increases with group size \((p < 0.05\) Kolmogorov-Smirnov test over \(N = 24\) experiments, Figure 4.2d). Thus, in this system, inherently noisy interactions on the microscopic level have direct implications on group level performance. While group sizes in these experiments are small, we nevertheless find these recruitment times in accordance with our asymptotic theoretical results. More details on the experimental methodology can be found in the full version of the paper.

### 4.1.4 Related Work

Lower bound approaches in biological contexts are still extremely rare \cite{22,64}. Our approach can be framed within the general endeavour of addressing problems in theoretical biology through the algorithmic perspective of theoretical computer science \cite{38,37}.

The computational study of abstract systems composed of simple individuals that interact using highly restricted and stochastic interactions has recently been gaining considerable attention in the community of theoretical computer science. Popular models include *population protocols* \cite{12}, which typically consider constant size individuals that interact in pairs (using constant size messages) in random communication patterns, and the *beeping* model \cite{2}, which assumes a fixed network with extremely restricted communication. Our model also falls in this framework as we consider the *PULL* model \cite{45,87,89} with constant size messages. So far, despite interesting works that consider different fault-tolerant contexts \cite{8,9}, most of the progress in this framework considered noiseless scenarios.

In *Rumor Spreading* problems (also referred to as *Broadcast*) a piece of information typically held by a single designated agent is to be disseminated to the rest of the population. It is the subject of a vast literature in theoretical computer science, and more specifically in the distributed computing community, see, e.g., \cite{23,36,45,48,63,77,87,105}. While some works assume a fixed topology, the canonical setting does not assume a network. Instead agents communicate through uniform *PUSH/PULL* based interactions (including the *phone call* model), in which agents interact in pairs with other agents independently chosen at each time step uniformly at random from all agents in the population. The success of such protocols is largely due to their inherent simplicity and fault-tolerant resilience \cite{56,87}. In particular, it has been shown that under the *PUSH* model, there exist efficient rumor spreading protocol that uses a single bit per message and can overcome flips in messages (noise) \cite{63}. 

Chapter 4. A Lower Bound for Broadcast

The line of research initiated by El-Gamal [44], also studies a broadcast problem with noisy interactions. The regime however is rather different from ours: all $n$ agents hold a bit they wish to transmit to a single receiver. This line of research culminated in the $\Omega(n \log \log n)$ lower bound on the number of messages shown in [77], matching the upper bound shown many years sooner in [73].

4.1.5 Organization of the Chapter

The model was already briefly introduced above and in the Introduction of the manuscript. We give more details in Section 4.2. The proofs are presented in Section 4.3.

4.2 Formal Description of the Models

We consider a population of $n$ agents that interact stochastically and aim to converge on a particular opinion held by few knowledgable individuals. For simplicity, we assume that the set of opinions contain two opinions only, namely, 0 and 1.

As detailed in this section, we shall assume that agents have access to significant amount of resources, often exceeding reasonable more realistic assumptions. Since we are concerned with lower bounds, we do not loose generality from such permissive assumptions. These liberal assumptions will actually simplify our proofs. One of these assumptions is the assumption that each agent is equipped with a unique identity $id(v)$ in the range $\{1, 2, \ldots, n\}$ (see more details in Section 4.2.4).

4.2.1 Initial Configuration

The initial configuration is described in several layers. First, the neutral initial configuration corresponds to the initial states of the agents, before the sources and the desired opinion to converge to are set. Then, a random initialization is applied to the given neutral initial configuration, which determines the set of sources and the opinion that agents need to converge to. This will result in what we call the charged initial configuration. It can represent, for example, an external event that was identified by few agents which now need to deliver their knowledge to the rest of the population.

Neutral Initial Configuration $x^{(0)}$. Each agent $v$ starts the execution with an input that contains, in addition to its identity, an initial state taken from some discrete set of states, and a binary opinion variable $\lambda_v \in \{0, 1\}$. The neutral initial configuration $x^{(0)}$ is the vector whose $i$'th index, $x^{(0)}_i$ for $i \in [n]$, is the input of the agent with identity $i$.

Charged Initial Configuration and Correct Opinion. The charged initial configuration is determined in three stages. The first corresponds to the random selection of sources,

---

2The opinion of an agent could have been considered as part of the state of the agent. We separate these two notions merely for the presentation purposes.
the second to the selection of the correct opinion, and the third to a possible update of states of sources, as a result of being selected as sources with a particular opinion.

- **1st stage - Random selection of sources.** Given an integer \( s \leq n \), a set \( S \) of size \( s \) is chosen uniformly at random (u.a.r) among the agents. The agents in \( S \) are called sources. Note that any agent has equal probability of being a source. We assume that each source knows it is a source, and conversely, each non-source knows it is not a source.

- **2nd stage - Random selection of correct opinion.** In the main model we consider, after sources have been determined in the first stage, the sources are randomly initialized with an opinion, called the correct opinion. That is, a fair coin is flipped to determine an opinion in \( \{0, 1\} \) and all sources are assigned with this opinion.

- **3rd stage - Update of initial states of sources.** To capture a change in behavior as a result of being selected as a source with a particular opinion, we assume that once the opinion of a source \( u \) has been determined, the initial state of \( u \) may change according to some distribution \( f_{\text{source\text{-}state}} \) that depends on (1) its identity, (2) its opinion, and (3) the neutral configuration. Each source samples its new state independently.

### 4.2.2 Alphabet and Noisy Messages

Agents communicate by observing each other according to some random pattern (for details see Section 4.2.3). To improve communication agents may choose which content, called message, they wish to reveal to other agents that observe them. Importantly, however, such messages are subject to noise. More specifically, at any given time, each agent \( v \) (including sources) displays a message \( m \in \Sigma \), where \( \Sigma \) is some finite alphabet. The alphabet \( \Sigma \) agents use to communicate may be richer than the actual information content they seek to disseminate, namely, their opinions. This, for instance, gives them the possibility to express several levels of certainty [90]. We can safely assume that the size of \( \Sigma \) is at least two, and that \( \Sigma \) includes both symbols 0 and 1. We are mostly concerned with the case where \( \Sigma \) is of constant size (i.e., independent of the number of agents), but note that our results hold for any size of the alphabet \( \Sigma \), as long as the noise criterion is satisfied (see below).

**\( \delta \)-uniform noise.** When an agent \( u \) observes some agent \( v \), it receives a sample of the message currently held by \( v \). More precisely, for any \( m, m' \in \Sigma \), let \( P_{m,m'} \) be the probability that, any time some agent \( u \) observes an agent \( v \) holding some message \( m \in \Sigma \), \( u \) actually receives message \( m' \). The probabilities \( P_{m,m'} \) define the entries of the noise-matrix \( P \) [72], which does not depend on time. We hereby also emphasize that the agents’ samples are independent.

The noise in the sample is characterized by a noise parameter \( 0 < \delta \leq 1/2 \). One of the important aspects in our theorems is that they are general enough to hold assuming any distribution governing the noise, as long as it satisfies the following noise criterion.

**Definition 4.2.1** (The noise uniformity parameter \( \delta \)). We say that the noise has uniformity \( \delta \) if \( P_{m,m'} \geq \delta \) for any \( m, m' \in \Sigma \).
Observe that the aforementioned criterion implies that $\delta \leq 1/|\Sigma|$, and that the case $\delta = 1/|\Sigma|$ corresponds to messages being completely random, and the rumor spreading problem is thus unsolvable. We next define a weaker criterion, that is particularly meaningful in cases in which sources are more restricted in their message repertoire than general agents. This may be the case, for example, if sources always choose to display their opinion as their message (possibly together with some extra symbol indicating that they are sources). Formally, we define $\Sigma' \subseteq \Sigma$ as the set of possible messages that a source can hold together with the set of messages that can be observed when viewing a source (i.e., after noise is applied). Our theorems actually apply to the following criterion, that requires that only messages in $\Sigma'$ are attained due to noise with some sufficient probability.

**Definition 4.2.2** (The relaxed noise uniformity parameter $\delta$). We say that the noise has $\Sigma'$-relaxed uniformity $\delta$ if $P_{m,m'} \geq \delta$ for any $m \in \Sigma$ and $m' \in \Sigma'$.

### 4.2.3 Random Interaction Patterns

We consider several basic interaction patterns. Our main model is the *parallel-PULL* model. In this model, time is divided into rounds, where at each round $i \in \mathbb{N}^+$, each agent $u$ independently selects an agent $v$ (possibly $u = v$) u.a.r from the population and then $u$ observes the message held by $v$. The *parallel-PULL* model should be contrasted with the *parallel-PUSH* model, in which $u$ can choose between sending a message to the selected node $v$ or doing nothing. We shall also consider the following variants of *PULL* model.

- **parallel-PULL**(k). Generalizing *parallel-PULL* for an integer $1 \leq k \leq n$, the *parallel-PULL*(k) model allows agents to observe $k$ other agents in each round. That is, at each round $i \in \mathbb{N}^+$, each agent independently selects a set of $k$ agents (possibly including itself) u.a.r from the population and observes each of them.
- **sequential-PULL**. In each time step $t \in \mathbb{N}^+$, two agents $u$ and $v$ are selected uniformly at random (u.a.r) among the population, and agent $u$ observes $v$.
- **broadcast-PULL**. It each time step $t \in \mathbb{N}^+$ one agent is chosen u.a.r. from the population and all agents observe it, receiving the same noisy sample of its message.

Regarding the difference in time units between the models, since interactions occur in parallel in the *parallel-PULL* model, one round in that model should informally be thought of as roughly $n$ time steps in the *sequential-PULL* or *broadcast-PULL* model.

### 4.2.4 Liberal Assumptions

As mentioned, we shall assume that agents have abilities that surpass their realistic ones. These assumptions not only increases the generality of our lower bounds, but also simplifies

---

3The *broadcast-PULL* model is mainly used for technical considerations. We use it in our proofs as it simplifies our arguments while not harming their generality. Nevertheless, this broadcast model can also capture some situations in which agents can be seen simultaneously by many other agents, where the fact that all agents observe the same sample can be viewed as noise being originated by the observed agent.
their proofs. Specifically, the following liberal assumptions are considered.

- **Unique identities.** Each agent is equipped with a unique identity \( id(v) \in \{1, 2, \ldots, n\} \), that is, for every two agents \( u \) and \( v \), we have \( id(u) \neq id(v) \). Moreover, whenever an agent \( u \) observes some agent \( v \), we assume that \( u \) can infer the identity of \( v \). In other words, we provide agents with the ability to reliably distinguish between different agents at no cost.

- **Unlimited internal computational power.** We allow agents to have unlimited computational abilities including infinite memory capacity. Therefore, agents can potentially perform arbitrarily complex computations based on their knowledge (and their \( id \)).

- **Complete knowledge of the system.** Informally, we assume that agents have access to the complete description of the system except for who are the sources and what is their opinion. More formally, we assume that each agent has access to:
  - the neutral initial configuration \( x^{(0)} \),
  - all the systems parameters, including the number of agents \( n \), the noise parameter \( \delta \), the number of sources \( s \), and the distribution \( f_{source-state} \) governing the update the states of sources in the third stage of the charged initial configuration.

- **Full synchronization.** We assume that all agents are equipped with clocks that can count time steps (in sequential-PULL or broadcast-PULL) or rounds (in parallel-PULL(k)). The clocks are synchronized, ticking at the same pace, and initialized to 0 at the beginning of the execution. This means, in particular, that if they wish, the agents can actually share a notion of time that is incremented at each time step.

- **Shared randomness.** We assume that algorithms can be randomized. That is, to determine the next action, agents can internally toss coins and base their decision on the outcome of these coin tosses. Being liberal, we shall assume that randomness is shared in the following sense. At the outset, an arbitrarily long sequence \( r \) of random bits is generated and the very same sequence \( r \) is written in each agent’s memory before the protocol execution starts. Each agent can then deterministically choose (depending on its state) which random bits in \( r \) to use as the outcome of its own random bits. This implies that, for example, two agents can possibly make use of the very same random bits or merely observe the outcome of the random bits used by the other agents. Note that the above implies that, conditioning on an agent \( u \) being a non-source agent, all the random bits used by \( u \) during the execution are accessible to all other agents.

- **Coordinated sources.** Even though non-source agents do not know who the sources are, we assume that sources do know who are the other sources. This means, in particular, that the sources can coordinate their actions.

### 4.2.5 Considered Algorithms and Solution Concept

Upon observation, each agent can alter its internal state (and in particular, its message to be seen by others) as well as its opinion. The strategy in which agents update these variables is called “algorithm”. As mentioned, algorithms can be randomized, that is, to determine the
next action, agents can use the outcome of coin tosses in the sequence $r$ (see *Shared randomness* in Section 4.2.4). Overall, the action of an agent $u$ at time $t$ depends on:

1. the initial state of $u$ in the charged initial configuration (including the identity of $u$ and whether or not it is a source),
2. the initial knowledge of $u$ (including the system’s parameters and neutral configuration),
3. the time step $t$, and the list of its observations (history) up to time $t - 1$, denoted $x_u^{<t}$,
4. the sequence of random bits $r$.

### 4.2.6 Convergence and Time Complexity

At any time, the opinion of an agent can be viewed as a binary *guess* function that is used to express its most knowledgeable guess of the correct opinion. The agents aim to minimize the probability that they fail to guess this opinion. In this context, it can be shown that the optimal guessing function is deterministic.

**Definition 4.2.3.** We say that convergence has been achieved if one can specify a particular non-source agent $v$, for which it is guaranteed that its opinion is the correct opinion with probability at least $2/3$. The time complexity is the number of time steps (respectively, rounds) required to achieve convergence.

We remark that the latter definition encompasses all three models considered.

**Remark 4.2.4** (Different sampling rates of sources). We consider sources as agents in the population but remark that they can also be thought of as representing the environment. In this case, one may consider a different rate for sampling a source (environment) vs. sampling a typical agent. For example, the probability to observe any given source (or environment) may be $x$ times more than the probability to observe any given non-source agent. This scenario can also be captured by a slight adaptation of our analysis. When $x$ is an integer, we can alternatively obtain such a generalization by considering additional artificial sources in the system. Specifically, we replace each source $u_i$ with a set of sources $U_i$ consisting of $x$ sources that coordinate their actions and behave identically, simulating the original behavior of $u_i$. (Recall that we assume that sources know who are the other sources and can coordinate their actions.) Since the number of sources increases by a multiplicative factor of $x$, our lower bounds (see Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.2) decrease by a multiplicative factor of $x^2$.

### 4.3 The Lower Bounds

Throughout this section we consider $\delta < 1/2$, such that $\frac{(1-2\delta)^{\delta n}}{\delta n} \leq \frac{1}{4n}$. Our goal in this section is to prove the following result.
4.3. The Lower Bounds

Theorem 4.3

Assume that the relaxed $\delta$-uniform noise criterion is satisfied.

- Let $k$ be an integer. Any rumor spreading protocol on the parallel-PULL($k$) model cannot converge in fewer rounds than $\Omega\left(\frac{n^6}{kn^2(1-2\delta)^2}\right)$.

- Consider either the sequential-PULL or the broadcast-PULL model. Any rumor spreading protocol cannot converge in fewer rounds than $\Omega\left(\frac{n^2\delta}{n^2(1-2\delta)^2}\right)$.

To prove the theorem, we first prove (in Section 4.3.1) that an efficient rumor spreading algorithm in either the noisy sequential-PULL model or the parallel-PULL($k$) model can be used to construct an efficient algorithm in the broadcast-PULL model. The resulted algorithm has the same time complexity as the original one in the context of sequential-PULL and adds a multiplicative factor of $kn$ in the context of parallel-PULL($k$).

We then show how to relate the rumor spreading problem in broadcast-PULL to a statistical inference test (Section 4.3.2). A lower bound on the latter setting is then achieved by adapting techniques from mathematical statistics (Section 4.3.3).

4.3.1 Reducing to the broadcast-PULL Model

The following lemma establishes a formal relation between the convergence times of the models we consider. We assume all models are subject to the same noise distribution.

Lemma 4.4

Any protocol operating in sequential-PULL can be simulated by a protocol operating in broadcast-PULL with the same time complexity. Moreover, for any integer $1 \leq k \leq n$, any protocol $\mathcal{P}$ operating in parallel-PULL($k$) can be simulated by a protocol operating in broadcast-PULL with a time complexity that is $kn$ times that of $\mathcal{P}$ in parallel-PULL($k$).

Proof. Let us first show how to simulate a time step of sequential-PULL in the broadcast-PULL model. Recall that in broadcast-PULL, in each time step, all agents receive the same observation sampled u.a.r from the population. Upon drawing such an observation, all agents use their shared randomness to generate a (shared) uniform random integer $X$ between 1 and $n$. Then, the agent whose unique identity corresponds to $X$ is the one processing the observation, while all other agents ignore it. This reduces the situation to a scenario in sequential-PULL, and the agents can safely execute the original algorithm designed for that model.

As for simulating a time step of parallel-PULL($k$) in broadcast-PULL, agents divide time steps in the latter model into rounds, each composing of exactly $kn$ time steps. Recall that the model assumes that agents share clocks that start when the execution starts and tick at each time step. This implies that the agents can agree on the division of time into rounds, and can
further agree on the round number. For $1 \leq i \leq kn$, during the $i$-th step of each round, only the agent whose identity is $(i \mod n)+1$ receives the observation, while all other agents ignore it. This ensures that when a round is completed in the broadcast-PULL model, each agent receives exactly $k$ independent uniform samples as it would in a round of parallel-PULL($k$). Therefore, at the end of each round $j \in \mathbb{N}^+$ in the broadcast-PULL model, all agents can safely execute their actions in the $j$'th round of the original protocol designed for parallel-PULL($k$). This draws a precise bijection from rounds in parallel-PULL($k$) and rounds in broadcast-PULL. The multiplicative overhead of $kn$ simply follows from the fact that each round in broadcast-PULL consists of $kn$ time steps.

Thanks to Lemma 4.4, Theorem 4.3 directly follows from the next theorem.

**Theorem 4.5**

Consider the broadcast-PULL model and assume that the relaxed $\delta$-uniform noise criterion is satisfied. Any rumor spreading protocol cannot converge in fewer time steps than $\Omega\left(\frac{n^2 \delta}{s^2 \|1 - 2\delta\|^2}\right)$.

The remaining of the section is dedicated to proving Theorem 4.5. Towards achieving this, we view the task of guessing the correct opinion in the broadcast-PULL model, given access to noisy samples, within the more general framework of distinguishing between two types of stochastic processes which obey some specific assumptions.

### 4.3.2 Rumor Spreading and Hypothesis Testing

To establish the desired lower bound, we next show how the rumor spreading problem in the broadcast-PULL model relates to a statistical inference test. That is, from the perspective of a given agent, the rumor spreading problem can be understood as the following: Based on a sequence of noisy observations, the agent should be able to tell whether the correct opinion is 0 or 1. We formulate this problem as a specific task of distinguishing between two random processes, one originated by running the protocol assuming the correct opinion is 0 and the other assuming it is 1.

One of the main difficulties lies in the stochastic dependencies affecting these processes. In general, at different time steps, they do not consist of independent draws of a given random variable. In other words, the law of an observation not only depends on the correct opinion, on the initial configuration and on the underlying randomness used by agents, but also on the previous noisy observation samples and (consequently) on the messages agents themselves choose to display on that round. An intuitive version of this problem is the task of distinguishing between two (multi-valued) biased coins, whose bias changes according to the previous outcomes.

---

4 Receiving the observation doesn’t imply that the agent processes this observation. In fact, it will store it in its memory until the round is completed, and process it only then.
of tossing them (e.g., due to wear). Following such intuition, we define the following general class of Adaptive Coin Distinguishing Tasks, for short ACDT.

**Definition 4.3.1 (ACDT).** A distinguisher is presented with a sequence of observations taken from a coin of type $\eta$ where $\eta \in \{0, 1\}$. The type $\eta$ is initially set to 0 or 1 with probability $1/2$ (independently of everything else). The goal of the distinguisher is to determine the type $\eta$, based on the observations. More specifically, for a given time step $t$, denote the sequence of previous observations (up to, and including, time $t - 1$) by $x^{(<t)} = (x^{(1)}, \ldots, x^{(t-1)})$. At each time $t$, given the type $\eta \in \{0, 1\}$ and the history of previous observations $x^{(<t)}$, the distinguisher receives an observation $X^{(t)}_\eta \in \Sigma$, which has law $^5 P(X^{(t)}_\eta = m \mid x^{(<t)})$.

We next introduce, for each $m \in \Sigma$, the parameter $\varepsilon(m, x^{(<t)}) = P(X^{(t)}_1 = m \mid x^{(<t)}) - P(X^{(t)}_0 = m \mid x^{(<t)})$. Since, at all times $t$, it holds that $\sum_{m \in \Sigma} P(X^{(t)}_0 = m \mid x^{(<t)}) = \sum_{m \in \Sigma} P(X^{(t)}_1 = m \mid x^{(<t)}) = 1$, then $\sum_{m \in \Sigma} \varepsilon(m, x^{(<t)}) = 0$. We shall be interested in the quantity $d_\varepsilon(x^{(<t)}) := \sum_{m \in \Sigma} |\varepsilon(m, x^{(<t)})|$, which corresponds to the $l_1$ distance between the distributions $P(X^{(t)}_0 = m \mid x^{(<t)})$ and $P(X^{(t)}_1 = m \mid x^{(<t)})$ given the sequence of previous observations.

**Definition 4.3.2 (The bounded family ACDT($\varepsilon, \delta$)).** We consider a family of instances of ACDT, called ACDT($\varepsilon, \delta$), governed by parameters $\varepsilon$ and $\delta$. Specifically, this family contains all instances of ACDT such that for every $t$, and every history $x^{(<t)}$, we have:

- $d_\varepsilon(x^{(<t)}) \leq \varepsilon$, and
- $\forall m \in \Sigma$ such that $\varepsilon(m, x^{(<t)}) \neq 0$, we have $\delta \leq P(X^{(t)}_\eta = m \mid x^{(<t)})$ for $\eta \in \{0, 1\}$.

In the rest of the section, we show how Theorem 4.5 that deals with the broadcast-PULL model, follows directly from the next theorem that concerns the adaptive coin distinguishing task, by setting $\varepsilon = \frac{2\varepsilon_{(1-2\delta)}}{n}$. The actual proof of Theorem 4.6 appears in Section 4.3.3.

---

**Theorem 4.6**

Consider any protocol for any instance of ACDT($\varepsilon, \delta$), The number of samples required to distinguish between a process of type 0 and a process of type 1 with probability of error less than $\frac{1}{3}$ is at least $\ln \frac{2}{\frac{1}{2} - \frac{1}{3}} \left( \frac{6(\delta - \varepsilon)^3}{\delta + \Delta^2\varepsilon + 3\Delta^2\varepsilon - \varepsilon^2} \right) \frac{\delta}{\varepsilon^2}$. In particular, if $\frac{\delta}{\varepsilon} < 10$, then the number of necessary samples is $\Omega\left( \frac{\delta}{\varepsilon^2} \right)$.

---

$^5$We follow the common practice to use uppercase letters to denote random variables and lowercase letter to denote a particular realisation, e.g., $X^{(\leq t)}$ for the sequence of observations up to time $t$, and $x^{(\leq t)}$ for a corresponding realization.
Proof of Theorem 4.5 assuming Theorem 4.6

Consider a rumor spreading protocol $\mathcal{P}$ in the broadcast-$\text{PULL}$ model. Fix a node $u$. We first show that running $\mathcal{P}$ by all agents, the perspective of node $u$ corresponds to a specific instance of $\text{ACDT}(\frac{2s(1-\delta)}{n}, \delta)$ called $\Pi(\mathcal{P}, u)$. We break down the proof of such correspondence into two claims.

The $\text{ACDT}$ instance $\Pi(\mathcal{P}, u)$. Recall that we assume that each agent knows the complete neutral initial configuration, the number of sources $s$, and the shared of random bits sequence $r$. We avoid writing such parameters as explicit arguments to $\Pi(\mathcal{P}, u)$ in order to simplify notation, however, we stress that what follows assumes that these parameters are fixed. The bounds we show hold for any fixed value of $r$ and hence also when $r$ is randomized.

Each agent is interested in discriminating between two families of charged initial configurations: Those in which the correct opinion is 0 and those in which it is 1 (each of these possibilities occurs with probability $\frac{1}{2}$). Recall that the correct opinion is determined in the 2nd stage of the charged initial configuration, and is independent form the choice of sources (1st stage).

We next consider the perspective of a generic non-source agent $u$, and define the instance $\Pi(\mathcal{P}, u)$ as follows. Given the history $x^{(<t)}$, we set $P(X^t_u = m \mid x^{(<t)})$, for $\eta \in \{0, 1\}$, to be equal to the probability that $u$ observes message $m \in \Sigma$ at time step $t$ of the execution $\mathcal{P}$. For clarity’s sake, we remark that the latter probability is conditional on: the history of observations being $x^{(<t)}$, the sequence of random bits $r$, the correct opinion being $\eta \in \{0, 1\}$, the neutral initial configuration, the identity of $u$, the algorithm $\mathcal{P}$, and the system’s parameters (including the distribution $f_{\text{source-state}}$ and the number of sources $s$).

Claim 4.7

Let $\mathcal{P}$ be a correct protocol for the rumor spreading problem in broadcast-$\text{PULL}$ and let $u$ be an agent for which the protocol is guaranteed to produce the correct opinion with probability at least $p$ by some time $T$ (if one exists), for any fixed constant $p \in (0, 1)$. Then $\Pi(\mathcal{P}, u)$ can be solved in time $T$ with correctness being guaranteed with probability at least $p$.

Proof. Conditioning on $\eta \in \{0, 1\}$ and on the random seed $r$, the distribution of observations in the $\Pi(\mathcal{P}, u)$ instance follows the distribution of observations as perceived from the perspective of $u$ in broadcast-$\text{PULL}$. Hence, if the protocol $\mathcal{P}$ at $u$ terminates with output $j \in \{0, 1\}$ at round $T$, after the $T$-th observation in $\Pi(\mathcal{P}, u)$ we can set $\Pi(\mathcal{P}, u)$’s output to $j$ as well. Given that the two stochastic processes have the same law, the correctness guarantees are the same. \hfill \qed
4.3. The Lower Bounds

**Lemma 4.8**

\[ \Pi(P, u) \in \text{ACDT} \left( \frac{2(1-2\delta)\epsilon}{n}, \delta \right). \]

**Proof.** Since the noise in broadcast-\textsc{ULL} flips each message \( m \in \Sigma \) into any \( m' \in \Sigma' \) with probability at least \( \delta \), regardless of the previous history and of \( \eta \in \{0,1\} \), at all times \( t \), if \( m \in \Sigma' \) then \( P(X_{\eta}^{(t)} = m \mid x^{(<t)}) \geq \delta \). Consider a message \( m \in \Sigma \setminus \Sigma' \) (if such a message exists). By definition, such a message could only be received by observing a non-source agent. But given the same history \( x^{(<t)} \), the same sequence of random bits \( r \), and the same initial knowledge, the behavior of a non-source agent is the same, no matter what is the correct opinion \( \eta \). Hence, for \( m \in \Sigma \setminus \Sigma' \) we have \( P(X_{\eta}^{(0)} = m \mid x^{(<t)}) = P(X_{\eta}^{(1)} = m \mid x^{(<t)}) \), or in other words, \( m \in \Sigma \setminus \Sigma' \implies \epsilon(m, x^{(<t)}) = 0 \).

It remains to show that \( d_\epsilon(x^{(<t)}) \leq \frac{2(1-2\delta)\epsilon}{n} \). Let us consider two executions of the rumor spreading protocol, with the same neutral initial configuration, same shared sequence of random bits \( r \), same set of sources, except that in the first the correct opinion is 0 while in the other it is 1. Let us condition on the history of observations \( x^{(<t)} \) being the same in both processes. As mentioned, given the same history \( x^{(<t)} \), the behavior of a non-source agent is the same, regardless of the correct opinion \( \eta \). It follows that the difference in the probability of observing any given message is only due to the event that a source is observed. Recall that the number of sources is \( s \). Therefore, the probability of observing a source is \( s/n \), and we may write as a first approximation \( \epsilon(m, x^{(<t)}) \leq s/n \). However, we can be more precise. In fact, \( \epsilon(m, x^{(<t)}) \) is slightly smaller than \( s/n \), because the noise can still affect the message of a source. We may interpret \( \epsilon(m, x^{(<t)}) \) as the following difference. For a source \( v \in S \), let \( m_v^x \) be the message of \( u \) assuming the given history \( x^{(<t)} \) and that \( v \) is of type \( \eta \in \{0,1\} \) (the message \( m_v^x \) is deterministically determined given the sequence \( r \) of random bits, the neutral initial configuration, the parameters of the system, and the identity of \( v \)). Let \( \alpha_{m', m} \) be the probability that the noise transforms a message \( m' \) into a message \( m \). Then \( \epsilon(m, x^{(<t)}) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{v \in S} (\alpha_{m_v^x, m} - \alpha_{m_v^x, m}) \), and

\[
\begin{align*}
  d_\epsilon(x^{(<t)}) &= \sum_{m \in \Sigma} |\epsilon(m, x^{(<t)})| \\
  &\leq \frac{1}{n} \sum_{m \in \Sigma} \sum_{v \in S} |\alpha_{m_v^x, m} - \alpha_{m_v^x, m}|. \quad (4.1)
\end{align*}
\]

By the definition of \textsc{ACDT}(\( \epsilon, \delta \)), it follows that either \( \alpha_{m_v^x, m} = \alpha_{m_v^x, m} \) (if \( \epsilon(m, x^{(<t)}) = 0 \)) or \( \delta \leq \alpha_{m_v^x, m}, \alpha_{m_v^x, m} \leq 1 - \delta \) (if \( \epsilon(m, x^{(<t)}) \neq 0 \)). Thus, to bound the right hand side in (4.1), we can use the following claim.

**Claim 4.9**

Let \( P \) and \( Q \) be two distributions over a universe \( \Sigma \) such that for any element \( m \in \Sigma \), \( \delta \leq P(m), Q(m) \leq 1 - \delta \). Then \( \sum_{m \in \Sigma} |P(m) - Q(m)| \leq 2(1 - 2\delta) \).
Proof of Claim 4.9. Let $\Sigma_+ := \{m : P(m) > Q(m)\}$. We may write
\[
\sum_{m \in \Sigma} |P(m) - Q(m)| = \sum_{m \in \Sigma_+} (P(m) - Q(m)) + \sum_{m \notin \Sigma_+} (Q(m) - P(m))
= P(\Sigma_+) - Q(\Sigma_+) + Q(\Sigma \setminus \Sigma_+) - P(\Sigma \setminus \Sigma_+)
= 2(P(\Sigma_+) - Q(\Sigma_+)),
\]
where in the last line we used the fact that $Q(\Sigma \setminus \Sigma_+) - P(\Sigma \setminus \Sigma_+) = 1 - Q(\Sigma_+) - 1 + P(\Sigma_+) = P(\Sigma_+) - Q(\Sigma_+)$. We now distinguish two cases. Case 1. If $\Sigma_+$ is a singleton, $\Sigma_+ = \{m^*\}$, then $P(\Sigma_+) - Q(\Sigma_+) = P(m^*) - Q(m^*) \leq 1 - 2\delta$, by assumption. Case 2. Otherwise, $|\Sigma_+| \geq 2$ and $2\sum_{m \in \Sigma_+} |P(m) - Q(m)| \leq 2 - 2\sum_{m \in \Sigma_+} Q(m) \leq 2(1 - \delta|\Sigma_+|) \leq 2(1 - 2\delta)$, using the fact that for any $m$, $Q(m) \geq \delta$, and the fact that $P$ is a probability measure. This completes the proof of Claim 4.9.

Applying Claim 4.9 for a fixed $v \in S$ to distributions $(\alpha_{m_v^+,m})_m$ and $(\alpha_{m_v^-,m})_m$, we obtain
\[
\frac{1}{n} \sum_{m \in \Sigma} \sum_{v \in S} |\alpha_{m_v^+,m} - \alpha_{m_v^-,m}| \leq \frac{1}{n} 2 \sum_{v \in S} (1 - 2\delta) \leq \frac{2(1 - 2\delta)s}{n}.
\]
Hence, we have $\Pi(\mathcal{P}) \in \text{ACDT}\left(\frac{2(1 - 2\delta)s}{n}, \delta\right)$, establishing Lemma 4.8.

Thanks to Claims 4.7 and Lemma 4.8, Theorem 4.5 regarding the \textit{broadcast-PULL} model becomes a direct consequence of Theorem 4.6 on the adaptive coin distinguishing task, taking $\varepsilon = \frac{2(1 - 2\delta)s}{n}$. More precisely, the assumption $\frac{(1 - 2\delta)s}{\delta \varepsilon} \leq c$ for some small constant $c$, ensures that $\varepsilon \leq c$ as required by Theorem 4.6. The lower bound $\Omega\left(\frac{\delta^2}{\pi}ight)$ corresponds to $\Omega\left(\frac{n^2 \delta}{(1 - 2\delta)^2 \pi^2}\right)$. This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.5.

To establish our results it remains to prove Theorem 4.6.

4.3.3 Proof of Theorem 4.6

We start by recalling some facts from Hypothesis Testing. First let us recall two standard notions of (pseudo) distances between probability distributions. Given two discrete distributions $P_0, P_1$ over a probability space $\Omega$ with the same support\footnote{The assumption that the support is the same is not necessary but it is sufficient for our purposes, and is thus made for simplicity’s sake.}, the total variation distance is defined as $TV(P_0, P_1) := \frac{1}{2} \sum_{x \in \Omega} |P_0(x) - P_1(x)|$, and the Kullback-Leibler divergence $KL(P_0, P_1)$ is defined\footnote{We use the notation $\log_2(\cdot)$ to denote the base 2 logarithms, i.e., $\log_2(\cdot)$ and for a probability distribution $P$, use the notation $P(x)$ as a short for $P(X = x)$.} as $KL(P_0, P_1) := \sum_{x \in \Omega} P_0(x) \log \frac{P_0(x)}{P_1(x)}$.

The following lemma shows that, when trying to discriminate between distributions $P_0, P_1$, the total variation relates to the smallest error probability we can hope for.
4.3. The Lower Bounds

**Lemma 4.10: Neyman-Pearson** [108, Lemma 5.3 and Proposition 5.4]

Let \( P_0, P_1 \) be two distributions. Let \( X \) be a random variable of law either \( P_0 \) or \( P_1 \). Consider a (possibly probabilistic) mapping \( f : \Omega \to \{0, 1\} \) that attempts to "guess" whether the observation \( X \) was drawn from \( P_0 \) (in which case it outputs 0) or from \( P_1 \) (in which case it outputs 1). Then, we have the following lower bound,

\[
P_0 (f(X) = 1) + P_1 (f(X) = 0) \geq 1 - TV(P_0, P_1).
\]

The total variation is related to the KL divergence by the following inequality.

**Lemma 4.11: Pinsker** [108, Lemma 5.8]

For any two distributions \( P_0, P_1 \),

\[
TV(P_0, P_1) \leq \sqrt{KL(P_0, P_1)}.
\]

We are now ready to prove the theorem.

**Proof of Theorem 4.6.** Let us define \( P_\eta (\cdot) = P(\cdot | \text{correct distribution is } \eta) \) for \( \eta \in \{0, 1\} \). We denote \( P_\eta^{(\leq t)} \), \( \eta \in \{0, 1\} \), the two possible distributions of \( X^{(\leq t)} \). We refer to \( P_0^{(\leq t)} \) as the distribution of type 0 and to \( P_1^{(\leq t)} \) as the distribution of type 1. Furthermore, we define the correct type of a sequence of observations \( X^{(\leq t)} \) to be 0 if the observations are sampled from \( P_0^{(\leq t)} \), and to be 1 if they are sampled from \( P_1^{(\leq t)} \).

After \( t \) observations \( x^{(\leq t)} = (x^{(1)}, \ldots, x^{(t)}) \) we have to decide whether the distribution is of type 0 or 1. Our goal is to maximize the probability of guessing the type of the distribution, observing \( X^{(\leq t)} \), which means that we want to minimize

\[
f = \sum_{\eta \in \{0, 1\}} P_\eta \left( f(X^{(\leq t)}) = 1 - \eta \right) P(\text{"correct type is } \eta\text{"}).
\]

Recall that the correct type is either 0 or 1 with probability \( \frac{1}{2} \). Thus, the error probability described in (4.4) becomes

\[
\frac{1}{2} P_0 \left( f(X^{(\leq t)}) = 1 \right) + \frac{1}{2} P_1 \left( f(X^{(\leq t)}) = 0 \right).
\]

By combining Lemmas 4.10 and 4.11 with \( X = X^{(\leq t)} \) and \( P_\eta = P_\eta^{(\leq t)} \) for \( \eta = 0, 1 \), we get the following Theorem. Although for convenience we think of \( f \) as a deterministic function, it could in principle be randomized.
Chapter 4. A Lower Bound for Broadcast

Let $f$ be any guess function. Then

$$P_0 \left( f(X^{(\leq t)}) = 1 \right) + P_1 \left( f(X^{(\leq t)}) = 0 \right) \geq 1 - \sqrt{KL \left( P_0^{(\leq t)}, P_1^{(\leq t)} \right)}. \quad (4.6)$$

Theorem 4.12 implies that for the probability of error to be small, it must be the case that the term $KL \left( P_0^{(\leq t)}, P_1^{(\leq t)} \right)$ is large. Our next goal is therefore to show that in order to make this term large, $t$ must be large.

Note that $P_0^{(\leq T)}$ for $\eta \in \{0,1\}$ cannot be written as the mere product of the marginal distributions of the $X^{(t)}$s, since the observations at different times may not necessarily be independent. Nevertheless, we can still express the term $KL(P_0^{(\leq T)}, P_1^{(\leq T)})$ as a sum, using the Chain Rule for $KL$ divergence. It yields

$$KL(P_0^{(\leq T)}, P_1^{(\leq T)}) = \sum_{t \leq T} KL(P_0(x^{(t)} \mid x^{(<t)}), P_1(x^{(t)} \mid x^{(<t)})) \quad (4.7)$$

$$= \sum_{x^{(<t)} \in \Sigma^{t-1}} P_0(x^{(<t)}) \sum_{x^{(t)} \in \Sigma} P_0(x^{(t)} \mid x^{(<t)}) \log \frac{P_0(x^{(t)} \mid x^{(<t)})}{P_1(x^{(t)} \mid x^{(<t)})}. \quad (4.8)$$

Since we are considering an instance of ACDT $(\varepsilon, \delta)$, we have

- $d_\varepsilon(x^{(<t)}) = \sum_{m \in \Sigma} |\varepsilon(m, x^{(<t)})| \leq \varepsilon$, and
- for every $m \in \Sigma$ such that $\varepsilon(m, x^{(<t)}) \neq 0$, it holds that $\delta \leq P_0^{(\leq T)}(x^{(t)} = m \mid x^{(<t)})$ for $\eta \in \{0,1\}$.

We make use of the previous facts to upper bound the KL divergence terms in the right hand side of (4.8), as follows.

$$KL(P_0(x^{(t)} \mid x^{(<t)}), P_1(x^{(t)} \mid x^{(<t)}))$$

$$= \sum_{x^{(<t)} \in \Sigma^{t-1}} P_0(x^{(<t)}) \sum_{m \in \Sigma} \left( P(X_0^{(t)} = m \mid x^{(<t)}) \log \frac{P(X_0^{(t)} = m \mid x^{(<t)})}{P(X_0^{(t)} = m \mid x^{(<t)}) + \varepsilon(m, x^{(<t)})} \right) \quad (4.9)$$

$$= -\sum_{x^{(<t)}} P_0(x^{(<t)}) \sum_{m \in \Sigma} \left( P(X_0^{(t)} = m \mid x^{(<t)}) \log \left( 1 + \frac{\varepsilon(m, x^{(<t)})}{P(X_0^{(t)} = m \mid x^{(<t)})} \right) \right). \quad (4.10)$$
Recall that we assume \( \frac{\varepsilon(m,x_{<t})}{P(X_0^t = m \mid x_{<t})} \leq \frac{\varepsilon(m,x_{<t})}{\delta} \leq \frac{\varepsilon}{\delta} \). We make use of the following claim, which follows from the Taylor expansion of \( \log(1 + u) \) around 0.

**Claim 4.13**

Let \( x \in [-a,a] \) for some \( a \in (0,1) \). Then \( |\log(1 + x) - x + x^2/2| \leq \frac{x^3}{3(1-a)^4} \).

Using Claim 4.13 with \( a = \frac{\varepsilon}{\delta} \), we can bound the inner sum appearing in (4.11) from above and below with

\[
\frac{1}{\ln 2} \sum_{m \in \Sigma} \left( \varepsilon(m,x_{<t}) - \frac{1}{2} \frac{(\varepsilon(m,x_{<t}))^2}{P(X_0^t = m \mid x_{<t})} \pm \frac{\delta^3}{3(\delta - \varepsilon)^3} \left( \frac{(\varepsilon(m,x_{<t}))^3}{P(X_0^t = m \mid x_{<t})^2} \right) \right) \tag{4.12}
\]

Since \( \sum_m |\varepsilon(m,x_{<t})| \leq \varepsilon \), we also have that \( \sum_m (\varepsilon(m,x_{<t}))^2 \leq \varepsilon^2 \). The latter bound, together with the fact that \( P(X_0^t = m \mid x_{<t}) \geq \delta \) for any \( m \in \Sigma \) such that \( \varepsilon(m,x_{<t}) \neq 0 \), implies

\[
\sum_m \frac{(\varepsilon(m,x_{<t}))^2}{P(X_0^t = m \mid x_{<t})} \leq \frac{\varepsilon^2}{\delta} \tag{4.13}
\]

Finally, we can similarly bound the term \( \sum_{m \in \Sigma} \left( (\varepsilon(m,x_{<t}))^3 / P(X_0^t = m \mid x_{<t})^2 \right) \) with

\[
\sum_{m \in \Sigma} \left( (\varepsilon(m,x_{<t}))^3 / P(X_0^t = m \mid x_{<t})^2 \right) \leq \frac{\varepsilon^3}{\delta^2} \tag{4.14}
\]

Recall that \( \sum_m \varepsilon(m,x_{<t}) = 0 \), thus the first term in (4.12) disappears. Hence, substituting the bounds (4.13) and (4.14) in (4.12), we have

\[
\left| \log \left( 1 + \frac{\varepsilon(m,x_{<t})}{P(X_0^t = m \mid x_{<t})} \right) \right| \leq \frac{1}{\ln 2} \left( \frac{1}{2} \frac{\varepsilon^2}{\delta} + \frac{\delta \varepsilon^3}{3(\delta - \varepsilon)^3} \right)
\leq \frac{1}{\ln 2} \left( \frac{1}{2} + \frac{\delta^2 \varepsilon}{3(\delta - \varepsilon)^3} \right) \frac{\varepsilon^2}{\delta}. \tag{4.15}
\]

If we define the right hand side (4.15) to be \( W(\varepsilon, \delta) \) and we substitute the previous bound in (4.11), we get

\[
KL(P_0(x_{<t}) \mid x_{<t}), P_1(x_{<t}) \mid x_{<t})) \leq W(\varepsilon, \delta), \tag{4.16}
\]

and combining the previous bound with (4.7), we can finally conclude that for any integer \( T \), we have \( KL(P_0^{(\leq T)}, P_1^{(\leq T)}) \leq T \cdot W(\varepsilon, \delta) \). Thus, from Theorem 4.12 and the latter bound, it follows that the error under a uniform prior of the source type, as defined in (4.5), is at least

\[
\frac{1}{2} P_0 \left( f(X_{\leq t}) = 1 \right) + \frac{1}{2} P_1 \left( f(X_{\leq t}) = 0 \right) \geq \frac{1}{2} - \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{KL(P_0^{(\leq T)}, P_1^{(\leq T)})}
\geq \frac{1}{2} - \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{T \cdot W(\varepsilon, \delta)} \tag{4.17}
\]

and

\[
\frac{1}{2} P_0 \left( f(X_{\leq t}) = 1 \right) + \frac{1}{2} P_1 \left( f(X_{\leq t}) = 0 \right) \geq \frac{1}{2} - \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{T \cdot W(\varepsilon, \delta)} \tag{4.18}
\]
Hence, the number of samples $T$ needs to be greater than $\frac{1}{9} \frac{1}{W(\varepsilon, \delta)} = \frac{\ln 2}{9} \left( \frac{6(\delta - \varepsilon)^3}{\delta^3 - \delta^2 \varepsilon + 36 \varepsilon^2 - \varepsilon^3} \right) \frac{\delta}{\varepsilon^2}$ to allow the possibility that the error be less than $1/3$.

In particular, if we assume that $10 \varepsilon < \delta$, then we can bound $\frac{\delta^2 \varepsilon}{3(\delta - \varepsilon)^3} \leq \frac{\delta^3}{10} \cdot \frac{1}{3(9/10)^3} \delta^3 \leq \frac{100}{2187}$. It follows that (4.15) can be bounded with $W(\varepsilon, \delta) \leq 1 + \frac{100}{2187}$, and so $\frac{1}{9} W(\varepsilon, \delta) \geq 0.14 \cdot \frac{\delta}{\varepsilon^2} = \Omega \left( \frac{\delta}{\varepsilon^2} \right)$. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.6 and hence of Theorem 4.5.
Chapter 5

Minimizing Message Size in Stochastic Communication Patterns: Fast Self-Stabilizing Protocols with 3 bits

5.1 Introduction

5.1.1 Background and Motivation

In this Chapter as in the previous one, we study distributed systems composed of limited agents that interact in a stochastic fashion to collectively perform a given task. In Chapter 4, the emphasis was put on the effect of noise. Here we will focus on other types of constraints: namely, self-stabilization, and message size.

As many natural systems appear to be more restricted by their communication abilities than by their memory capacities [66, 2, 58], we seek to understand what tasks can be achieved while revealing as few bits per interaction as possible. In dealing with such an existential question, we do not claim that our solution represents actual plausible strategies employed in nature, yet we believe that such mathematical results can be helpful in understanding the limitations of natural systems.

The notion of self-stabilization [46], stemming from distributed computing asks that agents converge to a correct configuration from any initial configuration of states. This notion is

---

1We note that stochastic communication patterns such as PULL or PUSH are inherently sensitive to congestion issues. Indeed, in such models it is unclear how to simulate a protocol that uses large messages while using only small size messages. For example, the straightforward strategy of breaking a large message into small pieces and sequentially sending them one after another does not work, since one typically cannot make sure that the small messages reach the same destination. Hence, reducing the message size may have a profound impact on the running time, and perhaps even on the solvability of the problem at hand.
relevant in unstable setting, where the environment is constantly evolving. Self-stabilization can be thought as a way to overcome the fact that there is no clear start for the algorithmic process. Such a well defined origin of time gives agents knowledge of their respective initial states.

**Self-stabilizing Bit Dissemination.** Disseminating information from one or several sources to the rest of the population is one of the most fundamental building blocks in distributed computing [36, 40, 45, 47, 87], and an important primitive in natural systems [113, 106, 109]. Here, we focus on the *Majority Bit Dissemination* problem defined as follows. We consider a population of \(n\) agents. The population may contain multiple *source agents* which are specified by a designated bit in the state of an agent indicating whether the agent is a source or not. Each source agent holds a binary *input bit*, however, sources may not necessarily agree on their input bits. In addition, each agent holds a binary *output bit* (also called *opinion*). The goal of all agents is to converge their opinion on the majority bit among the initial input bits of the sources, termed \(b_{\text{maj}}\). This problem aims to capture scenarios in which some individuals view themselves as informed, but some of these agents could also be wrong, or not up-to-date. Such situations are common in nature [43, 106] as well as in man-made systems. The number of sources is termed \(k\). We do not assume that agents know the value \(k\), or that sources know whether they are in the majority or minority (in terms of their input bit). For simplicity, to avoid dealing with the case that the fraction of the majority input bit among sources is arbitrarily close to that of the minority input bit, we shall guarantee convergence only when the fraction of source agents holding the majority input bit is bounded away from \(1/2\).

The particular case where we are promised to have \(k = 1\) is called Bit Dissemination, for short. In this case we have a single source agent that aims to disseminate its input bit \(b\) to the rest of the population, and there are no other sources introducing a conflicting opinion. Note that this problem has been studied extensively in different models under different names (e.g., *Broadcast* or *Rumor Spreading*). A classical example of Bit Dissemination considers the synchronous \(\text{PUSH}/\text{PULL}\) communication model, where \(b\) can be propagated from the source to all other agents in \(O(\log n)\) rounds, by simply letting each uninformed agent copy it whenever it sees an informed agent [57]. The correctness of this protocol heavily relies on the initial information held by agents. Such reliability however may be difficult to achieve in dynamic or unreliable conditions. For example, if the source opinions fluctuates stabilizing to its final value, the source may invoke several consecutive executions of the protocol with contradicting initial opinions. This may in turn “infect” other agents with the wrong opinion \(1 - b\). If agents do not share a common time notion, it is unclear how to let infected agents distinguish their current wrong opinion from the more “fresh”, correct opinion.

### 5.1.2 Technical Difficulties and Intuition

Consider the Bit Dissemination problem (where we are guaranteed to have a single source agent). This particular case is already difficult in the self-stabilizing context if we are restricted
to use $O(1)$ bits per interaction. As hinted above, a main difficulty lies in the fact that agents do not necessarily share a common time notion. Indeed, it is easy to see that if all agents share the same clock, then convergence can be achieved in $O(\log n)$ time with high probability (w.h.p.), i.e., with a probability of at least $1 - n^{-\Omega(1)}$, and using two bits per interaction.

Self-stabilizing Bit Dissemination ($k = 1$) with 2 bits per interaction, assuming synchronized clocks. The source sets her output bit to be her input bit $b$. In addition to communicate its output bit $b_u$, each agent $u$ stores and communicates a certainty bit $c_u$. Informally, having a certainty bit equal to 1 indicates that the agent is certain of the correctness of its output bit. The source’s certainty bit is always set to 1. Whenever a non-source agent $v$ observes $u$ and sees the tuple $(b_u, c_u)$, where $c_u = 1$, it copies the output and certainty bits of $u$ (i.e., sets $b_v = b_u$ and $c_v = 1$). In addition, all non-source agents count rounds, and reset their certainty bit to 0 simultaneously every $T = O(\log n)$ rounds. The reset allows to get rid of “old” output bits that may result from applying the protocol before the source’s output bit has stabilized. This way, from the first time a reset is applied after the source’s output bit has stabilized, the correct source’s output bit will propagate to all agents within $T$ rounds, w.h.p. Note however, that if agents do not share a consistent notion of time they cannot reset their certainty bit to zero simultaneously. In such cases, it is unclear how to prevent agents that have just reset their certainty bit to 0 from being “infected” by “misleading” agents, namely, those that have the wrong output bit and certainty bit equal to 1.

Self-stabilizing Bit Dissemination ($k = 1$) with a single bit per interaction, assuming synchronized clocks. Under the assumption that all agents share the same clock, the following trick shows how to obtain convergence in $O(\log n)$ time and using only a single bit per message, namely, the output bit. As before, the source sets her output bit to be her input bit $b$. Essentially, agents divide time into phases of some prescribed length $T = O(\log n)$, each of them being further subdivided into 2 subphases of length $T/2$. In the first subphase of each phase, non-source agents are sensitive to opinion 0. This means that whenever they see a 0 in the output bit of another agent, they turn their output bit to 0, but if they see 1 they ignore it. Then, in the second subphase of each phase, they do the opposite, namely they switch their output bit to 1 as soon as they see a 1 (see Figure 5.1). Consider the first phase starting after initialization. If $b = 0$ then within one complete subphase $[1, T/2]$, every output bit is 0 w.h.p., and remains there forever. Otherwise, if $b = 1$, when all agents go over a subphase $[T/2 + 1, T]$ all output bits are set to 1 w.h.p., and remain 1 forever. Note that a common time notion is required to achieve correctness.

The previous protocol indicates that the self-stabilizing Bit Dissemination problem is highly related to the self-stabilizing Clock Synchronization problem, where each agent internally stores a clock modulo $T = O(\log n)$ incremented at every round and, despite having arbitrary initial states, all agents should converge on sharing the same value of the clock. Indeed, given such a protocol, one can obtain a self-stabilizing Bit Dissemination protocol by running the Clock
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Figure 5.1: The division in subphases used for self-stabilizing Bit Dissemination with a clock. During the first half, between times 1 and \( T/2 \), agents are sensitive to 0. Then they are sensitive to 1.

Synchronization protocol in parallel to the last example protocol. This parallel execution costs only an additional bit to the message size and a \( \Theta(n) \) additive term to the time complexity over the complexities of the Clock Synchronization protocol.

**Intuition behind the self-stabilizing Clock Synchronization algorithm.** Our technique for obtaining the Clock Synchronization protocol is based on a compact recursive use of the stabilizing consensus protocol proposed by Doerr et al. \[48\] through our Message Reduction Theorem (Theorem 5.6).

In Section 5.2.2, we describe a simple protocol called SYN-SIMPLE that uses \( O(\log T) \) bits per message. In SYN-SIMPLE, each agent \( u \) maintains a clock \( C_u \in [0, T-1] \). At each round, each agent \( u \) displays the opinion of her clock, pulls 2 other such clock opinions, and updates her clock as the bitwise majority of the two clocks she pulled and her own. Then the clock \( C_u \) is incremented. This protocol essentially amounts to running the protocol of Doerr et al. on each bit separately and in parallel, and self-stabilizes in \( O(\log T \log n) \) rounds w.h.p. (Proposition 5.2.1).

We want to apply a strategy similar to SYN-SIMPLE, while using only \( O(1) \) many bits per interaction. The core technical ingredient, made rigorous in the Message Reduction Theorem, is that a certain class of protocols using messages of \( \ell \) bits, to which SYN-SIMPLE belongs, can be emulated by another protocol which uses \( \lceil \log \ell \rceil + 1 \) bits only. The idea is to build a clock modulo \( \ell \) using SYN-SIMPLE itself on \( \lceil \log \ell \rceil \) bits and sequentially display one bit of the original \( \ell \)-bit message according to such clock. Thus, by applying such strategy to SYN-SIMPLE itself, we use a smaller clock modulo \( \ell' \ll \ell \) to synchronize a clock modulo \( \ell \). Iterating such process, in Section 5.4, we obtain a compact protocol which uses only 3 bits.
5.1.3 Organization of the Chapter

We first define the model with more details than in the Introduction 1.5.4, and give our results afterwards in Section 5.1.5. After some necessary preliminaries (Section 5.2), we present the compiler (the Message Reduction Theorem) that allows to reduce the message size of our protocols in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 is devoted to the clock synchronization protocol and Section 5.5 builds on it to derive our protocol for Majority Bit Dissemination.

5.1.4 The Model

The communication model. We adopt the synchronous PULL model [18,45]. Specifically, in the PULL(\eta) model, communication proceeds in discrete rounds. In each round, each agent \( u \) “observes” \( \eta \) arbitrary other agents, chosen uniformly at random (with replacement), which we abbreviate as u.a.r., among all agents, including herself. (We often omit the parameter \( \eta \) when it is equal to 2). When an agent \( u \) “observes” another agent \( v \), she can peek into a designated visible part of \( v \)’s memory. If several agents observe an agent \( v \) at the same round then they all see the same visible part. The message size denotes the number of bits stored in the visible part of an agent. We denote with PULL(\eta,\ell) the PULL(\eta) model with message size \( \ell \). We are primarily interested in message size that is independent of \( n \), the number of agents.

Agents. We assume that agents do not have unique identities, that is, the system is anonymous. We do not aim to minimize the (non-visible) memory requirement of the agent, yet our constructions can be implemented with relatively short memory, using \( O(\log \log n) \) bits. We assume that each agent internally stores a clock modulo some integer \( T = O(\log n) \), which is incremented at every round.

Majority Bit Dissemination problem. We assume a system of \( n \) agents each having an internal state that contains an indicator bit which indicates whether or not the agent is a source. Each source holds a binary input bit and each agent (including sources) holds a binary opinion. Note that having the indicator bit equal to 1 is equivalent to possessing an input bit: both are exclusive properties of source nodes. However, we keep them distinct for a clearer presentation. The number of sources (i.e., agents whose indicator bit is 1) is denoted by \( k \). We denote by \( k_0 \) and \( k_1 \) the number of sources whose input bit is initially set to 1 and 0, respectively. Assuming \( k_1 \neq k_0 \), we define the majority bit, termed \( b_{maj} \), as 1 if \( k_1 > k_0 \) and 0 if \( k_1 < k_0 \). Source agents know that they are sources (using the indicator bit) but they do not know whether they hold the majority bit. The parameters \( k, k_1 \) or \( k_0 \) are not known to the sources or to any other agent. It is required that the opinions of agents converge to the majority bit \( b_{maj} \).

We note that agents hold their output and indicator bits privately, and we do not require them to necessarily reveal these bits publicly (in their visible parts) unless they wish to. To avoid dealing with the cases where the number of sources holding the majority bit is arbitrarily
close to $\frac{k}{2}$, we shall guarantee correctness (w.h.p.) only if the fraction of sources holding the majority is bounded away from $\frac{1}{2}$, i.e., only if $|\frac{k_1}{k_0} - 1| > \varepsilon$, for some positive constant $\varepsilon$. When $k = 1$, the problem is called Bit Dissemination, for short. Note that in this case, the single source agent holds the bit $b_{maj}$ to be disseminated and there is no other source agent introducing a conflicting opinion.

**T-Clock Synchronization.** Let $T$ be an integer. In the $T$-Clock Synchronization problem, each agent maintains a clock modulo $T$ that is incremented at each round. The goal of agents is to converge on having the same value in their clocks modulo $T$. (We may omit the parameter $T$ when it is clear from the context.)

**Probabilistic self-stabilization and convergence.** Self-stabilizing protocols are meant to guarantee that the system eventually converges to a legal configuration regardless of the initial states of the agents [16]. Here we use a slightly weaker notion, called probabilistic self-stabilization, where stability is guaranteed w.h.p. [16]. More formally, for the Clock Synchronization problem, we assume that all states are initially set by an adversary. For the Majority Bit Dissemination problem, we assume that all states are initially set by an adversary except that it is assumed that the agents know their total number $n$, and that this information is not corrupted.

In the context of $T$-Clock Synchronization, a legal configuration is reached when all clocks show the same time modulo $T$, and in the Majority Bit Dissemination problem, a legal configuration is reached when all agents output the majority bit $b_{maj}$. Note that in the context of the Majority Bit Dissemination problem, the legality criterion depends on the initial configuration (that may be set by an adversary). That is, the agents must converge their opinion on the majority of input bits of sources, as evident in the initial configuration.

The system is said to stabilize in $t$ rounds if, from any initial configuration, with high probability, within $t$ rounds it reaches a legal configuration and remains legal for at least some polynomial time [16, 18, 48]. In fact, for the self-stabilizing Bit Dissemination problem, if there are no conflicting source agents holding a minority opinion (such as in the case of a single source agent), then our protocols guarantee that once a legal configuration is reached, it remains legal indefinitely. Note that, for any of the problems, we do not require that each agent irrevocably commits to a final opinion but that eventually agents arrive at a legal configuration without necessarily being aware of that.

### 5.1.5 Our Results

Our main results are the following.
5.1. Introduction

**Theorem 5.1**

Fix an arbitrarily small constant $\varepsilon > 0$. There exists a protocol, called Syn-Phase-Spread, which solves the Majority Bit Dissemination problem in a self-stabilizing manner in $\tilde{O}(\log n)$ rounds\(^a\) w.h.p using 3-bit messages, provided that the majority bit is supported by at least a fraction $\frac{1}{2} + \varepsilon$ of the source agents.

\(^a\)With a slight abuse of notation, with $\tilde{O}(f(n)g(T))$ we refer to $f(n)g(T)\log^{O(1)}(f(n))\log^{O(1)}(g(T))$. All logarithms are in base 2.

Theorem 5.1 is proved in Section 5.5. The core ingredient of Syn-Phase-Spread is our construction of an efficient self-stabilizing $T$-Clock Synchronization protocol, which is used as a black-box. For this purpose, the case that interests us is when $T = \tilde{O}(\log n)$. Note that in this case, the following theorem, proved in Section 5.4, states that the convergence time of the Clock Synchronization algorithm is $\tilde{O}(\log n)$.

**Theorem 5.2**

Let $T$ be an integer. There exists a self-stabilizing $T$-Clock Synchronization protocol, called Syn-Clock, which employs only 3-bit messages, and synchronizes clocks modulo $T$ within $\tilde{O}(\log n \log T)$ rounds w.h.p.

In addition to the self-stabilizing context our protocols can tolerate the presence of Byzantine agents, as long as their number is $2\mathcal{O}(n^{1/2-\varepsilon})$. However, in order to focus on the self-stabilizing aspect of our results, in this work we do not explicitly address the presence of Byzantine agents.

The proofs of both Theorem 5.2 and Theorem 5.1 rely on recursively applying a new general compiler which can essentially transform any self-stabilizing algorithm with a certain property (called “the bitwise-independence property”) that uses $\ell$-bit messages to one that uses only $\lceil \log \ell \rceil + 1$-bit messages, while paying only a small penalty in the running time. This compiler is described in Section 5.3, in Theorem 5.6 which is also referred as “the Message Reduction Theorem”. The structure between our different lemmas and results is summarized in the picture below, Figure 5.2.

It remains an open problem, both for the self-stabilizing Bit Dissemination problem and for the self-stabilizing Clock Synchronization problem, whether the message size can be reduced to 2 bits or even to 1 bit, while keeping the running time poly-logarithmic.

---

\(^2\)Specifically, it is possible to show that, as a corollary of our analysis and the fault-tolerance property of the analysis in [48], if $T \leq \text{poly}(n)$ then Syn-Clock can tolerate the presence of up to $\mathcal{O}(n^{1/2-\varepsilon})$ Byzantine agents for any $\varepsilon > 0$. In addition, Syn-Phase-Spread can tolerate min\{$(1-\varepsilon)(k_{maj} - k_{min})$, $n^{1/2-\varepsilon}$\} Byzantine agents, where $k_{maj}$ and $k_{min}$ are the number of sources supporting the majority and minority opinions, respectively. Note that for the case of a single source ($k = 1$), no Byzantine agents are allowed; indeed, a single Byzantine agent pretending to be the source with the opposite opinion can clearly ruin any protocol.
Figure 5.2: The structure of our arguments. Note that the Message Reduction Theorem is used on three occasions.

5.1.6 Related Work

The computational study of abstract systems composed of simple individuals that interact using highly restricted and stochastic interactions has recently been gaining considerable attention in the community of theoretical computer science. Popular models include population protocols [7, 12, 9, 15], which typically consider constant size individuals that interact in pairs (using constant size messages) in random communication patterns, and the beeping model [2, 58], which assumes a fixed network with extremely restricted communication. Our model also falls in this framework as we consider the PULL model [45, 87, 89] with constant size messages. So far, despite interesting works that consider different fault-tolerant contexts [8, 9, 15], most of the progress in this framework considered non-faulty scenarios.

Information dissemination is one of the most well-studied topics in the community of distributed computing, see, e.g., [8, 36, 45, 47, 48, 63, 87]. Classical examples include the Broadcast (also referred to in the literature as Rumor Spreading) problem, in which a piece of information residing at one source agent is to be disseminated to the rest of the population, and majority-consensus (here, called Majority Bit Dissemination) problems in which processors are required to agree on a common output value which is the majority initial input value among all agents [8, 91] or among a set of designated source agents [63]. An extensive amount of research has been dedicated to study such problems in PULL/PULL based protocols (including the phone call model), due to the inherent simplicity and fault-tolerant resilience of such meeting patterns. Indeed, the robustness of PULL/PULL based protocols to weak types of faults, such as crashes of messages and/or agents, or to the presence of relatively few Byzantine agents, has
been known for quite a while [56, 87]. Recently, it has been shown that under the \textsc{Push} model, there exist efficient Broadcast and Majority Bit Dissemination protocols that use a single bit per message and can overcome flips in messages (noise) [63]. The protocols therein, however, heavily rely on the assumption that agents know when the protocol has started. Observe that in a self-stabilizing context, in which the adversary can corrupt the initial clocks setting them to arbitrary times, such an assumption would be difficult to remove while preserving the small message size.

In general, there are only few known self-stabilizing protocols that operate efficiently under stochastic and capacity restricted interactions. An example, which is also of high relevance to this work, is the work of Doerr et al. on \textit{Stabilizing Consensus} [48] operating in the \textsc{Pull} model. In that work, each agent initially has a state taken out of a set of \(m\) opinions and the goal is to converge on one of the proposed states. The proposed algorithm which runs in logarithmic time is based on sampling the states of 2 agents and updating the agent’s state to be the median of the 2 sampled states and the current state of the agent (3 opinions in total). Since the total number of possible states is \(m\), the number of bits that must be revealed in each interaction is \(\Omega(\log m)\). Another example is the plurality consensus protocol in [18], in which each agent has initially an opinion and we want the system to converge to the most frequent one in the initial configuration of the system. In fact, the Majority Bit Dissemination problem can be viewed as a generalization of the \textit{majority-consensus} problem (i.e. the plurality consensus problem with two opinions), to the case in which multiple agents may initially be unopinionated. In the previous sense, we also contribute to the line of research on the majority-consensus problem [17, 42, 55].

Another fundamental building block is Clock Synchronization [13, 93, 95, 96]. We consider a synchronous system in which clocks tick at the same pace but may not share the same opinion. This version has earlier been studied in e.g., [20, 49, 50, 51, 65, 83] under different names, including “digital Clock Synchronization” and “synchronization of phase-clocks”; We simply use the term “Clock Synchronization”. There is by now a substantial line of work on Clock Synchronization problems in a self-stabilizing context [84, 51, 98, 97]. We note that in these papers the main focus is on the resilience to Byzantine agents. The number of rounds and message lengths are also minimized, but typically as a function of the number of Byzantine processors. Our focus is instead on minimizing the time and message complexities as much as possible. The authors in [98, 97] consider mostly a deterministic setting. The communication model is very different than ours, as every agent gets one message from every other agent on each round. Moreover, agents are assumed to have unique identifiers. In contrast, we work in a more restricted, yet randomized communication setting. In [84, 98] randomized protocols are also investigated. We remark that the first protocol we discuss \textsc{Syn-Simple} (Proposition 5.2.1), which relies on a known simple connection between consensus and counting [84], already improves exponentially on the randomized algorithms from [84, 98] in terms of number of rounds, number of memory states, message length and total amount of communication, in the restricted regime where the resilience parameter \(f\) satisfies \(\log n \leq f \leq \sqrt{n}\). We further note that the works [97, 98] also use a recursive construction for their clocks (although very different
from the one we use in the proof of Theorem 5.2). The induction in [98] is on the resilience parameter \(f\), the number of agents and the clock length together. This idea is improved in [97] to achieve optimality in terms of resilience to Byzantine agents.

To the best of our knowledge there are no previous works on self-stabilizing Clock Synchronization or Majority Bit Dissemination that aim to minimize the message size beyond logarithmic in the \textit{PULL} model.

5.2 Preliminaries

5.2.1 A majority Based, Self-Stabilizing Protocol for Consensus on One Bit

Let us recall\(^3\) the stabilizing consensus protocol by Doerr et al. in [48]. In this protocol, called \textsc{maj-consensus}, each agent holds an opinion. In each round each agent looks at the opinions of two other random agents and updates her opinion taking the majority among the bits of the observed agents and its own. Note that this protocol uses only a single bit per interaction, namely, the opinion. The usefulness of \textsc{maj-consensus} comes from its extremely fast and fault-tolerant convergence toward an agreement among agents, as given by the following result\(^4\).

\textbf{Theorem 5.3: Doerr et al. [48]}

From any initial configuration, \textsc{maj-consensus} converges to a state in which all agents agree on the same output bit in \(O(\log n)\) rounds, w.h.p. Moreover, if there are at most \(\kappa \leq n^{1/2-\varepsilon}\) Byzantine agents, for any constant \(\varepsilon > 0\), then after \(O(\log n)\) rounds all non-Byzantine agents have converged and consensus is maintained for \(n^{\Omega(1)}\) rounds w.h.p.

\(^3\)Our protocols will use this protocol as a black box. However, we note that the constructions we outline are in fact independent of the choice of consensus protocol, and this protocol could be replaced by other protocols that achieve similar guarantees.

\(^4\)The original statement of [48] says that if at most \(\kappa \leq \sqrt{n}\) agents can be corrupted at any round, then convergence happens for all but at most \(O(\kappa)\) agents. Let us explain how this implies the statement we gave, namely that we can replace \(O(\kappa)\) by \(\kappa\), if \(\kappa \leq n^{1/2-\varepsilon}\). Assume that we are in the regime \(\kappa \leq n^{1/2-\varepsilon}\). It follows from [48] that all but a set of \(O(\kappa)\) agents reach consensus after \(O(\log n)\) round. This set of size \(O(\kappa)\) contains both Byzantine and non Byzantine agents. However, if the number of agents holding the minority opinion is \(O(\kappa) = O(n^{1/2-\varepsilon})\), then the expected number of non Byzantine agents that disagree with the majority at the next round is in expectation \(O(\kappa^2/n) = O(n^{-2\varepsilon})\). Thus, by Markov’s inequality, this implies, that at the next round consensus is reached among \textit{all non-Byzantine agents} w.h.p. Note also that, for the same reasons, the Byzantine agents do not affect any other non-Byzantine agent for \(n^{\varepsilon}\) rounds w.h.p.
5.2. Preliminaries

5.2.2 Protocol Syn-Simple: A simple Protocol with Many Bits per Interaction

We now present a simple self-stabilizing $T$-Clock Synchronization protocol, called SYN-SIMPLE, that uses relatively many bits per message, and relies on the assumption that $T$ is a power of 2. The protocol is based on iteratively applying a self-stabilizing consensus protocol on each bit of the clock separately, and in parallel.

Formally, each agent $u$ maintains a clock $C_u \in [0, T - 1]$. At each round, $u$ displays the opinion of her clock $C_u$, pulls 2 uniform other such clock opinions, and updates her clock as the bitwise majority of the two clocks it pulled, and her own. Subsequently, the clock $C_u$ is incremented. We present the pseudo code of SYN-SIMPLE in Algorithm 1.

### Syn-Simple protocol

1. $u$ samples two agents $u_1$ and $u_2$.
2. $u$ updates its clock with the bitwise majority of its clock and those of the sample nodes.
3. $u$ increments its clock by one unit.

**Algorithm 1:** One round of SYN-SIMPLE, executed by each agent $u$.

We prove the correctness of SYN-SIMPLE in the next proposition.

**Proposition 5.2.1.** Let $T$ be a power of 2. The protocol SYN-SIMPLE is a self-stabilizing protocol that uses $O(\log T)$ bits per interaction and synchronizes clocks modulo $T$ in $O(\log T \log n)$ rounds w.h.p.

**Proof.** Let us look at the least significant bit. One round of SYN-SIMPLE is equivalent to one round of MAJ-CONSENSUS with an extra flipping of the opinion due to the increment of the clock. The crucial point is that all agents jointly flip their bit on every round. Because the function agents apply, MAJ, is symmetric, it commutes with the flipping operation. More formally, let $\vec{b}_t$ be the vector of the first bits of the clocks of the agents at round $t$ under an execution of SYN-SIMPLE. E.g. $(\vec{b}_t)_u$ is the value of the less significant bit of node $u$’s clock at time $t$. Similarly, we denote by $\vec{c}_t$ the first bits of the clocks of the agents at round $t$ obtained by running a modified version of SYN-SIMPLE in which time is not incremented (i.e. we skip line 3 in Algorithm 1). We couple $\vec{b}$ and $\vec{c}$ trivially, by running the two versions on the same interaction pattern (in other words, each agent starts with the same memory and pulls the same agents at each round in both executions). Then, $\vec{b}_t$ is equal to $\vec{c}_t$ when $t$ is even, while is equal to $\vec{b}_t = 1 - \vec{c}_t$ when $t$ is odd. Moreover, we know from Theorem 5.3 that $\vec{c}_t$ converge to a stable opinion in a self-stabilizing manner. It follows that, from any initial configuration of states (i.e. clocks), w.h.p, after $O(\log n)$ rounds of executing SYN-SIMPLE, all agents share the same opinion for their first bit, and jointly flip it in each round. Once agents agree on the
first bit, since \( T \) is a power of 2, the increment of time makes them flip the second bit \( \textit{jointly} \) once every 2 rounds. More generally, assuming agents agree on the first \( \ell \) bits of their clocks, they \( \textit{jointly} \) flip the \( \ell + 1 \)'st bit once every \( 2^\ell \) rounds, on top of doing the \textsc{maj-consensus} protocol on that bit. Hence, the same coupling argument shows that the flipping doesn’t affect the convergence on bit \( \ell + 1 \). Therefore, \( O(\log n) \) rounds after the first \( \ell \) bits are synchronized, w.h.p. the \( \ell + 1 \)'st bit is synchronized as well. The result thus follows by induction.

5.2.3 The bitwise-independence Property

Our general transformer described in Section 5.3 is useful for reducing the message size of protocols with a certain property called bitwise-independence. Before defining the property we need to define a variant of the \textsc{pull} model, which we refer to as the \textsc{bit} model. The reason we introduce such a variant is mainly technical, as it appears naturally in our proofs. Thus, unless explicitly stated, we always refer to the \textsc{pull} model.

Recall that in the \textsc{pull}(\( \eta, \ell \)) model, at any given round, each agent \( u \) is reading an \( \ell \)-bit message \( m_{v_j} \) for each of the \( \eta \) observed agents \( v_j \) chosen u.a.r. (in our case \( \eta = 2 \)), and then, in turn, \( u \) updates her state according to the instructions of a protocol \( P \). Informally, in the \textsc{bit} model, each agent \( u \) also receives \( \eta \) messages, however, in contrast to the \textsc{pull} model where each such message corresponds to one observed agent, in the \textsc{bit} model, the \( i \)'th bit of each such message is received independently from a (typically new) agent, chosen u.a.r. from all agents.

**Definition 5.2.2** (The \textsc{bit} model). In the \textsc{bit} model, at each round, each agent \( u \) picks \( \eta \ell \) agents u.a.r., namely, \( v_1^{(1)}, v_2^{(1)}, \ldots, v_\ell^{(1)}, v_1^{(\eta)}, v_2^{(\eta)}, \ldots, v_\ell^{(\eta)} \), and reads \( s_i^{(j)} = s_i(v_i^{(j)}) \), the \( i \)-th bit of the visible part of agent \( v_i^{(j)} \), for every \( i \leq \ell \) and \( j \leq \eta \). For each \( j \leq \eta \), let \( \hat{m}_j(u) \) be the \( \ell \)-bit string \( \hat{m}_j(u) := (s_1^{(j)}, s_2^{(j)}, \ldots, s_\ell^{(j)}) \). By a slight abuse of language we call the strings \( \{\hat{m}_j(u)\}_{j \leq \eta} \) the messages received by \( u \) in the \textsc{bit} model.

**Definition 5.2.3** (The bitwise – independence property). Consider a protocol \( P \) designed to work in the \textsc{pull} model. We say that \( P \) has the bitwise-independence property if its correctness and running time guarantees remain the same under the \textsc{bit} model (assuming that given the messages \( \{\hat{m}_j(u)\}_{j \leq \eta} \) it receives at any round, each agent \( u \) performs the same actions that it would have, had it received these messages in the \textsc{pull} model).

Let us first state a fact about protocols having the bitwise-independence property.
Assume we are given two protocols SYN-Generic and P, designed to work in the PULL model, such that

- Protocol SYN-Generic synchronizes clocks modulo $T$ for some $T$ and
- Protocol P works assuming agents share a clock modulo $T$.

Denote by SYN-P the parallel execution of SYN-Generic and P, with P using the clock synchronized by SYN-Generic. Then

1. If SYN-Generic and P are self-stabilizing then so is SYN-P, and the convergence time of SYN-P is at most the sum of convergence times of SYN-Generic and P.

2. Finally, if SYN-Generic and P have the bitwise-independence property, and P is also self-stabilizing, SYN-P has the bitwise-independence property too.

Proof. The self-stabilizing property of SYN-P and its convergence time directly follow from those of SYN-Generic and P (part 1 of the statement). We just need to check the correctness of SYN-P, when run in the BIT model (part 2 of the statement). The fact that SYN-Generic and P are run in parallel means that the part of the message and computations regarding SYN-Generic are not affected by those regarding P. This still holds when running the protocol in the BIT model. Since, by hypothesis, SYN-Generic has the independence property, there exists a time $\tau$ after which all agents share a synchronized clock modulo $T$, even in the BIT model. Thus, after time $\tau$, we can disregard the part of the message corresponding to SYN-Generic, and view the execution of SYN-P as simply P. The assumption that P is self-stabilizing and has the independence property implies that, regardless of the nodes’ memory states concerning the execution of P at time $\tau$, SYN-P still works in the BIT model as in the original PULL model, thus inheriting the bitwise-independence property from SYN-Generic and P.

We next show that the protocol SYN-SIMPLE has the aforementioned bitwise-independence property.

Assume we are given two protocols SYN-Generic and P, designed to work in the BIT model, such that

Proof. Let us start by commenting on SYN-SIMPLE, when run in the usual PULL model. Let $\ell'$ be the size of the clocks. Assume the first $i < \ell'$ bits of the clocks have been synchronized. At this stage, the $(i + 1)$-st bit of each agent $u$ is flipped every $2^i$ rounds (from 0 to 1 or from 1 to 0) and updated as the majority of the $(i + 1)$-st bit of $C(u)$ and the 2 pulled messages on each round. Since the first $i$ bits are synchronized, the previous flipping is performed by
all agents at the same round. Let us now consider the protocol over the BIT model. Observe that, in order for SYN-SIMPLE to work, we do not need the bit at index \((i + 1)\) to come from the same agent as the bits corresponding to indices \(\leq i\), as long as convergence on the first \(i\) bits has been achieved. Hence, as is, the reasoning above for the PULL model holds in the BIT model as well.

5.3 A General Compiler that Reduces Message Size

In this section we present a general compiler that allows to implement a protocol \(P\) using \(\ell\)-bit messages while using messages of order \(\log \ell\) instead, as long as \(P\) enjoys the bitwise-independence property. The compiler is based on replacing a message by an index to a given bit of the message. This tool will repeatedly be used in the following sections to obtain our Clock Synchronization and Majority Bit Dissemination algorithms that use 3-bit messages.

### Theorem 5.6: the Message Reduction Theorem

Any self-stabilizing protocol \(P\) in the PULL\((\eta, \ell)\) model having the bitwise-independence property, and whose running time is \(L_P\), can be emulated by a protocol \(\text{Emul}(P)\) which runs in the PULL\((2, \lceil \log(\eta \ell) \rceil + 1)\) model, has running time \(O(\log(\eta \ell) \log n) + \eta \frac{\ell}{2} L_P\) and has itself the bitwise-independence property.

**Remark 5.3.1.** The only reason for designing \(\text{Emul}(P)\) to run in the PULL\((2, \lceil \log(\eta \ell) \rceil + 1)\) model in the Message Reduction Theorem is the consensus protocol we adopt, \text{maj-consensus}, which works in the PULL\((2)\) model.

In fact, \(\text{Emul}(P)\) can be adapted to run in the PULL\((1, \lceil \log(\eta \ell) \rceil + 1)\) model by using a consensus protocol working in the PULL\((1)\) model. However, no self-stabilizing binary consensus protocol in the PULL\((1)\) model with the same performances as \text{maj-consensus} is currently known.

**Proof of Theorem 5.6.** Let \(s(u) \in \{0, 1\}^\ell\) be the message displayed by an agent \(u\) under \(P\) at a given round. For simplicity’s sake, in the following we assume that \(\eta\) is even, the other case is handled similarly. In \(\text{Emul}(P)\), agent \(u\) keeps the message \(s(u)\) privately, and instead displays a clock \(C(u)\) written on \(\lceil \log(\eta \ell) \rceil\) bits, and one bit of the message \(s(u)\), which we refer to as the P-bit. Thus, the total number of bits displayed by the agent operating in \(\text{Emul}(P)\) is \(\lceil \log(\eta \ell) \rceil + 1\). The purpose of the clock \(C(u)\) is to indicate to agent \(u\) which bit of \(s(u)\) to display. In particular, if the counter has value 0, then the 0-th bit (i.e the least significant bit) of \(s(u)\) is shown as the P-bit, and so on. In what follows, we refer to \(s(u)\) as the private message of \(u\), to emphasize the fact that this message is not visible in \(\text{Emul}(P)\). See Figure 5.3 for an illustration.

Each round of \(P\) executed in the PULL\((\eta, \ell)\) model by an agent \(u\) is emulated by \(\frac{\ell}{2}\) rounds of \(\text{Emul}(P)\) in the PULL\((2, \lceil \log(\eta \ell) \rceil + 1)\) model. We refer to such \(\frac{\ell}{2}\) rounds as a phase,
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Figure 5.3: On the left is a protocol \(P\) using \(\ell = 8\) bits in total and pulling only one node per round \((\eta = 1)\). On the right is the emulated version \(\text{EMUL}(P)\) which uses 4 bits only. The bits depicted on the bottom of each panel are kept privately, while the bits on the top are public, that is, appear in the visible part.

which is further divided to \(\frac{\eta}{2}\) subphases of length \(\ell\). Note that since each agent samples 2 agents in a round, the total number of agents sampled by an agent during a phases is \(\eta\ell\).

For a generic agent \(u\), a phase starts when its clock \(C(u)\) is zero, and ends after a full loop of its clock (i.e. when \(C(u)\) returns to zero). Each agent \(u\) is running protocol \(\text{SYN-SIMPLE}\) on the \(|\log(\frac{\eta}{2}\ell)|\) bits which correspond to her clock \(C(u)\). Note that the phases executed by different agents may initially be unsynchronized, but, thanks to Proposition 5.2.1, the clocks \(C(u)\) eventually converge to the same value, for each agent \(u\), and hence all agents eventually agree on when each phase (and subphase) starts.

Let \(u\) be an arbitrary agent. Denote by \(\hat{s}_1^{(1)}, \hat{s}_2^{(1)}, \ldots, \hat{s}_\ell^{(1)}, \ldots, \hat{s}_1^{(\eta)}, \hat{s}_2^{(\eta)}, \ldots, \hat{s}_\ell^{(\eta)}\) the \(P\)-bits collected by \(u\) from agents chosen u.a.r during a phase. Consider a phase and a round \(z \in \{1, \ldots, \frac{\eta}{2}\ell\}\) in that phase. Let \(i\) and \(j\) be such that \(z = j \cdot \ell + i\). We view \(z\) as round \(i\) of subphase \(j + 1\) of the phase. On this round, agent \(u\) pulls two messages from agents \(v\) and \(w\), chosen u.a.r. Once the clocks (and thus phases and subphases) have synchronized, agents \(v\) and \(w\) are guaranteed to be displaying the \(i\)th index of their private messages, namely, the values \(s_i(v)\) and \(s_i(w)\), respectively. Agent \(u\) then sets \(\hat{s}_i^{(2j-1)}\) equal to \(s_i(v)\) and \(\hat{s}_i^{(2j)}\) equal to \(s_i(w)\).

In \(\text{EMUL}(P)\), the messages displayed by agents are only updated after a full loop of \(C\). It therefore follows from the previous paragraph that the \(P\)-bits collected by agent \(u\) after a full-phase are distributed like the bits collected during one round of \(P\) in the \(BIT\) model (see Definition 5.2.2), assuming the clocks are synchronized already.

Correctness. The bitwise-independence property of \(\text{SYN-SIMPLE}\) (Lemma 5.5), implies that \(\text{SYN-SIMPLE}\) still works when messages are constructed from the \(P\)-bits collected by \(\text{EMUL}(P)\). Therefore, from Proposition 5.2.1, eventually all the clocks \(C\) are synchronized. Since private messages \(s\) are only updated after a full loop of \(C\), once the clocks \(C\) are synchronized a phase of \(\text{EMUL}(P)\) corresponds to one round of \(P\), executed in the \(BIT\) model. Hence, the hypothesis that \(P\) operates correctly in a self-stabilizing way in the \(BIT\) model implies the correctness of \(\text{EMUL}(P)\).
Running time. Once the clocks $C(u)$ are synchronized, for all agents $u$, using the first $\lceil \log(\frac{3}{2}\ell) \rceil$ bits of the messages, the agents reproduce an execution of $P$ with a multiplicative time-overhead of $\frac{3}{2}\ell$. Moreover, from Proposition 5.2.1, synchronizing the clocks $C(u)$ takes $O(\log(\eta m) \log n)$ rounds. Thus, the time to synchronize the clocks costs only an additive factor of $O(\log(\eta m) \log n)$ rounds, and the total running time is $O(\log(\eta m) \log n) + \frac{3}{2}\ell \cdot L_P$.

Bitwise-independence property. Protocol $\text{EMUL}(P)$ inherits the bitwise-independence property from that of $\text{SYN-SIMPLE}$ (Lemma 5.5) and $P$ (which has the property by hypothesis): We can apply Lemma 5.4 where $\text{SYN-GENERIC}$ is $\text{SYN-SIMPLE}$ and $P$ is the subroutine described above, which displays at each round the bit of $P$ whose index is given by a synchronized clock $C$ modulo $\ell$ (i.e. the one produced by $\text{SYN-SIMPLE}$). Observe that the aforementioned subroutine is self-stabilizing, since it emulates $P$ once clocks are synchronized. Then, in the notation of Lemma 5.4, $\text{EMUL}(P)$ is $\text{SYN-P}$.

### 5.4 Self-Stabilizing Clock Synchronization

In Section 5.2.2 we described $\text{SYN-SIMPLE}$ - a simple self-stabilizing Clock Synchronization protocol that uses $\log T$ bits per interaction. In this section we describe our main self-stabilizing Clock Synchronization protocol, $\text{SYN-3BITS}$, that uses only 3 bits per interaction. We first assume $T$ is a power of 2. We show how to get rid of this assumption at the end of this section.

**Clock Synchronization with 3-bit Messages, Assuming $T$ is a Power of Two.** In this section, we show the following result.

**Lemma 5.7**

Let $T$ be a power of 2. There exists a synchronization protocol $\text{SYN-INTERMEDIATE}$ which synchronizes clocks modulo $T$ in time $\tilde{O}(\log^2 T \log n)$ using only 3-bit messages. Moreover, $\text{SYN-INTERMEDIATE}$ has the bitwise-independence property.

Before presenting the proof of Lemma 5.7, we need a remark about clocks.

**Remark 5.4.1.** In order to synchronize a clock $C$ modulo $T$, throughout the analysis we often obtain a clock $C'$ modulo $T$ which is incremented every $\ell$ rounds. However, $C'$ can still be translated back to a clock modulo $T$ which is incremented every round, by keeping a third clock $C''$ modulo $\ell$ and setting

$$C = \ell C' + C'' \mod T.$$ 

**Proof of Lemma 5.7.** At a high level, we simply apply iteratively the Message Reduction Theorem in order to reduce the message to 3 bits, starting with $P = \text{SYN-SIMPLE}$. A pictorial representation of our recursive protocol is given in Figure 5.4, and a pseudocode is given in Algorithm 2. The pseudocode deviates slightly from the presentation done in the proof, as it makes no use of recursion.
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The emulated protocol $P$ uses messages of $2^7$ bits.

Figure 5.4: A more explicit view of our 3-bit emulation of protocol $P$, obtained by iterating Lemma 5.6. The down-most layer represents the $2^7$-bits message displayed by protocol $P$. Each layer on the picture may be seen as the message of a protocol emulating $P$ with fewer bits, that is, as we go up on the figure we obtain more and more economical protocols in terms of message length. In particular, the top layer represents the 3-bit message in the final emulation. The left-most part of each message (colored in light blue) encodes a clock. The right-most bit (colored in light yellow) of each message (except the bottom-most one) corresponds to a particular bit of the layer below it. The index of this particular displayed bit is given by the value of the clock. Each clock on an intermediate layer is updated only when the clock on the layer above completes a loop (i.e., has value 0). The clock on the top-most layer is updated on every round.

Let us consider what we obtain after applying the Message Reduction Theorem the first time to $P = \text{SYN-SIMPLE}$ for clocks modulo $T$. Recall that we assume that $T$ is a power of 2. From Proposition 5.2.1 we know that in this case, the convergence time of $\text{SYN-SIMPLE}$ is $L_P = O(\log T \log n)$, the number of pulled agents at each round is 2 and the number of bits of each message is $\ell = \log T$.

With the emulation produced by the Message Reduction Theorem, the clock used in $P = \text{SYN-SIMPLE}$ is incremented only every $\ell = \log T$ rounds. Another way to interpret this is that we obtain a clock modulo $T \cdot \ell$ and using Remark 5.4.1 we can turn it into a counter modulo $T$ that is incremented at each round. Hence, by the running time analysis of the Message Reduction Theorem, we obtain a protocol $\text{EMUL}(P)$ which synchronizes a clock modulo $T$ in $O(\log n \log \log T) + O(\log^2 T \log n) = O(\log^2 T \log n)$ rounds. The message size is reduced from $\log T$ to $\lceil \log \log T \rceil + 1 = O(\log \log T)$.

By repeatedly applying the Message Reduction Theorem, we reduce the size of the message $\ell$ as long as $\ell > \lceil \log \ell \rceil + 1$, i.e. as long as $\ell > 3$. The number of repeated application of the Message Reduction Theorem until the message size is 3 is thus of order $\log^* T$.

Let us analyze the running time. Let $\ell_1 = \log T$, $\ell_{i+1} = \lceil \log \ell_i \rceil + 1$ and let $\tau(T) = \tau$ be the smallest integer such that $\ell_{\tau} = 3$. We apply the Message Reduction Theorem $i \leq \tau$ times,
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Syn-Intermediate protocol

MEMORY: Each agent $u$ keeps a sequence of clocks $C_1, \ldots, C_\tau$ and a sequence of bits $b_1, \ldots, b_\tau$. The clock $C_1$ runs modulo $T$, the clock $C_\tau$ runs modulo 4, and the $i$-th clock $C_i$ runs modulo $2^{i-1}$ (see proof of Lemma 5.7). Each agent $u$ also maintains a sequence of heaps (or some ordered structure) $S^\delta_i$, for each $\delta \in \{1, 2\}$ and $i = 1, \ldots, \tau$.

MESSAGE: $u$ displays $C_\tau$ (2 bits) and $b_\tau$ (1 bit). For all $i \in [\tau]$, $b_i(u)$ is the $C_i(u)$-th bit of the string obtained concatenating the binary representation of $C_{i-1}(u)$ and $b_{i-1}(u)$.

1. $u$ samples two agents $u_1$ and $u_2$.
2. $u$ updates its clock with the bitwise majority of its clock and those of the sampled nodes.
3. $u$ increments its clock by one unit.
4. $u$ sets $i^*$ equal to the maximal $i < \tau$ such that $C_{i+1} \neq 0$.
5. For $\delta = 1, 2$, $u$ pushes $b_\tau(u_\delta)$ in $S^\delta_i$.
   (Note that, if $C_{i^*+1}, \ldots, C_\tau$ are synchronized, then all agents are displaying the bit with index $C_{i^*+1}$ of $(C_{i^*}, b_{i^*})$ as $b_\tau$.)
6. While $i > 1$ and $C_i = 0$, $u$ does the following:
   7. | Pops the last $\ell_{i-1} - 1$ bits from $S^\delta_{i-1}$ and set $s^\delta$ equal to it.
   8. | Sets $C_{i-1}$ equal to the bitwise majority of $C_{i-1}(u)$, $s^1$ and $s^2$.
   9. | Increments $C_{i-1}$ and decrement $i$ by one unit.

Algorithm 2: Iterative version of the protocol SYN-INTERMEDIATE, executed by each agent $u$, unfolding the recursion in proof of Lemma 5.7

and we obtain a message size $\ell_i$ and a running time $L_i$, such that

\[
L_{i+1} \leq \gamma_1 (\log \ell_i \log n + \ell_i L_i),
\]

for some constant $\gamma_1$ independent of $i$. Let $a$ and $b$ be two given numbers. Given two real numbers $a$ and $b$, we use the notation $a \vee b$ to denote the maximum of $a$ and $b$. Set $L_1$ to be $L_1 := L_{\text{SYN-SIMPLE}} \vee \log n = O(\log T \log n) \vee \log n$, taking the maximum with $\log n$ for technical convenience. The second term dominates in Equation (5.1) because $\ell_i \gg \log \ell_i$ and $L_i > \log n$. Hence, we obtain from Equation (5.1) that $L_{i+1} \leq 2\gamma_1 \ell_i L_i$. It follows by induction that

\[
L_{i+1} \leq (2\gamma_1)^i L_1 \prod_{j=1}^i \ell_j.
\]
The running time of $\text{EMUL}(P) = \text{SYN-CLOCK}$ after the last application of the Message Reduction Theorem, i.e. $\tau$, is thus

$$L_{\text{SYN-CLOCK}} := L_\tau \leq (2^{\gamma_1})^\tau L_1 \prod_{i=1}^{\tau-1} \ell_i.$$  \hfill (5.2)

To complete the estimate of the runtime, we use the following fact and Lemma 5.8.

**Fact 5.4.2.** If $|x| < 1$, it holds

$$e^{\frac{x}{1-x}} \leq 1 + x \leq e^x \leq 1 + \frac{x}{1-x}.$$  

**Lemma 5.8**

Let $f, \tau : \mathbb{R}_+ \to \mathbb{R}$ be functions defined by $f(x) = \lceil \log x \rceil + 1$ and

$$\tau(x) = \inf \left\{ k \in \mathbb{N} \mid f^{\circ k}(x) \leq 3 \right\},$$  \hfill (5.3)

where we denote by $f^{\circ k}$ the $k$-fold iteration of $f$. It holds that

$$\tau(T) \leq \log^{\circ 4} T + \mathcal{O}(1).$$  \hfill (5.4)

**Proof.** We can notice that $f(T) \leq T - 1$, if $T$ is bigger than some constant $c$. Moreover, when $f(x) \leq c$, the number of iterations before reaching 1 is $O(1)$. This implies that $\tau(T) \leq T + \mathcal{O}(1)$.

But in fact, by definition, $\ell(T) = \tau\left(f^{\circ 4}(T)\right) + 4$ (provided $f^{\circ 4}(T) > 1$, which holds if $T$ is big enough). Hence

$$\tau(T) \leq g\left(f^{\circ 4}(T)\right) + 4 \leq f^{\circ 4}(T) + \mathcal{O}(1) \leq \log^{\circ 4} T + \mathcal{O}(1).$$  \hfill (5.5)

From the bounds $L_1 = \mathcal{O}(\log T \log n)$, $\prod_{i=1}^\tau \ell_i \leq \ell_1 \ell_2 \ell_3$, $\ell_1 = \mathcal{O}(\log T)$, $\ell_2 = \mathcal{O}(\log \log T)$ and Lemma 5.8, we obtain $(2^{\gamma_1})^\tau = (\log \log T)^{\mathcal{O}(1)} = \mathcal{O}(\log T)$ and

$$\ell_3^\tau \leq 2^{\mathcal{O}(\log \log \log T)} \leq 2^{\mathcal{O}(\log \log \log T)} \leq (\log \log T)^{\mathcal{O}(1)}.$$

We thus conclude that

$$L_{\text{SYN-CLOCK}} \leq (2^{\gamma_1})^\tau \prod_{i=1}^\tau \ell_i L_1 \leq \mathcal{O}(\log \log T) \cdot \ell_1 \ell_2 \ell_3 \cdot \mathcal{O}(\log T \log n)$$  \hfill (5.6)

$$\leq \mathcal{O}(\log \log T) \cdot \mathcal{O}(\log T) \cdot \mathcal{O}(\log \log T) \cdot \mathcal{O}(\log \log T)^{\mathcal{O}(1)} \cdot \mathcal{O}(\log T \log n)$$  \hfill (5.7)

$$\leq \log^2 T \log n \cdot (\log \log T)^{\mathcal{O}(1)}.$$  \hfill (5.8)
The total slowdown with respect to SYN-SIMPLE corresponds to \( \prod_{i=1}^{r} \ell_i = \tilde{O}(\log T) \). Hence the clock produced by the emulation is incremented every \( \tilde{O}(\log T) \) rounds. In other words we obtain a clock modulo \( T \cdot f(T) \) for some function \( f \). But using Remark 5.4.1 we can still view this as a clock modulo \( T \).

**Extension to General \( T \) and Running Time Improvement.** We now aim to get rid of the assumption that \( T \) is a power of 2 in Lemma 5.7, and also reduce the running time of our protocol to \( \tilde{O}(\log n \log T) \), proving Theorem 5.2.

**Syn-Clock protocol**

**MEMORY:** Each agent \( u \) stores a clock \( C'(u) \) which runs modulo \( T' \gg \gamma \log n \log T \). Each agent \( u \) also stores a variable \( Q \) which is incremented only once every \( T' \) rounds and runs modulo \( T \).

**MESSAGE:** Each agent \( u \) displays 4 bits. On the first 3 bits, protocol SYN-INTERMEDIATE is applied to synchronize \( C' \). The 4-th bit \( b(u) \) is the bit with index \( (\lfloor \frac{C'(u)}{\gamma \log n} \rfloor \mod \lceil \log T \rceil) \) of \( Q(u) \).

1. \( u \) samples two agents \( u_1 \) and \( u_2 \).
2. \( u \) updates \( b(u) \) with the majority of \( b(u) \), \( b(u_1) \) and \( b(u_2) \).
3. If \( C' = 0 \), increment \( Q \) by one unit modulo \( T \).

**OUTPUT:** The clock modulo \( T \) is obtained as \( C := (C' + Q \cdot T') \mod T \)

**Algorithm 3:** The protocol 4-bit SYN-CLOCK, executed by each agent \( u \).

**Proof of Theorem 5.2.** From Lemma 5.7, we know that SYN-INTERMEDIATE synchronizes clocks modulo \( T \) in time \( \tilde{O}(\log^2 T \log n) \) using only 3-bit messages, provided that \( T \) is a power of 2. While protocol SYN-INTERMEDIATE emulates protocol SYN-SIMPLE, it displays the first bit of the message of SYN-SIMPLE only once every \( \tilde{O}(\log T) \) rounds. Of course, it would be more efficient to display it \( \tilde{O}(\log n) \) times in a row, so that MAJ-CONSENSUS would make every agent agree on this bit, and then move to agreeing on the second bit, and so on. To achieve this, as in the proof of SYN-SIMPLE, we can view a clock modulo \( T \), say \( Q \), as written on \( \log T \) bits. If agents already possess a “small” counter modulo \( T' := O(\log T \log n) \) they can use it to display the first bit for \( O(\log n) \) rounds, then the second one for \( O(\log n) \) rounds, and so on until each one of the \( \lceil \log T \rceil \) bits of \( T \) has been synchronized. This would synchronize all bits of the desired clock within \( O(\log T \log n) \) rounds, w.h.p., while being very economical in terms of message length, since only 1 bit is displayed at any time.

Therefore, we can use Lemma 5.7 to synchronize a counter modulo \( O(\log T \log n) \) in \( \tilde{O}((\log \log T)^2 \log n) \) rounds, using 3 bits per message. Then, we can use a fourth bit to run MAJ-CONSENSUS on each of the \( \log T \) bits of \( Q \) for \( O(\log n) \) consecutive rounds, for a total running time of \( O(\log T \log n) \) rounds. At this point, an application of the Message Reduc-
tion Theorem would give us a protocol with running time $O(\log T \log n)$ using 3-bit messages. However, perhaps surprisingly, a similar strategy enables us to synchronize a clock modulo any integer (not necessarily a power of 2).

Let us assume that $T \in \mathbb{N}$ is an arbitrary integer. Let $\gamma \log n$ be an upper bound on the convergence time of $\text{maj-consensus}$ which guarantees a correct consensus with probability at least $1 - n^{-2}$, for some constant $\gamma$ large enough [48]. Let $T'$ be the smallest power of 2 bigger than $\log T \cdot (\gamma \log n + \gamma \log \log T)$. By Lemma 5.7, using 3 bits, the agents can build a synchronized clock $C'$ running modulo $T'$ in time $O((\log \log T)^2 \log n)$. The other main ingredient in this construction is another clock $Q_T$, which is incremented once every $T'$ rounds and runs modulo $T$. The desired clock modulo $T$, which we denote $C$, is obtained by

$$C := (C' + Q_{T'} \cdot T') \mod T.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.9)

It is easy to check, given the definitions of $C'$ and $Q_{T'}$ that this choice indeed produces a clock modulo $T$.

It remains to show how the clock $Q_{T'}$ modulo $T$ is synchronized. On a first glance, it may seem as if we did not simplify the problem since $Q$ is a clock modulo $T$ itself. However, the difference between $Q_{T'}$ and a regular clock modulo $T$ is that $Q_{T'}$ is incremented only once every $T'$ rounds. This is exploited as follows.

The counter $Q_{T'}$ is written on $\lceil \log T \rceil$ internal bits. We show how to synchronize $Q_{T'}$ using a 4-th bit in the messages, similarly to the aforementioned strategy to synchronize $Q$; we later show how to remove this assumption using the Message Reduction Theorem. Let us call a loop of $C'$ modulo $T'$ an epoch. The rounds of an epoch are divided in phases of equal length $\gamma \log n + \gamma \log \log T$ (the remaining $T' \mod (\gamma \log n + \gamma \log \log T)$ rounds are just ignored). The clock $C'$ determines which bit from $Q_{T'}$ to display. The first bit of $Q_{T'}$ is displayed during the first phase, then the second one is displayed during the second phase, and so on. By Theorem 5.3, the length of each phase guarantees that consensus is achieved on each bit of $Q_{T'}$ w.h.p. More precisely, after the first bit has been displayed for $\gamma \log n + \gamma \log \log T$ rounds, all agents agree on it with probability $1 - \frac{1}{n^2 \log T}$, provided $\gamma$ is large enough. Thus, at the end of an epoch, agents agree on all $\lceil \log T \rceil$ bits of $Q_{T'}$ with probability greater than $(1 - \frac{1}{n^2 \log T})^{\log T} \gg 1 - O(n^{-2})$.

We have thus shown that, by the time $C'$ reaches its maximum value of $T'$, i.e. after one epoch, all agents agree on $Q_{T'}$ w.h.p. and then increment it jointly. From Lemma 5.7,

---

\footnote{Observe that, once clock $C'$ is synchronized, the bits of $Q_{T'}$ do not change for each agent during each subphase. Thus, we may replace $\text{maj-consensus}$ by the $\text{Min}$ protocol where on each round of subphase $i$ each agent $u$ pulls another agent $v$ u.a.r. and updates her $i$-th bit of $Q$ to the minimum between her current $i$-th bit of $Q$ and the one of $v$. However, for simplicity’s sake, we reuse the already introduced $\text{maj-consensus}$ protocol.}

\footnote{From Theorem 5.3, we have that after $\gamma \log n$ rounds, with $\gamma$ large enough, the probability that consensus has not been reached is smaller than $\frac{1}{n^2 \log T}$. Thus, after $N \cdot \gamma \log n$ rounds, the probability that consensus has not been reached is smaller than $\frac{1}{n^2 \log T}$. If we choose $N \log n = \log n + \log \log T$, we thus get the claimed upper bound $\frac{1}{n^2 \log T}$.}
SYN-INTERMEDIATE takes
\[ O(\log^2 T \log n) = O((\log \log n + \log \log T)^2 \log n) = O((\log \log n)^2 \log n + (\log \log T)^2 \log n) \]
rounds to synchronize a clock \( C' \) modulo \( T' \) w.h.p. Together with the log \( T (\gamma \log n + \gamma \log \log T) \) rounds to agree on \( Q_{T'} \) w.h.p., this implies that after \( \log T \log n \cdot (\log \log T)^{O(1)} \cdot (\log \log n)^{O(1)} = \tilde{O}(\log T \log n) \) rounds the clocks \( C \) are all synchronized w.h.p.

Finally, we show how to get rid of the extra 4-th bit to achieve agreement on \( Q_{T'} \). Observe that, once \( C' \) is synchronized, this bit is used in a self-stabilizing way. Thus, since SYN-INTERMEDIATE has the bitwise-independence property, using Lemma 5.4, the protocol we described above possesses the bitwise-independence property too. By using the Message Reduction Theorem we can thus reduce the message size from 4 bits to \( \lceil \log 4 \rceil + 1 = 3 \) bits, while only incurring a constant multiplicative loss in the running time. The clock we obtain, counts modulo \( T \) but is incremented every 4 rounds only. It follows from Remark 5.4.1 that we may still view this as a clock modulo \( T \).

Remark 5.4.3 (Internal memory space). The internal memory space needed to implement our protocols SYN-SIMPLE, SYN-INTERMEDIATE, and SYN-CLOCK is close to \( \log T \) in all cases: protocol SYN-SIMPLE uses one counter written on \( \log T \) bits, SYN-INTERMEDIATE needs internal memory of size
\[
\log T + \Theta(\log \log T + \log \log \log T + \ldots) \leq \log T(1 + o(1)), \tag{5.10}
\]
and the internal memory requirement of SYN-CLOCK is of order \( \log T + \log \log n \).

5.5 Majority Bit Dissemination with a Clock

In this section we assume that agents are equipped with a synchronized clock \( C \) modulo \( \gamma \log n \) for some big enough constant \( \gamma > 0 \). In the previous section we showed how to establish such a synchronized clock in \( \tilde{O}(\log n) \) time and using 3-bit messages. We have already seen in Section 5.1.2 how to solve the Bit Dissemination problem (when we are promised to have a single source agent) assuming such synchronized clocks, by paying an extra bit in the message size and an \( \Theta(\log n) \) additive factor in the running time. This section is dedicated to showing that, in fact, the more general Majority Bit Dissemination problem can be solved with the same time complexity and using 3-bit messages, proving Theorem 5.1.

In Section 5.5.1, we describe and analyze protocol SYN-PHASE-SPREAD, which solves Majority Bit Dissemination by paying only a \( \Theta(\log n) \) additive overhead in the running time w.r.t. Clock Synchronization. For clarity’s sake, we first assume that the protocol is using 4 bits (i.e. 1 additional bit over the 3 bits used for Clock Synchronization), and we later show how to decrease the number of bits back to 3 in Section 5.5.2 by applying the Message Reduction Theorem.
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The main idea behind the 3(+1)-bit protocol, called SYN-PHASE-SPREAD, is to make the sources’ input bits disseminate on the system in a way that preserves the initial ratio $k_1/k_0$ between the number of sources supporting the majority and minority input bit. This is achieved by dividing the dissemination process in phases, similarly to the main protocol in [63] which was designed to solve the Bit Dissemination problem in a variant of the PUSH model in which messages are affected by noise. The phases induce a spreading process which allows to leverage on the concentration property of the Chernoff bounds, preserving the aforementioned ratio. While, on an intuitive level, the role of noisy messages in the model considered in [63] may be related to the presence of sources having conflicting opinion in our setting, we remark that our protocol and its analysis depart from those of [63] on several key points: while the protocol in [63] needs to know the noise parameter, SYN-PHASE-SPREAD does not assume any knowledge about the number of different sources, and our analysis does not require to control the growth of the number of speaking agents from above.

In order to perform such spreading process with 1 bit only, the protocol in [63] leverages on the fact that in the PUSH model agents can choose when to speak, i.e. whether to send a message or not. To emulate this property in the PULL model, we use the parity of the clock $C$: on odd rounds agents willing to “send” a 0 display 0, while others display 1 and conversely on even rounds. Rounds are then grouped by two, so 2 rounds in the PULL model correspond to 1 round in the PUSH version.

5.5.1 Protocol SYN-PHASE-SPREAD

In this section we describe protocol SYN-PHASE-SPREAD. As mentioned above, for clarity’s sake we assume that SYN-PHASE-SPREAD uses 4-bit messages, and we show how to remove this assumption in Section 5.5.2. Three of such bits are devoted to the execution SYN-CLOCK, in order to synchronize a clock $C$ modulo $2[\gamma_{\text{phase}} \log n] + \gamma_{\text{phase}}[2 \log n]$ for some constant $\gamma_{\text{phase}}$ large enough. Throughout this section we assume, thanks to Theorem 5.2, that $C$ has already been synchronized, which happens after $\tilde{O}(\log n)$ rounds from the start of the protocol. In Section 5.5.1, we present a protocol PHASE-SPREAD solving Majority Bit Dissemination assuming agents already share a common clock.

Protocol PHASE-SPREAD

Let $\gamma_{\text{phase}}$ be a constant to be set later. Protocol PHASE-SPREAD is executed periodically over periods of length $2[\gamma_{\text{phase}} \log n] + \gamma_{\text{phase}}[2 \log n]$, given by a clock $C$. One run of length $2[\gamma_{\text{phase}} \log n] + \gamma_{\text{phase}}[2 \log n]$ is divided in $2 + \lceil 2 \log n \rceil$ phases, the first and the last ones lasting $\lceil \gamma_{\text{phase}} \log n \rceil$ rounds, all the other $\lceil 2 \log n \rceil$ phases lasting $\gamma_{\text{phase}}$ rounds. The first phase is called boosting, the last one is called polling, and all the intermediate ones are called spreading. For technical convenience, in PHASE-SPREAD agents disregard the messages they get as their second pull. In other words, PHASE-SPREAD works in the PULL(1) model.

During the boosting and the spreading phases, as we already explained in the introduction
of this section, we make use of the parity of time to emulate the ability to actively send a message or not to communicate anything as in the \textit{PUSH} model (in the first case we say that the agent is \textit{speaking}, in the second case we say that the agent is \textit{silent}). This induces a factor 2 slowdown which we henceforth omit for simplicity.

At the beginning of the boosting, each non-source agent $u$ is silent. During the boosting and during each spreading phase, each silent agent pulls until she sees a speaking agent. When a silent agent $u$ sees a speaking agent $v$, $u$ memorizes $b_1(v)$ but remains silent until the end of the phase; at the end of the current phase, $u$ starts speaking and sets $b_1(u) = b_1(v)$. The bit $b_1$ is then never modified until the clock $C$ reaches 0 again. Then, during the polling phase, each agent $u$ counts how many agents with $b_1 = 1$ and how many with $b_1 = 0$ she sees. At the end of the phase, each agent $u$ sets their output bit to the most frequent value of $b_1$ observed during the polling phase. We want to show that, for all agents, the latter is w.h.p. $b_{maj}$ (the most frequent initial opinion among sources).

\begin{algorithm}
\textbf{Phase-Spread protocol}

1. If $u$ is not speaking and $b_1(u)$ has not yet been set, and the current phase is either the boosting or the spreading one, $u$ does the following:

2. \hspace{1em} $u$ observes a random agent $v$.

3. \hspace{1em} If $v$ is speaking, $u$ sets $b_1(u)$ equal to $b_1(v)$, and $u$ will be speaking from the next phase.

4. \hspace{1em} $u$ sets $c_0$ and $c_1$ equal to 0.

5. If the current phase is polling:

6. \hspace{1em} $u$ observes a random agent $v$.

7. \hspace{1em} If $b_1(v) = 1$, $u$ increments $c_1$, otherwise increment $c_0$.

8. $u$ outputs 1 if and only if $c_1 > c_0$.

\textbf{Algorithm 4:} The protocol \textsc{Phase-Spread}, executed by each agent $u$.

\end{algorithm}

A Technical Tool

Before we can analyze the protocol, let us recall a large deviation lemma
Theorem 5.9: Let $X_1, ..., X_n$ be $n$ independent random variables. If $X_i \leq M$ for each $i$, then
\[
P \left( \sum_i X_i \geq \mathbb{E} \left[ \sum_i X_i \right] + \lambda \right) \leq e^{-\frac{\lambda^2}{2 \left( \mathbb{E} \mathbb{E}\left[X_i^2\right] + \frac{M \lambda}{2} \right)}}.
\] (5.11)

Corollary 5.10

Let $\mu = \mathbb{E} \left[ \sum_i X_i \right]$. If the $X_i$s are binary then, for $\lambda = \sqrt{\mu \log n}$ and sufficiently large $n$, (5.11) gives
\[
P \left( \sum_i X_i \geq \mu + \sqrt{\mu \log n} \right) \leq e^{-\sqrt{\mu \log n}},
\] (5.12)
\[
P \left( \sum_i X_i \leq \mu - \sqrt{\mu \log n} \right) \leq e^{-\sqrt{\mu \log n}}.
\] (5.13)

Proof. The fact that the $X_i$s are binary implies that $\sum_i \mathbb{E} \left[ X_i^2 \right] \leq \sum_i \mathbb{E} \left[ X_i \right]$. By setting $\lambda = \sqrt{\mathbb{E} \left[ \sum_i X_i \right] \log n}$, one can show that the l.h.s. of (5.11) is upper bounded by $e^{-\sqrt{\mu \log n}}$. \qed

Analysis

We prove that at the end of the last spreading phase w.h.p. all agents are speaking and each agent has $b_1 = 1$ with probability $\frac{1}{2} + \varepsilon_{end}$ for some positive constant $\varepsilon_{end} = \varepsilon_{end} (\gamma_{phase}, \varepsilon)$ (where the dependency in $\gamma_{phase}$ is monotonically increasing), $b_1 = 0$ otherwise. From the Chernoff bound (Corollary 5.10) and the union bound, this implies that when $\gamma_{phase} > \frac{8}{\varepsilon_{end}}$ at the end of the polling phase w.h.p. each agent learns $b_{maj}$. Without loss of generality, let $b_{maj} = 1$, i.e. $k_1 > k_0$. For convenience, we estimate ratios of the form $\frac{k_1}{k_0}$, which requires that $k_0 > 0$. The analysis can easily be adapted to handle the case where $k_0 = 0$.

For $\varepsilon \in \{0, 1\}$, let us denote $k_i^{(\varepsilon)}$ the number of nodes with $b_1(\cdot) = \varepsilon$ at the end of phase $i$. The analysis is divided in the following lemmas.
Lemma 5.11

At the end of the boosting phase it holds w.h.p.

\[
k_1^{(1)} + k_0^{(1)} \geq \begin{cases} 
(k_1 + k_0) \frac{\gamma_{\text{phase}}}{3} \log n & \text{if } k_1 + k_0 < \frac{n}{2^{2\gamma_{\text{phase}} \log n}} \\
\frac{n}{1 - \frac{1}{\sqrt{e}}} + \frac{1}{\sqrt{e}} (k_1 + k_0) - \sqrt{n \log n} & \text{if } \frac{n}{2^{2\gamma_{\text{phase}} \log n}} \leq k_1 + k_0 \leq n - 2\sqrt{n \log n}, \\
n & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\] (5.14)

Moreover,

\[
\frac{k_1^{(1)}}{k_0^{(1)}} \geq k_1 \cdot \left(1 - \sqrt{\frac{9}{\gamma_{\text{phase}} k_0}}\right).
\] (5.15)

Proof. By using Fact 5.4.2, we have

\[
\mathbb{E} \left[ k_1^{(1)} + k_0^{(1)} \right] = k_1 + k_0 + (n - k_1 - k_0) \left(1 - \left(1 - \frac{k_1 + k_0}{n}\right)^{\gamma_{\text{phase}} \log n}\right)
\geq k_1 + k_0 + (n - k_1 - k_0) \left(1 - e^{-\frac{k_1 + k_0}{n} \gamma_{\text{phase}} \log n}\right).
\] (5.16)

We distinguish three cases.

Case \(k_1 + k_0 < \frac{n}{2^{2\gamma_{\text{phase}} \log n}}\). By using Fact 5.4.2 again, from (5.16) we get

\[
\mathbb{E} \left[ k_1^{(1)} + k_0^{(1)} \right] \geq k_1 + k_0 + (n - k_1 - k_0) \left(1 - e^{-\frac{k_1 + k_0}{n} \gamma_{\text{phase}} \log n}\right)
\geq k_1 + k_0 + (n - k_1 - k_0) \frac{k_1 + k_0}{n} \gamma_{\text{phase}} \log n
\geq k_1 + k_0 + \left(1 - \frac{k_1 + k_0}{2n}\right) \frac{k_1 + k_0}{n} \gamma_{\text{phase}} \log n
\geq (k_1 + k_0) \left(1 + \frac{\gamma_{\text{phase}}}{2 \log n}\right)
\geq (k_1 + k_0) \frac{\gamma_{\text{phase}}}{2 \log n}.
\] (5.17)

From the Chernoff bound (Lemma 5.9), we thus get that w.h.p.

\[
k_1^{(1)} + k_0^{(1)} \geq (k_1 + k_0) \frac{\gamma_{\text{phase}}}{3} \log n.
\] (5.18)
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Case $\frac{n}{2\gamma_{\text{phase}} \log n} \leq k_1 + k_0 \leq n - 2\sqrt{n \log n}$. From (5.16), we have

$$
E \left[ k_1^{(1)} + k_0^{(1)} \right] \geq k_1 + k_0 + (n - k_1 - k_0) \left( 1 - e^{-\frac{k_1 + k_0}{n} \gamma_{\text{phase}}} \right) \quad (5.19)
$$

$$
\geq k_1 + k_0 + (n - k_1 - k_0) \left( 1 - \frac{1}{\sqrt{e}} \right) \quad (5.20)
$$

$$
\geq n \left( 1 - \frac{1}{\sqrt{e}} \right) + \frac{k_1 + k_0}{\sqrt{e}}. \quad (5.21)
$$

From the Chernoff bound (Lemma 5.9), we thus get that w.h.p.

$$
k_1^{(1)} + k_0^{(1)} \geq n \left( 1 - \frac{1}{\sqrt{e}} \right) + \frac{k_1 + k_0}{\sqrt{e}} - \sqrt{n \log n}.
$$

Case $k_1^{(1)} + k_0^{(1)} > n - 2\sqrt{n \log n}$. The probability that a silent agent does not observe a speaking one is

$$
\left( \frac{n - k_1 - k_0}{n} \right)^{\gamma_{\text{phase}} \log n} \leq \left( \frac{4 \log n}{n} \right)^{\frac{1}{2} \gamma_{\text{phase}} \log n},
$$

hence by a simple union bound it follows that w.h.p. all agents are speaking.

Now, we prove (5.15). As before, we have two cases. The first case, $\frac{k_1}{k_0} \geq \frac{n}{2\gamma_{\text{phase}} \log n}$, is a simple consequence of the Chernoff bound (Lemma 5.9).

In the second case, $\frac{k_1}{k_0} < \frac{n}{2\gamma_{\text{phase}} \log n}$, let us consider the set of agents $S_{\text{boost}}$ that start speaking at the end of the boosting, i.e. that observe a speaking agent during the phase. Observe that $|S_{\text{boost}}| = k_1^{(1)} - k_1 + k_0^{(1)} - k_0$. The probability that an agent in $S_{\text{boost}}$ observes a source supporting 1 (resp. 0) is

$$
\frac{k_1}{k_1 + k_0} \quad (\text{resp.} \quad \frac{k_0}{k_1 + k_0}).
$$

Thus

$$
E \left[ k_1^{(1)} \right] = k_1 + \frac{k_1}{k_1 + k_0} E \left[ |S_{\text{boost}}| \right] \quad \text{and}
$$

$$
E \left[ k_0^{(1)} \right] = k_0 + \frac{k_0}{k_1 + k_0} E \left[ |S_{\text{boost}}| \right]. \quad (5.22)
$$

In particular

$$
\frac{E \left[ k_1^{(1)} \right]}{E \left[ k_0^{(1)} \right]} = \frac{k_1 + \frac{k_1}{k_1 + k_0} E \left[ |S_{\text{boost}}| \right]}{k_0 + \frac{k_0}{k_1 + k_0} E \left[ |S_{\text{boost}}| \right]} = \frac{k_1}{k_0}, \quad (5.23)
$$
and from (5.18) and (5.22) we have

\[
\mathbb{E}[k_0^{(1)}] \geq \frac{k_0}{k_1 + k_0} \mathbb{E}[|S_{\text{boost}}|] \quad (5.24)
\]

\[
= \frac{k_0}{k_1 + k_0} \left( \mathbb{E}[k_1^{(1)} + k_0^{(1)}] - (k_1 + k_0) \right) \quad (5.25)
\]

\[
\geq (1 - o(1)) \frac{k_0}{k_1 + k_0} \gamma_{\text{phase}} \frac{1}{2} (k_1 + k_0) \log n \quad (5.26)
\]

\[
= (1 - o(1)) k_0 \gamma_{\text{phase}} \frac{1}{2} \log n, \quad (5.27)
\]

where the lower bound follows from the assumption \( k_1 < \frac{n}{2 \gamma_{\text{phase}} \log n} \) and (5.18). From (5.27) and the multiplicative form of the Chernoff bound (Corollary 5.10), we have that w.h.p.

\[
k_1^{(1)} \geq \mathbb{E}[k_1^{(1)}] - \sqrt{\mathbb{E}[k_1^{(1)}] \log n} \quad \text{and} \quad (5.28)
\]

\[
k_0^{(1)} \leq \mathbb{E}[k_0^{(1)}] + \sqrt{\mathbb{E}[k_0^{(1)}] \log n}. \quad (5.29)
\]

Thus, since (5.22) implies \( \mathbb{E}[k_1^{(1)}] \geq \mathbb{E}[k_0^{(1)}] \), we have

\[
\frac{k_1^{(1)}}{k_0^{(1)}} \geq \frac{\mathbb{E}[k_1^{(1)}]}{\mathbb{E}[k_0^{(1)}]} - \sqrt{\frac{\mathbb{E}[k_1^{(1)}]}{\mathbb{E}[k_0^{(1)}]}} \log n \quad (5.30)
\]

\[
= \frac{\mathbb{E}[k_1^{(1)}]}{\mathbb{E}[k_0^{(1)}]} \cdot \left( 1 - \sqrt{\frac{\log n}{\mathbb{E}[k_1^{(1)}]}} + \sqrt{\frac{\log n}{\mathbb{E}[k_0^{(1)}]}} \right) \quad (5.31)
\]

\[
\geq \frac{\mathbb{E}[k_1^{(1)}]}{\mathbb{E}[k_0^{(1)}]} \cdot \left( 1 - 2 \sqrt{\frac{\log n}{\mathbb{E}[k_0^{(1)}]}} \right) \quad (5.32)
\]

\[
= \frac{k_1}{k_0} \cdot \left( 1 - \sqrt{\frac{9}{k_0 \gamma_{\text{phase}}}} \right), \quad (5.33)
\]

concluding the proof. \( \square \)
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Lemma 5.12

At the end of the \(i+1\)th spreading phase, the following holds w.h.p.

\[
k_{1}^{(i+1)} + k_{0}^{(i+1)} \geq \begin{cases} 
\left( k_1^{(i)} + k_0^{(i)} \right) \frac{\gamma_{\text{phase}}}{3}, & \text{if } k_1^{(i)} + k_0^{(i)} < \frac{n}{2\gamma_{\text{phase}}} \\
\left( 1 - \frac{1}{\sqrt{e}} \right) + \frac{1}{\sqrt{e}} \left( k_1^{(i)} + k_0^{(i)} \right) - \sqrt{n \log n} & \text{if } \frac{n}{2\gamma_{\text{phase}}} \leq k_1^{(i)} + k_0^{(i)} \leq n - 2\sqrt{n \log n} \\
n, & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\]

(5.35)

Proof. The proof is almost the same as that of Lemma 5.11. Thus, we condense some analogous calculations.

By using Fact 5.4.2, we have

\[
\mathbb{E} \left[ k_{1}^{(i+1)} + k_{0}^{(i+1)} \right] \geq k_{1}^{(i)} + k_{0}^{(i)} + \left( n - k_{1}^{(i)} - k_{0}^{(i)} \right) \left( 1 - e^{-\frac{k_1^{(i)} + k_0^{(i)}}{n} \gamma_{\text{phase}}} \right).
\]

(5.36)

We distinguish three cases.

Case \( k_1^{(i)} + k_0^{(i)} < \frac{n}{2\gamma_{\text{phase}}} \). By using Fact 5.4.2 again, from (5.36) we get

\[
\mathbb{E} \left[ k_{1}^{(i+1)} + k_{0}^{(i+1)} \right] \geq k_{1}^{(i)} + k_{0}^{(i)} + \left( n - k_{1}^{(i)} - k_{0}^{(i)} \right) \frac{k_1^{(i)} + k_0^{(i)}}{2n} \gamma_{\text{phase}} \geq \left( k_{1}^{(i)} + k_{0}^{(i)} \right) \frac{\gamma_{\text{phase}}}{2}.
\]

(5.37)

After the boosting phase, i.e. for \( i \geq 1 \), it follows from Lemma 5.11 that \( k_{1}^{(i)} + k_{0}^{(i)} = \Omega \left( \gamma_{\text{phase}} \log n \right) \). From the Chernoff bound (Lemma 5.9), if \( \gamma_{\text{phase}} \) is chosen big enough, we thus get that w.h.p.

\[
k_{1}^{(i+1)} + k_{0}^{(i+1)} \geq \left( k_{1}^{(i)} + k_{0}^{(i)} \right) \frac{\gamma_{\text{phase}}}{3}.
\]

Case \( \frac{n}{2\gamma_{\text{phase}}} \leq k_1^{(i)} + k_0^{(i)} \leq n - 2\sqrt{n \log n} \). From (5.36), we have

\[
\mathbb{E} \left[ \left( k_{1}^{(i+1)} + k_{0}^{(i+1)} \right) \right] \geq k_{1}^{(i)} + k_{0}^{(i)} + \left( n - k_{1}^{(i)} - k_{0}^{(i)} \right) \left( 1 - \frac{1}{\sqrt{e}} \right) \geq n \left( 1 - \frac{1}{\sqrt{e}} \right) + \frac{1}{\sqrt{e}} \left( k_{1}^{(i)} + k_{0}^{(i)} \right).
\]

(5.38)

From the Chernoff bound (Lemma 5.9), we thus get that w.h.p.

\[
k_{1}^{(i+1)} + k_{0}^{(i+1)} \geq n \left( 1 - \frac{1}{\sqrt{e}} \right) + \frac{1}{\sqrt{e}} \left( k_{1}^{(i)} + k_{0}^{(i)} \right) - \sqrt{n \log n}.
\]
**Case** $k_1^{(i)} + k_0^{(i)} > n - 2\sqrt{n \log n}$. The probability that a silent agent does not observe a speaking one is

$$\left( \frac{n - k_1^{(i)} - k_0^{(i)}}{n} \right)^{\gamma_{\text{phase}}} \leq \left( \frac{4 \log n}{n} \right)^{\frac{1}{2} \gamma_{\text{phase}}} ,$$

hence by a simple union bound it follows that w.h.p. all agents are speaking.

Now, we prove (5.35). As in the proof of (5.15), we have two cases. The first case, $\frac{k_1}{k_0} \geq \frac{n}{2 \gamma_{\text{phase}}}$, is a simple consequence of the Chernoff bound (Lemma 5.9). Otherwise, let us assume $\frac{k_1}{k_0} < \frac{n}{2 \gamma_{\text{phase}}}$. With an analogous argument to that for (5.22) and (5.23) we can prove

$$E\left[ k_1^{(i+1)} \right] = k_1^{(i)} + \frac{k_1^{(i)}}{k_1^{(i)} + k_0^{(i)}} E\left[ k_1^{(i+1)} - k_1^{(i)} + k_1^{(i+1)} - k_0^{(i)} \right] , \quad (5.40)$$

$$E\left[ k_0^{(i+1)} \right] = k_0^{(i)} + \frac{k_0^{(i)}}{k_1^{(i)} + k_0^{(i)}} E\left[ k_1^{(i+1)} - k_1^{(i)} + k_0^{(i+1)} - k_0^{(i)} \right] . \quad (5.41)$$

As in (5.29), from the multiplicative form of the Chernoff bound (Corollary 5.10) we have that w.h.p.

$$k_1^{(i+1)} \geq E\left[ k_1^{(i+1)} \right] - \sqrt{E\left[ k_1^{(i+1)} \right]} \log n \quad \text{and} \quad (5.42)$$

$$k_0^{(i+1)} \leq E\left[ k_0^{(i+1)} \right] + \sqrt{E\left[ k_0^{(i+1)} \right]} \log n . \quad (5.43)$$

Thus, as in (5.34), from (5.43) and (5.39), we get

$$\frac{k_1^{(i+1)}}{k_0^{(i+1)}} \geq \frac{E\left[ k_1^{(i+1)} \right]}{E\left[ k_0^{(i+1)} \right]} \cdot \left( 1 - 2 \sqrt{\frac{\log n}{E\left[ k_0^{(i+1)} \right]}} \right) \geq \frac{k_1^{(i)}}{k_0^{(i)}} \cdot \left( 1 - 4 \sqrt{\frac{\log n}{\gamma_{\text{phase}} k_0^{(i)}}} \right) , \quad (5.44)$$

where, as in (5.27), in the last inequality we used that from (5.37) and (5.41) it holds $E\left[ k_0^{(i+1)} \right] \geq \frac{\gamma_{\text{phase}} k_0^{(i)}}{4}$.

From the previous two lemmas, we can derive the following corollary, which concludes the proof.
Corollary 5.13

If $k_1 \geq k_0 (1 + \varepsilon)$ for some constant $\varepsilon > 0$, then at the end of the last spreading phase it holds w.h.p.

$$k_1^{(1+2 \log n)} = n - k_0^{(1+2 \log n)} \geq k_0^{(1+2 \log n)} (1 + \varepsilon_{\text{end}}),$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.45)

where $\varepsilon_{\text{end}} = \frac{\varepsilon}{2} - \frac{4}{\sqrt{\gamma_{\text{phase}}} \gamma_{\text{phase}}}.$

Proof. The equality in (5.45) follows from the first part of Lemma 5.11. When $k_1^{(i)} + k_0^{(i)} < \frac{n}{\gamma_{\text{phase}}}$, $k_1^{(i)} + k_0^{(i)}$ increases by multiplicative a factor $\gamma_{\text{phase}}$ at the end of each spreading phase.

When $\frac{n}{\gamma_{\text{phase}}}$, $k_1^{(i)} + k_0^{(i)}$, $k_0^{(i)} \leq \frac{n}{\gamma_{\text{phase}}}$, the number of silent agents decreases by a factor $\sqrt{\varepsilon}$ after each spreading phase. Lastly, when $k_1^{(i)} + k_0^{(i)} > n - 2\sqrt{n \log n}$, after one more spreading phase, a simple application of the union bound shows that $k_1^{(i+1)} + k_0^{(i+1)}$ is equal to $n$ w.h.p. As a consequence, if $\gamma_{\text{phase}}$ is big enough, after less than $1 + 2 \log n$ spreading phases w.h.p it holds that $k_1^{(1+2 \log n)} = n - k_0^{(1+2 \log n)}$.

The inequality in (5.45) can be derived from (5.35), as follows. From (5.15) and (5.35) we have

$$\frac{k_1^{(1+2 \log n)}}{k_0^{(1+2 \log n)}} \geq \frac{k_1}{k_0} \left(1 - \frac{9}{\sqrt{\gamma_{\text{phase}}}} \prod_{i=2}^{1+2 \log n} \left(1 - \frac{16 \log n}{\gamma_{\text{phase}} k_0^{(i)}} \right) \right).$$ \hspace{1cm} (5.47)

We can estimate the product as

$$\prod_{i=2}^{1+2 \log n} \left(1 - \frac{16 \log n}{\gamma_{\text{phase}} k_0^{(i)}} \right) \geq \exp \left(-4 \sum_{i=2}^{1+2 \log n} \frac{1}{(\sqrt{\gamma_{\text{phase}}})^i} \right) \geq \exp \left(-\frac{4}{\gamma_{\text{phase}}} \left(\frac{1}{\gamma_{\text{phase}}} - \frac{n \gamma_{\text{phase}}}{2} \right) \right) \geq \exp \left(-\frac{5}{\gamma_{\text{phase}}} \right).$$ \hspace{1cm} (5.48)

In the first inequality we used that $1 - x \geq e^{-x}$ if $|x| < 1$. To go from the first to the second line, we use $\sum_{a}^{a} x = -1 - x + \frac{x+1}{1-x}$, with $a = 1 + 2 \log n$ and $x = \frac{1}{(\sqrt{\gamma_{\text{phase}}})^i}$. To go from the
third to the fourth line, we use that for \( n \) big enough,
\[
\frac{1}{\gamma_{\text{phase}} - \sqrt{n}} - n^{-\frac{2\log \gamma_{\text{phase}}}{2}} \geq \frac{1}{\gamma_{\text{phase}}}.
\]
The last inequality is obtained from \( e^{-x} \geq 1 - \frac{5}{4}x \), if \( x > 0 \) is small enough.

Finally, from (5.47) and (5.48) we get
\[
\frac{k_1^{(1+2\log n)}}{k_0^{(1+2\log n)}} \geq \frac{k_1}{k_0} \left( 1 - \sqrt{\frac{9}{\gamma_{\text{phase}}k_0}} \right) \left( 1 - \frac{5}{\gamma_{\text{phase}}} \right) \geq \frac{k_1}{k_0} \left( 1 - \frac{4}{\sqrt{\gamma_{\text{phase}}}} \right),
\]
which, together with the hypothesis \( \frac{k_1}{k_0} \geq 1 + \varepsilon \), concludes the proof.

#### 5.5.2 Proof of Theorem 5.1

*Proof.* From Corollary 5.13, it follows that at the end of the last spreading phase, all agents have been informed. After the last spreading phase, during the polling phase, each agent samples \( \gamma_{\text{phase}} \log n \) opinions from the population and then adopts the majority of these as her output bit. Thus, (5.45) ensures that each sample holds the correct opinion with probability \( \geq \frac{1}{2} + \varepsilon_{\text{end}} \). Hence, by the Chernoff bound and a union bound, if \( \gamma_{\text{phase}} \) is big enough then the majority of the \( \gamma_{\text{phase}} \log n \) samples corresponds to the correct value for all the \( n \) agents w.h.p.

The protocol obtained so far solves Majority Bit Dissemination, but it does it using 4 bits per message rather than 3. Indeed, synchronizing a clock using SYN-CLOCK takes 3 bits, and we use an extra bit to execute PHASE-Spread described in Section 5.5.1. However, the protocol SYN-PHASE-Spread has the bitwise-independence property. This follows from Lemma 5.4 with \( \text{SYN-GENERIC} = \text{SYN-CLOCK}, \ P = \text{PHASE-Spread}, \ \text{SYN-P} = \text{SYN-PHASE-Spread} \), together with the observation that PHASE-Spread is self-stabilizing. We can thus reduce the message length of SYN-PHASE-Spread to 3 bits using again the Message Reduction Theorem, with a time overhead of a factor 4 only.

#### 5.6 Conclusion and Open Problems

This chapter deals with the construction of protocols in highly congested stochastic interaction patterns. Corresponding challenges are particularly evident when it is difficult to guarantee synchronization, which seems to be essential for emulating a typical protocol that relies on many bits per message with a protocol that uses fewer bits. We showed that in the \textbf{PULL} model, if a self-stabilizing protocol satisfies the bitwise-independence property then it can be emulated with only 3 bits per message. Using this rather general transformer, we solve the self-stabilizing Clock-Synchronization and Majority Bit Dissemination problems in almost-logarithmic time and using only 3 bits per message. It remains an open problem whether the message size of either one of these problems can be further reduced while keeping the running time polylogarithmic.

In particular, even for the self-stabilizing Bit Dissemination problem (with a single source) it remains open whether there exists a polylogarithmic protocol that uses a single bit per
interaction. In fact, we investigated several candidate protocols which seem promising in experimental simulation, but appear to be out of reach of current techniques for analysing randomly-interacting agent systems in a self-stabilizing context. Let us informally present one of them. Let $\ell, k \in \mathbb{N}$ be two parameters. Agents can be in 3 states: boosting, frozen or sensitive. Boosting agents behave as in the maj-consensus protocol: they apply the majority rule to the 2 values they see in a given round and make it into their opinion for the next round. They also keep a counter $T$. If they have seen only agents of a given color $b$ for $\ell$ rounds, they become sensitive to the opposite value. $b$-sensitive agents turn into frozen-$b$ agents if they see value $b$. $b$-frozen agents keep the value $b$ for $k$ rounds before becoming boosters again. Intuitively what we expect is that, from every configuration, at some point almost all agents would be in the boosting state. Then, the boosting behavior would lead the agents to converge to a value $b$ (which depends on the initial conditions). Most agents would then become sensitive to $1 - b$. If the source has opinion $1 - b$ then there should be a “switch” from $b$ to $1 - b$. The “frozen” period is meant to allow for some delay in the times at which agents become sensitive, and then flip their opinion.
Chapter 6

Conclusion

6.1 Summary of Contributions

In this thesis, we have presented two groups of works exploring new ways to combine algorithmic perspectives with biological experiments. The works presented in this manuscript are geared towards a computer science audience, but their inspiration comes from experiments on ants, which they also contributed to shape. The insights generated by our theoretical results lead to new interpretations of the biological systems they describe.

Our first theoretical contribution can be summarized as introducing and extensively studying the Noisy Advice model on trees. This model of graph search with permanent faults, captures some aspects of the collaborative transport process displayed by Crazy Ants. Studying it on trees is naturally appealing from a Theoretical Computer Science perspective, given the broad importance of trees in the discipline.

We provide tight results under different convergence requirements for move and query complexity. Specifically, we show that when the noise is low, smaller than $1/\sqrt{\Delta}$, it is possible to obtain strategies that find the target with an expected linear number of steps in the distance to the treasure and almost logarithmic number of queries in the number of nodes. Conversely, when the noise is of order greater than $1/\sqrt{\Delta}$, the expected number of steps (resp. queries) becomes exponential (resp. polynomial) in the distance to the target (resp. size of the tree). Working with high probability guarantees leads to different results. If we write the noise as $\Delta^{-\varepsilon}$ for some $\varepsilon > 0$, then it is possible to design strategies that walk no more than $d^{O(\varepsilon^{-1})}$ steps before finding the target, where $d$ denotes the distance to the target. A similar result holds for queries. It is worth noting that in the high probability world, there is no threshold phenomenon as in the expectation case. Thus our works provide a natural model with a difference between these two kind of convergence requirements.

Our second theoretical contribution is extending our understanding of the conditions under which broadcast can be performed in PULL-PUSH type of models. Such models are well suited to describe biological systems composed of computationally limited agents, interacting in a stochastic decentralized way. We first show in Section 4 a polynomial lower bound for
broadcast when interactions are noisy, and only pull interactions are allowed. In fact, it was shown previously by Feinerman & al. [63] that the same problem can be solved in logarithmic time if push interactions are allowed. Thus, our result provides an exponential separation between the \textit{PUSH} and \textit{PULL} models. These two models may look very close: in the absence of noise, it is possible to emulate uniform push interactions in a pull model. To do so, each agent adds a bit in their message indicating whether they are looking to communicate. However, noise may very well corrupt this extra bit in the \textit{PULL} model. In the \textit{PUSH} model, the very act of engaging in an interaction is not “noisy” and this is the crucial difference that allows to broadcast efficiently.

On more practical grounds, the high expressiveness of the lower bound does not prevent us from showing a close connection to particular experiments on a desert ant species called \textit{Cataglyphis niger}. The polynomial lower bound is in accordance with the experimental data. In a nutshell, the broadcast time increases with group size. Another way to gain biological insights from our negative result is by considering its contrapositive. If a system is able to broadcast efficiently, it has to possess some form of structural stability (as opposed to randomized interactions), or be able to eliminate noise.

On the positive side we show an upper bound in Chapter 5, under noiseless pull interactions. This positive result is further enhanced by the self-stabilization property our protocol has and its very parsimonious message complexity. Indeed, only 3-bits per message are needed to secure efficient self-stabilizing broadcast, in that model. It is also possible to interpret the lower

\section{Future Directions}

At a general level, we hope the methodology we used in this thesis can be used and refined with other biological entities. It could be nice for instance to obtain a lower bound matching the performance of the system under consideration. Several technical questions remain to be studied in the models we considered, some were already mentioned at the end of each chapter. In the context of noisy advice, we posed the study of memoryless Probabilistic Following algorithms on general graphs as an intriguing open problem. It would also be interesting to obtain query or walk strategies for some specific graph families. Random permanent faults may also be relevant for other problems than search. They have already been further studied in the context of sorting [33].

Our broadcast lower bound could be extended in several ways. For instance, we could consider meeting patterns that are not fully random and different noise assumptions. As for our broadcast upper bound, it would be nice to obtain more \textit{simple} self-stabilizing algorithms, in the sense for instance that they do not rely on a clock, or perhaps that they use even less than 3 bits in the messages. Several candidate protocols seem promising in experimental simulation, but their analysis seems beyond reach of current techniques. One such protocol was described at the end of Chapter 5. The paper by Dudek and Kosowski [54], provides a very interesting partial answer to this set of questions by giving some constant memory protocols, in a closely related variant of our model.
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